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Knowing how much Emily would have enjoyed

talking over her Nile experiences with her friends, I

thought I should like to have some copies of her

journal printed for those who knew how she loved

travelling, and would care to hear of her last travels.

M. L. H. 1906.



I was very sorry not to have more copies of the

first issue of this journal. I have therefore had it

re-printed, with illustrations from drawings by

F. M. Hornby taken at the time.

M.L.H. 1908.



A NILE JOURNAL.

START ON P. d 0. "INDIA."

November 24th, 1905. Off at 8-30 hi Victoria.

Mrs. Noble and Elizabeth with me to see me off.

M. and F. are to meet me at Marseilles. F. is -i

already at Mentone, paying a visit to F. D. M. will

go straight to Marseilles in time for Dec. 1.

Train from Richmond to Broad Street. From
there just across road to Liverpool Street. Special

train to Tilbury from there. Glad of a good warm
in waiting room, morning very fine but cold and

frosty. Had been afraid it might be slippery, but it

was not. Mrs. Noble would carry Japanese basket.

She is invaluable, and keenly enjoyed the out ; would

have given worlds to go. Train to Tilbury very full,

Australians in carriage with us. Crowds of friends

left on station. About half-an-hour's journey to

Tilbury, view just answering to what one hears

called Essex flat. Arrived, had a little way to walk,

partly through mud, then arrived at a very small

steamer. Thought this could not be P. & 0.
" India"

to hold hundreds of people, dawned on us it was the
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tender. Soon were deposited on board the real

• '

India," out in the middle of the river. Man at once

carried my Japanese basket to my cabin, which is

delightfully situated in the passage leading out of the

dining-room, close to the baths. It is for three, two

on one side, one above the other, and the other

(mine) by itself on the other side, under the port

hole, my number, 121, clearly painted over it, so

there can be no mistake. Japanese basket, which

contains all I want for to-day, being safe, we went to

look for the rest, and on the way found tea and

coffee and sandwiches prepared in the dining-room,

and all thankfully partook, having had a very scanty

breakfast, very early. Then went to look for luggage,

heard it was still on tender, a different one to the one

which had brought us on board. It was alongside,

and soon Elizabeth spied my box with E. H. in red

letters. Then we searched for my deck chair, which

I had bought coming on board, and having unearthed

it got a man to carry it on upper deck, and Mrs.

Noble found her way back to the cabin ; took the

blue label off the Japanese basket and we tied it

on the chair. Among innumerable things I have

forgotten are my blue labels. Then we explored

the saloon on upper deck, and very soon the bell

rang and visitors had to depart. Took a tender leave

of Mrs. N., and commended my little Tessa to E.,

though indeed it is unnecessary, as she is as fond of

her as I am, and Tessa is much fonder of her. She

has several cards to post, to Maude and M. among
others, announcing that I am really off. Left to
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myself had another fruitless hunt for my luggage,

not on board yet, and soon the bugle sounded for

luncheon. It is delightful to hear the bugle, instead

of a stupid bell or gong. Excellent luncheon,

enjoyed it in spite of the coffee and sandwiches.

Soup and curry among other things. At half-past

three we were at last off, turned round opposite a

large building, which I found was the Tilbury hotel.

Lovely afternoon, quantities of boats with red sails

about. Fine sunset. At intervals looked for my
luggage, and at last saw my hatbox and had it

carried to my cabin, where I found the other ladies

who were to share it. They looked very nice, they

had not got all their luggage yet. I now felt I should

trouble no more, as I was sure the box with E. H.

on it was safe. Head the "
Revellers," a sixpenny I

had bought on board. Tea at 4-30. Dark before

we got to anything interesting. At 6-30 went down

to dress, and there was my box all right. Put on

black transparent blouse over pink body. Very

cold, so took fur cloak in with me. Little oblong

tables. Lady opposite me white blouse with bare

arms, she must be frozen. Empty place next me.

Old lady beyond.

Went up for a little after dinner, then came

down (having written six cards and posted them)

and played patience in dining-room. The four green

tables in the corners of the saloon all occupied,

people writing, no signs of bridge. Went up last

thing and saw a light in flashes on French coast, no

one to ask what it was. Beautiful stars. Orion.
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Not the slightest motion, sea like glass. Went
down

; ladies there addressed me as Miss Hornby,
so asked their names. Mrs. Bulteel and Miss

Constable, sisters, Devonshire and Yorkshire. Miss

C. not K.C., as many of that name are. Her name
is Lucy.

Saturday, Nov. 25th. Excellent night. Very
cold, slept in flannel dressing gown. Very nice,

civil stewardess. Mrs. Bulteel has a maid, travelling

2nd class, she appeared a miserable wreck. A great

deal of motion there, here none. Enjoyed breakfast

at nine thoroughly. About twelve began to feel a

suspicious heaving and heard the wind howling.

Went down to luncheon but was very cautious what

I ate. Went up and made enquiries about the

library, thought I had better be provided with

literature. Heard books were in saloon, and I ought
to have applied between 11.30 and 12. However I

said I did not know, and the man consented to come

and I got the " Ordeal of Richard Feverel
"

and
"
Soprano

"
by Marion Crawford. Lay down in saloon

with " R. F.,
M
have read bits of it and never finished

it, and one so often sees it alluded to. Went down

to tea, and then felt I had better give in. Went to

cabin and found Miss Constable already collapsed ;

Mrs. Bulteel sitting by quite cheerful. I lay down,

and providentially neither Miss C. nor I were

actually ill, and were even able to have dinner

brought to us. I had a glass of curacoa with mine,

she, I think, brandy with hers. Mrs. B. bravely

went in to dinner. Slept very well.
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Sunday, Nov. 26th. Wind howling, and sea

dashing over port hole. Mrs. Bulteel called it a

jolly sea, she can see it from the upper berth. She

got up as usual. Miss Constable and I never stirred.

We had all our meals brought to us. I read Greek

Testament and "Richard Feverel."
" R. F." just

the sort of book wanted, requiring a good deal of

reading, most extraordinary story. Towards night

the bed began to feel very hard. I knitted a good
deal in the course of the day. The maid did

not appear at all. Mrs. Bulteel is going to Japan.
She had a frightful accident in February, was

bicycling, and was run into by a man on a bicycle

and fell on her head, broke an artery and was

unconscious for weeks. The doctor says it will be

two years before she gets thoroughly over it, and she

is going to Japan for her health. She appears

perfectly well. Her sister calls her Polly.

Monday, Nov. 27th. Ship rolling from side

to side, quite a different sort of motion, and somehow
it did not make me feel ill. Anyhow I must have

got up, for every bone in my body ached with the

hardness of the bed. Bath too delightful and close

at hand, hardly anyone wanting them this morning.
Rolled up my hair anyhow, and it was heavenly

getting a whiff of fresh air on deck before breakfast.

Most odd, the sea looked quite smooth except a few

little ripples, and yet we kept rolling from side to

side, tumbling into an abyss or climbing out of it.

Walking was either up a hill or down a precipice.
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Tables arranged with fiddles and everything slithering

about. (A glass of curacoa was broken in my room

last night before I drank it, and, from the row we

heard, quantities of crockery must have been smashed

in the night.) At 10.30 I went to the hairdresser.

He said he would be ready in about a quarter-of-an

hour. Went then, still occupied, evidently another

man, said in five minutes. Went again, still

occupied, asked him to call me when ready, that I

would be sitting on steps close to. Waited ages, he

never came, so I went again and saw several men
were sitting waiting, so I was very angry and said I

should not try again. Went down and did my hair.

Miss C. in bed, and does not mean to stir to-day,

says she has a sore throat. Finished " Richard

Feverel
"

and changed it for the "Passport," by

Bagot, and read it all day. Cannot write, for there

are no inkstands, all put away. Tried to play

patience, but the cards all slithered about and finally

a lot fell on the floor. Searched for them with

difficulty (as the chairs, table and sofa are all fixed,

and one can hardly squeeze between them), and two

are irretrievably lost. Must make two new ones

to-morrow out of a post-card. Did not dress for

dinner, and afterwards tried patience again in dining-

room but all slithered about
;
did not however lose

any more. Saw two lights, one I heard was Lisbon,

could not find out where the other was.

Tuesday, Nov. 28th. First part of night
dreadful. Tossed from side to side, all my bones
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ache. Mrs. Bulteel says she is all over bruises, she

had two falls on deck. I did my hair in the bath-

room this morning, there is a glass there in which I

can see myself. Perfectly calm this morning. I

suppose the rolling stopped when I got to sleep,

which I did at last. The sun is shining, it is quite

hot on one side of the ship, quite cold on the other.

Moved my deck chair to sunny side, and had a most

happy morning reading
"
Soprano." Till to-day never

could find my deck chair, but this morning saw

Hornby on one, but no blue label. Searching about

I found the blue label on the leg, quite out of sight ;

moved it to the top, and now it is most conspicuous.

Tea rather early this afternoon, and almost directly

after saw a town on the African side, where the sun

was. Heard it was Ceuta, and knowing Gibraltar

was just opposite, went across, and there was the

Kock full in sight, looking exactly like a lion

couchant. It appears it really was a bad storm

Saturday and Sunday ; the captain was obliged to

slow down, or the waves would have been all over

the ship. In consequence we are nine hours late at

Gibraltar. We ought to have been here about eight

this morning. We anchored about five o'clock, a

long way from shore. A little steamer came up
almost at once, we thought it was a pilot to take us

in, but we did not move again. We were just

opposite the town and harbour
; very soon the town

was all lighted up and looked lovely, glittering up
the hill, a red light in one place, and quantities of

little boats, all lighted up, came crowding round,
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bringing cargo. A smart white launch came up, on

board which was the Governor, Sir Forestier Walker,

come to see my two fellow travellers, Mrs. Bulteel

and Miss Constable, and General Inigo Jones, who
is going out to be Governor of Singapore, and with

whom they seemed to be intimate. I heard Sir F.

Walker say he had prepared breakfast for them, and

quite expected them about nine o'clock, and now he

would like them to come and dine, but of course it

was quite impossible. I did not dress for dinner I

was so anxious to see all I could of Gibraltar,

particularly how we went through the Straits. There

was an intermittent light on the point and one on

the African side, and it seemed quite clear we must

go between them. We started about 8-30 and I

stood outside watching. We went past the point,

and I expected every moment we should turn round

and go round it, between it and the African light.

However we never did, but went on and on without

turning in the opposite direction to the straits as it

seemed to me. At last when we had gone miles

away from them and it was very cold, I came in and

played patience in the saloon. What happened I do

not know.

Wednesday, Nov. 29th. A grey day not very

sunny, iroktfiy aAas just the expression ; yesterday it

was deep blue. I started this journal and have now

got it up to date (it is now two p.m.) We have land

in sight on the left-hand side as we go forward, and

I trust it is the Spanish coast. I have written cards
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to Lena and F. L. and posted them. Letters must

be posted before four to-morrow. I shall write to

Maude to-morrow ;
now I am going to read the

" Black Spaniel
"
on deck, it is very fine and quite

smooth. All went well till about ten p.m. I was

playing patience in the saloon when it began to

heave most suspiciously. I at once began to write a

letter to Maude, as it struck me I might be prostrate

to-morrow. Could only manage two sides of the

paper, then posted it, and hurried to bed. Most

annoying that I did not write yesterday. Splendid

snow mountains on Spanish coast.

Thursday, Nov. 30th. Slept very well, and

this morning, to my great relief, it was quite smooth.

Up pretty early and went on deck. Then thought I

might as well start another letter to M. written in

a calmer strain. Got through a page, and then,

extraordinary to say, it began to heave worse than

ever. The bugle sounded and I went down to

breakfast, but only ventured on tea and roll. Went

up again, brought this other letter also to a hasty

conclusion, posted it and went and lay down in my
berth. Miss Constable was doing the same. Soon

thinking it hopeless I took off my dress and put

on my dressing gown, and was very comfortable.

Read the "
Egoist

"
by George Meredith. Anything

more rambling and tiresome and incoherent than his

writings I cannot conceive, but curiously suited to

this sort of thing. Miss C. and I both had luncheon

brought to us. I had a potato in its jacket among
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other things and enjoyed it very much. Also a glass

of cura9oa. Soon everything became quite calm,

and the stewardess came and said we should be at

Marseilles at five. Miss C. got up and dressed, and

when she was gone I did the same, for I felt M.
and F. might come on board this evening. I should

not like them to find me prostrate. I put on

transparent blouse over pink body, not to have two

dressings, had tea in the cabin, and then put on

outdoor coat and went on deck. We were just

approaching Marseilles, it was nearly dark, the land

seemed to be on the wrong side. Lights as though
of a succession of small places, not like a large town.

Flash light behind us. Found, on enquiry, no one

was to be allowed to embark to-night, on account of

coaling, so only went out at intervals to look, as it

was very cold. Lovely bright crescent moon and

stars. Came to a halt about six, close to shore.

Anxious to see Notre Dame de la Garde, but could

not make it out. Patience in saloon.

Friday, Dec. 1st. Fearful noise all night,

coaling and getting in cargo, but slept through most

of it. Miss Constable said in the morning she had

got on my bed to draw the curtain over the porthole,

and I never awoke. Up pretty early, and before I

was dressed heard people were coming on board, so

as soon as I was ready set off to look for cabin 4-6,

which I understood was theirs. Found it, and in it

luggage with L. W. D. on it, so was sure there was

some mistake. Went upon deck to look for the
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cathedral, and suddenly encountered M. carrying

umbrellas and a heavy bag. Coughing but cheerful,

I was thankful to see her safe and we went to look

for F. Were taken to the same cabin where I

had been before, and now a man was in it, in a

state of deshabille. Quandary, but M. rose to the

occasion, and after a little, knocked at the door, and

asked would he tell her the number of his ticket.

He at once said 44, so it dawned upon us when we

said four to six they thought we meant 46, and this

cabin was for three. We now asked for four, and

were at once taken to it, much further along the

passage, and there was F. accumulating the

luggage. Their cabin is along the passage leading

from the opposite side of the dining saloon to mine,

and much further away from it. I prefer mine, but

they have more room as they have paid for the third

place. They came in to breakfast, and we now sit

together at a little table far on in the room and have

an English waiter. There is a waiter to every two

persons, most of them Portuguese Hindoos. I tipped

the P.H. I have had so far, as I went out ;
he seemed

pleased. I now went on deck to devote myself to

the search for Notre Dame de la Garde, but no signs

of her, and it seemed certain she was hidden by some

sheds. We were quite close to the quay, passengers

and luggage were constantly coming up the gangway
and masses of mail bags were lying about. Lots of

wild-looking musicians, children and adults, were

playing, and no one seemed to give them anything.
I hear there was an awful storm in the Bay after we
B
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got through, ours was only the beginning of it. It

was dreadful in London and the Channel, and the

Calais boat did not run. I suppose that was

Wednesday, as M. crossed on Tuesday and had

not a bad crossing though it looked very bad at

starting. L. F. went with her to Dover, and she

slept at Calais and got to Marseilles yesterday

morning. We finally started about 11.30 moving

very slowly, and as soon as ever we got beyond the

sheds Notre Dame de la Garde appeared, looking

most imposing, a tower and a spire. I hope the

Liverpool Cathedral will some day look like it from

the river (no spire) though not in my time. The

harbour is quite enormous, and ends in a breakwater

of rough stones hardly appearing above the sea. I

should have thought they would have been washed

away the first storm. When we had apparently left

Notre Dame de la Garde far behind, we suddenly

found ourselves just opposite to it again, and a much

better view, the spire and tower detached, the former

a gilt top. The Chateau d'lf, which M. had

previously pointed out to me in the distance, is just

opposite, close to it, the castle occupying almost the

whole island, a lighthouse at the end. No doubt

the flash light I saw last night. Perpendicular rocks.

I wondered which side Edmond Dantes was thrown

down. He would have a good way to swim, and

would be so out of condition after his long imprison-

ment. Bare, barren rocks on the mainland, quite

white, most arid, the Provencal coast. A most

peaceful day, quite hot sun, and blue sea like glass.
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Both the long tables in the middle of the dining-

room now full. Bead "The Egoist" on deck and

wrote up this journal. At dinner M. appeared all

right and made quite a good meal, but F. never

turned up nor did I see her all evening, but was not

at all uneasy, nor was M. Beautiful streak of

moonlight across the sea. Did not stay out long, so

cold. We are to pass through the straits of

Bonifacio in the night, very provoking. Played

patience in the saloon till lights were put out.

Saturday, Dec. 2nd. Had to get up very early,

so many people want baths now the Marseilles

passengers are all on board. "Was on deck before the

first bugle. Time is advanced an hour now. M.

appeared at breakfast, and to my amazement I heard

F. was indisposed last night. It seemed to me like

glass. We finished breakfast and she had not

appeared, so I went to look for her. She was just

ready
—did not know time was put on. An eventful

day
—

gray day, no sun, and rained this morning.
Decks very wet. Took the opportunity to search

through my box. The key would not turn. Got the

bath steward to it and he managed it. In the after-

noon sat on deck and finished " The Egoist." Very
tiresome. After dinner when I was playing patience

in saloon suddenly heard Stromboli was visible.

Went out and saw dim red light in distance. Very
cold and windy, but went out at intervals in my fur

cloak, and as we got nearer it was splendid. An upright

sheaf of red flames, and a stream running down
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sometimes right into the sea. We passed close to. We
should not have seen it half as well by daylight, so it

consoles one for passing through the Straits of

Messina in the night, which of course we shall do.

Advent Sunday, Dec. 3rd. A perfectly lovely

morning, hot sun, sea deep blue, glittering with little

white sparklets, not amounting to white horses,

just expressed by
" the many twinkling smile of

ocean." Crew mustered on deck. I was glad to see

after the Lascars so many genuinely English, and

looking so very clean. Service in the dining saloon

at 10-45 read by the Captain, who I now identified

for the first time, standing before a trophy of flags

and rugs. A real parson read the Absolution and

the blessing at the end. He read the Epistle and

Gospel for Advent Sunday instead of the two lessons.

We had the first prayer for those at sea, rather

varied, and another prayer, a very nice one, not in

the Prayer-book. We had hymns 160, 288, 595,

first part of Litany for four "Last Things" sung

kneeling, and "God Save the King" at the end, very

thrilling. The Captain has light hair, is not tall, but

looks very determined. His name is Vibert. The

afternoon was cold and gloomy and windy, Read

Henry James' " Tale of Three Cities." Towards

evening the wind got very high but did not feel

uncomfortable. Looked for texts but did not find

one. F. did not come in to dinner.

Monday, Dec. 4th. On deck soon after light
—

pouring with rain. Sat outside near door of saloon,
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but soon wet came under my feet and I had to go in.

Cleared later on, but never any sun. Still it is quite

hot. Passed close under Crete and heard, when too

late, that there were some monuments marking the

places where St. Paul landed. Lasea, I suppose, and

Fair Havens. This is the fifth time I have passed

Crete and I never heard of them before, must look

out for them on the way back. Heard this morning
we are to arrive at Port Said at 4-0 o'clock to-morrow.

Letters must be posted before two. Could not get to

a writing table before luncheon, afterwards wrote to

Maude, Irving, Elizabeth and Mary, and cards to

Mrs. Noble and William. So much to arrange about

the Richardsons coming to the Manor House after

the New Year. I see I forgot to mention I wrote to

Mrs. R. yesterday. Wind got up at night as usual.

Tuesday, Dec. 5th. Last morning. Finished

packing and got the tipping done. We are to arrive

at two o'clock. Lovely day, sea quite smooth and

bright blue. All looking anxiously out for Port Said.

At last it appeared, and people said they saw De

Lesseps' statue. I never did, but find I never looked

in the right place for it. Pilot boat came, and we
anchored close to the quay. Then ensued an awful

period of confusion and mental agony. We had seen

all our luggage accumulated in different places, but

at this critical moment all had disappeared. Frances

went in search of mine, and while she was away, to

our intense joy Ibrahim Gandour, our faithful

dragoman, appeared. We had almost despaired of
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seeing him as we had always understood we were

not to arrive till Wednesday. M. and I now hoped
all was right, but far from it. Ibrahim went in

search of F. and came back saying he had found

her, but still she did not appear. He and M. and I

waited for what seemed to me nearly an hour in the

saloon : not another creature about. M. persisted

in saying she had promised to wait there for Frances.

At last I said to Ibrahim it seemed folly to sit there

doing nothing, we had better see if any of the

luggage had been taken to the Custom House. We
all started, but when we got to the gangway M. was

seized with qualms, and hurried back to the saloon,

to perish at her post like Casa Bianca if necessary.

Ibrahim and I landed in his boat, and found the quay
littered with luggage, and the first thing I saw was

a large box with a gigantic blue F. on it, well known

to me. I saw nothing else of our numerous

belongings, and Ibrahim went back to the ship to

make a further search while I remained seated firmly

on the blue F. surrounded by a crowd of howling
Arabs. After what seemed a very long period of

waiting, he reappeared, both M. and F. with him ;

M. quite justified for her fidelity. F. had been

mounting guard over a stray box and could find no

means of communicating with the saloon. All our

luggage was now gradually accumulated, even my
brown basket, which had been sent off before my
start, to stay below during the voyage. I had

searched for it in vain among the piles of luggage

which had been brought up from below that
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morning. There was a special train for the
" India's

"
passengers to Cairo at 5.45, but as it

would be then quite dark we decided to stay the

night at Port Said. Ibrahim had already engaged
rooms provisionally for us at the Hotel de la Poste.

We drove there, saw our rooms, very decent, had

tea and then went out for a little shopping. M.

bought a pith helmet, and a hat, and another bag.

I, a pair of black silk gloves and some Tauchnitzes.

Back to the hotel and had dinner. The toughest

meat and chicken I ever encountered, which is

saying a good deal. I have an impression of quite

a good luncheon at the Continental in 1899. Played

patience, first in the dining room (we dined in a

private room) and then in my own bedroom. We
were to be called before six, the train to Cairo

started at ten minutes past eight.

Wednesday, Dec. 6th. Was awoke by M.

calling me. It was 6.30 and no one had been near

us. Dressed as-quickly as I could, but they had both

finished breakfast when I got down. However, we

were in plenty of time for the train, had a first-class

carriage to ourselves, and had a most comfortable

and interesting journey, all the first part along the

shore of the Suez Canal. I had only seen just the

opening of it before. Most curious to see it with

loose sandy sides, looking as if they must crumble in

and fill it up. The bank nearest the railway was

covered with masses of tall white reeds, I am not

sure whether it was asphodel. I used to know what
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asphodel was like, but have forgotten. One of the

stations was Tel-el-Kebir ;
I wonder if the railway

was there at the time of the battle, 1882. We
arrived at Cairo at about 1.30 and then Ibrahim

remembered that a bridge, which we had to cross

to get to the dahabieh, was always open for ships to

pass through from one to three, so we must either

wait a long time or go by a very circuitous route.

The luggage was disposed of in some mysterious

way, and we were conducted by two trams to

Boulak, where there is a steam ferry across the Nile.

We crossed in it. I was very glad to be really on

the Nile, which, I should say, at that point is about

half as wide again as the Thames at Twickenham.

It landed us close to the palace of Ghizeh, which is

now a hotel, and we walked along a path all round

the grounds
—

quantities of poinaettias in flower—and

round to the back in a deserted road, where Ibrahim

seemed to expect to find a carriage, but of course

there was none. We trudged on for miles, and it

was very hot and I was rather cross. It seemed as

if it would have been better to wait till three, when

the bridge could have been crossed, and it would

have been quite a short drive. However, there was

no help for it, and we trudged on along this deserted

lane, which I now heard was the fashionable drive

of Cairo, only this was the wrong time. At last we

got to the river, and still walked a good way further,

till at last we arrived at the dahabieh, anchored close

to the bank, steps cut down to make a path to it, all

decorated with wreaths, and all the suite and crew
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assembled to welcome us, looking most smart. We
were ushered into a most spacious dining saloon, the

table prepared for luncheon, decorated with pink

roses, bouquets of the same in our cabins. We sat

down to a most excellent luncheon, we were nearly

famished. Then I wrote a hurried note to Chandos

at the Grand Continental, a carriage was ordered,

and we drove straight there. We found we were

close to the bridge which opens, it has two lions

at each end. F. says we crossed it when we

drove to the Pyramids in 1899, but I have no

recollection of it. Of course, now being long past

three, it was closed and we drove over it. The

Museum is now close to the other end, it used to be

at Boulak, the place where we embarked on the

ferry. The Grand Continental is a most imposing

hotel, with a broad raised terrace in front like

Shepherd's, where people sit and have tea. I

enquired for Major Leigh, and heard no one was

there of that name. I said I knew he had been

there, on which the man said rather scornfully
"

Captain Leigh, quite a young man, he is gone to the

Soudan." I said "to Khartoum?" and he did not

know, so I brought my note, which was to ask him

to dine, away. We then embarked on shopping, and

were most unsuccessful. I wanted a hat, F. some

water-colours and an embroidered jacket ; could get

none of them. All we succeeded in getting were some

white parasols, and some camphor and rose water.

We had tea at a cafe, and drove back to our dahabieh

in the dark. We found it all lighted up with Chinese
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lanterns, looking very festive. Had a very good

dinner, and then sat on the upper deck, which is

fitted up quite like a saloon, with table and easy

chairs, most luxurious. It was quite warm and no

wind. I played patience on the table. I will describe

the other parts later on.

Thursday, Dec. 7th. Slept very well. There

is a large bath and we all had baths, very inferior to

the delightful hot ones on the "
India," but we must

be thankful to have anything. We had a carriage

very early, drove across the bridge into Cairo, and

began with changing money at the Bank of Egypt.
I changed ten pounds for eight sovereigns and two

pounds of Egyptian silver, I found it so inconvenient

having none. Then tried at several places for hats

and paints ineffectually. At last took a carriage and

drove through the bazaar, quite different to what I

had expected. I had thought it would be a covered

enclosure where one would have to walk, with

merchants squatted before their booths. It was

narrow streets with regular shops, we drove all the

way, got out a little in the jewellers' quarter, then

had great difficulty in finding the carriage again.

Quite thought it had absconded with Ibrahim's

kodak, which he had left inside. We bought nothing

except two pairs of slippers, which M. after frantic

efforts to make Ibrahim stop the carriage, managed
to secure. One pair was for Harry. F. also

managed to get her embroidered jacket that morning,

it was for Miss Butter. Both that and the slippers
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were sent off that day. I bought no presents.

From the bazaar we drove to Shepherd's, where we

had an excellent luncheon in the restaurant, and

coffee on the terrace. Then we drove to the Museum,
now just at the end of the bridge. It was open from

2 to 4.50 and we stayed the whole time, seeing most

interesting things which I will not stop to describe,

except that we saw again the little statue of the old

Sheikh, which is considered the oldest statue in the

world. He has such a foolish good-natured face,

quite modern. The mummies I never look at, as

they make me quite ill. Some lovely jewellery

found, I suppose, in tombs. F. sketched a

great many hieroglyphics, which she thought would

be useful as pokering ornaments. Ibrahim did not

go with us, but met us there again at 4.30. "We had

a carriage, drove back to the shops ;
I finally secured

a light straw hat and a pith helmet, and an inkstand

and bottle of ink. F. got her paints and we drove

back to the dahabieh, had tea on board, and between

that and dinner at eight, I wrote to K., Mrs.

Noble, Alice, and cards to Maude and Helena. Our

dahabieh is called the Helena, so I thought she was

entitled to one. Ibrahim had some business in

Cairo after dinner, so he posted our letters. Bought
lots of picture post-cards.

Friday, Dec. 8th. Start in dahabieh. To-day
our voyage up the Nile begins. Before I was

dressed I found we were moving, and as it seemed to

me, in the wrong direction. When I went on deck
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I found we really were moving away from the bridge,

we had to get out of the stream where we were,

which was not the real Nile, and get round an

island. Then we had to turn and go straight up to

the bridge. The crew (11 men) were nearly all on

the bank, towing us along, the captain and another

were on board, shoving us off, and yelling
" Allah-

fa ari
"

all the time (God be with us). Sometimes

they were all in the water above their knees, some-

times scrambling along anchored boats to get the

rope round them. Finally they had to go in the

boat belonging to the dahabieh, and tow from the

other side to get it round the point, which was accom-

plished at last, after numerous efforts. Once round

the point (a muddy sand-bank) we had the wind

in our favour, and soon were in position in front

of the bridge, which would not open till one, it

was now about twelve. Not many in front of us,

among them a large dahabieh drawn by a tug.

We passed "Barneses the Great
"
lying at anchor, the

Cook's steamer in which M. and F. have been up the

Nile. We had luncheon early that we might be

quite free to watch the start. We were moored close

under the English Barracks, the bridge opened close

to that end. We got through with the greatest ease

and spent a most delightful afternoon on deck.

Brilliant sunshine, I put up a parasol for the first

time. We passed the Citadel, and then for hours

had the most lovely views of the Pyramids, con-

stantly changing, sometimes close together, some-

times far apart, sometimes only two, sometimes all
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three. One is much smaller than the other two,

called the Pyramid of Mycerinus. We saw the

statue of Mycerinus in the Museum, also that of

Khephren, the founder of the other, but not I think,

that of Cheops the founder of the largest, which one

goes up. I went up it in '99 on our way to Sinai.

A lovely sunset and brilliant moon, nearly full. We
went on by moonlight further than had been

intended, and anchored for the night close to

Helouan, on the right bank of the Eiver. There is a

hotel here with baths, but it is some way from the

river. M. and F. went for a walk with Ibrahim

in the moonlight. I declined for I had long arrears

of this journal to make up. Wrote a card to

Irving to tell her to send "Daily Mail" and

"World." Ibrahim got it posted.

Saturday, Dec. 9th. Another lovely morning.
If I do not mention the weather it may be taken

for granted it is lovely. Never once since I left

England have I thought of fire. Usually in winter

tours one is always hankering after one. This

morning we have had good views of the Pyramids
of Sakhara, one is brilliantly white. We have

also seen groups of pelicans floating on the water

M. made out they were pelicans. Afternoon quite

uneventful. Saw another pyramid called the false

pyramid. A large dahabieh passed us, only the

crew on board. Our dahabieh has a most spacious

dining saloon, round table, large enough for six or

seven people, three windows on each side, a long
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divan underneath them, two little side tables with

two drawers in each. M. and I have appropriated

one each, and F. has the other two, they are

most convenient. A corridor leads from the

saloon, two cabins and a bathroom on each side,

at the end a very roomy cabin, a large double

bed, a sofa opposite, and steps leading into a

delightful balcony, quite large enough to have a table

and chairs for tea. This cabin I have, it is quite too

large for me alone. We think how delightful it

would have been if Helen and Mary occupied it.

The sofa is quite large enough for a bed, if they had

preferred not being together. Then Maude and I

could have had the other two, into which M. and F.

at present overflow, or it would have been quite easy

to screen off part of the dining-saloon for one. I had

a piece of the dining tent in that way all our Sinai

tour, and did very well. We anchored to-night at

Wasta, and have gone about twenty miles to-day.

After we had anchored F. suddenly walked down

a very slippery sloping plank on to the shore.

Ibrahim saved her from falling. I followed on a

proper gangway, and we had quite a nice walk in the

dark, on a hard sand bank just like the sands at

Formby. Quite warm, no out-door clothes, no hats.

M. was much aggrieved when she heard of this

spree, but it was quite unpremeditated, and she was

not about.

Sunday, Dec. 10th. Quite fresh this morning.
Afternoon hot. Quite calm, at first they had to tow
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us, at last caught a breeze. Uneventful day, quan-

tities of little boats about with white sails put cross-

wise looking like wings. F. made some sweet little

sketches. Saw several water-wheels on the east

bank, camels turning some of them, no one

apparently directing them. Some very striking

mountain peaks on that side, but of course no one

knows their names and we can find no mention of

them in Baedeker. The shores on each side are

perfectly flat
;

the east side, close to which we

generally are, mostly sand, sometimes only about a

foot high. On the other side a good many trees,

railway lines on both sides and occasional villages

and Coptic convents. This evening, after dinner,

we started for a walk. Coming out of the well-

lighted saloon into pitch darkness I could see nothing

and instead of stepping on the gangway I stepped

into the Nile. Fortunately it was only just over my
ankles, but it would have been all the same if it

had been very deep. I was soon on land and we had

a nice walk along a narrow path, and then scrambled

up a cliff like a Formby sand-hill on to a level plain.

Came to a field of dhurra, turned inland, made a

circuit and got back to the "Helena," much
refreshed. Spent the rest of the evening arranging

picture cards for Christmas cards, began doing it

yesterday evening. Started a letter to Maude.

Monday, Dec. 11th. Eather late this morning.

Thought I heard an insect when I was reading

comfortably in bed, got up but could see nothing.
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Put out the light, and being now thoroughly roused,

was ages getting to sleep. Kept hearing what I

thought was the insect at intervals, and it made me

very nervous for we have had a hornet on deck.

Ibrahim killed it at once. No wind this morning—
did not start at all till late, and then were towed

first from the shore, and then from our boat which

they rowed on ahead a good way, with a rope, fixed

it to an anchor, then came back and the whole crew

hauled the rope in, marching up and down to a sort

of rhythmic chant, it was very interesting. Afternoon

we had some wind. Much colder to-day but still

very pleasant. Hung my dress skirt out to dry, and

when I came to look at it, it seemed quite clean, the

wind and sun together had carried away all the mud.

Passed Beni Suef, quite an important place with a

mosque and churches, very white and clean-looking.

Thought we had anchored close to it last night, but

we had not nearly got up to it. F. took a sketch

of our dahabieh from the shore this morning before

I was up. Rather cloudy and chilly this afternoon.

We have made very little way to-day, were aground

on a sandbank some time this afternoon. Had a

walk before dinner in the dark on a sandy plain.

Full moon to-day, but it had not risen, I find the

inundation is only just over, it takes place about the

middle of November and only lasts about a week.

All this sand will probably be cultivated ground

soon. Saw several boats laden with straw to-day,

looking very curious.
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Tuesday, Dec. 12th, 5th day. A lovely day,

but quite uneventful. A good wind and got on very

well, about thirty miles. There was some talk of

landing a messenger at Bibe where there is a railway

station and post office, and where Ibrahim had

ordered our letters to be sent, that he might fetch

them and also take some to be posted. When how-

ever we got there, there was such a good wind and

it would have delayed us an hour—we decided to go
on and not to mind. Ten to one there would have

been no letters and we had never meant to risk

posting letters here, only a few Christmas cards. I

had prepared yesterday about twenty. A splendid

sunset, and the moon rose, looking almost as large

as the sun, we saw it just appearing. Anchored to-

night close to Maghareg. A large Cook's steamer

passed us just before and anchored at the opposite

side. A walk after dinner.

Wednesday, Dec. 13th, 6th day. Some cards

of M's and mine were sent by messenger to the post

at Maghareg. Early this morning also a wire was

sent from Ibrahim to Bibe to tell them to send any

letters to Assiout which we consider will be a

thoroughly safe place. F. has kept all hers to send

from there. Mrs. Noble has a brother there married

to a Greek lady ; it was there Mr. Noble stayed

when he was ill nearly two years ago. Good wind

to-day, getting on briskly. Very fine this morning,

air rather fresh. In consequence I fell sound asleep

on deck and was roused by hearing luncheon was

c
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ready. Quite warm in the afternoon, were stuck on

a sandbank for about an hour. Had a walk before

dinner, very tolerable path along a field of sugar-

canes. Passed some men sitting by a fire guarding

them. They gave us some canes. Ibrahim cut the

end of one, peeled it and cut it into little pieces for

us to try. Very hard and stringy, but quite sweet.

The canes are about six feet high, and as thick as a

walking-stick. F. is keeping one to use as one. We
have made about 28 miles to-day, anchored near

G-olosseneh.

Thursday, Dec. 14th, 7th day. Were towed

a little way this morning by the men on the bank.

About nine o'clock, when they were having their

breakfast, we went out for a walk. It was delightful

to walk by daylight and see the sugar canes and

everything properly. They were cutting some and

loading them on camels, and taking them down to a

little boat, anchored near our dahabieh. Almost all

the boats now are laden with sugar-canes. They
take them to the manufactories along the bank to be

"crushed. We passed a hedge of cotton plant, tufts

of cotton sticking to brown pods. When we got

back to the dahabieh we were towed by the boat a

little way, and then anchored at the end of a sandy

island, and remained there for hours. After luncheon

we went in the boat to the western shore, and

Ibrahim and I went to the post office in the village

of Golosseneh to get some stamps. I was glad to

see a village post office, and it looked quite
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responsible.
" Poste

"
and a flag with crescent and

star over it, and quite a sensible-looking man, an

Egyptian, in charge. The village looked quite clean,

several baby donkeys, goats and children, and dogs

about, and no one begged. We each gave a trifle

voluntarily to a blind boy sitting on the ground. A

large grove of fine palm trees and a flour mill quite

near. We came back by the latter to the shore, a

camel was rolling on the ground near it, and was

very angry with us for passing. We all walked back

along the bank, a raised path, to a point just opposite

the dahabieh, and waited for the boat to come to

take us across. The cook had come in it to do some

marketing. He is an excellent cook, his name is

Joseph. The waiter is a very nice man, his name is

Michael, he is also chambermaid. They are both

Syrians. The crew are all Nubians and black, but

not very black. The steersman is quite different to

the others, very tall and grave, never laughs and

sings like the others. I am sure he has a history.

I do not suppose we advanced more than a mile

to-day, if as much.

Friday, Dec. 15th, 8th day. To-day has been

worse. We advanced a few yards this morning
towed by the boat, and since then have been moored

at the end of a sand bank, a furious wind blowing,

but unfortunately in the wrong direction. Very
cold, not much enjoyment in sitting on deck, wind

so unpleasant. Ibrahim has been in the boat to

Golosseneh, for supplies, we shall never get away
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from that place. M, it appears, gave him a private

mission to see about a tug-boat. I was very much

annoyed. However I have heard no more, so

presume it has resulted in nothing. I shall ask no

questions. M. and F. went a walk before dinner,

with Ibrahim on a sand-bank. I have read two

sixpennies to-day. We have decided to wire for

rooms at Khartoum from Assiout for the end of

second week of January. "We saw little boats to-day

scudding along the way we want to go, but they

persist that the wind is contrary.

Satubday, Dec. 16th, 9th day. Awoke at 6-30.

Sun risen. I see it through the window, touching

my bed, and we were scudding briskly along. This

has been a splendid day, we have gone 37 miles, we
are anchored close to Beni Hassan. Famous ruins

there, but we are not going to delay to see them

now, we shall wait for the return journey. The

wind was so high at one time that the Eeis wanted

to stop, but Ibrahim, who is accustomed to the

storms of Jaffa, urged him on. We shortened sail a

good deal. Passed the rock Gebel el Ter this

morning, with the Convent El Babee, a large

massive building like a fortress, a dome in one part.

Beminded me very much of that convent in Greece

where we slept. Several monks were clustered

about, Ibrahim said they called out that they were

Christians. Then we passed the town of Minyeh,
a very prosperous looking place, several minarets, and

quite a forest of masts of little boats anchored in
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front, and one quite large ship. On the Arabian side

we passed the ruins of Kom el Almac, sticking out

of red rocks close to the river, and behind, a range

of white cliffs with a white tower on them. At one

place we saw a long string of camels being laden

with sugar-canes. It was too windy to sit on deck

with any comfort to-day, also very cold. We had a

walk before dinner in pitch darkness, with a lantern

under palm trees, and by sugar-canes, finished by a

sort of well, which Ibrahim said was for burning
tiles. The stars looked lovely, glimmering through
the palm trees ; cannot identify any of them here.

Sunday, Dec. 17th, 10th' day. Lovely warm

day, but very little wind. Towed by boat this

morning, M. and F. walk with Ibrahim. I did not

go. Afternoon quite stationary. F. sketched dahabieh

from bank, M. and I sat by her. Nice walk before

dinner, started by daylight, quite a long way beautiful

flat firm ground. Hills looked quite near, probably

some miles away. A superior sort of Arab joined us,

and talked most volubly to Ibrahim. He told us

afterwards he had been talking about the English,

how very much good they had done, and how now

they could cultivate their land and make something

by it, instead of all being taken away from them by
taxation. We were glad to hear it. A lovely sunset

coming back. The whole breadth of the river aglow
with the reflection. Afterwards splendid stars. The
men have not sung now for several evenings. We
asked Ibrahim why. He said they were so depressed
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at not getting on faster, also they were tired with so

much towing. M. suggested they might sing

mournful songs, the idea seemed to amuse Ibrahim.

I see I have not mentioned that the first few evenings

the men sang after dinner, and clattered things like

cymbals. We were almost deafened, but liked to

think they were happy and amused. It certainly

does seem as if we should never get to Assiout.

Monday, Dec. 18th, 11th day. Towed again

this morning by men along bank. Very fine, but

cold wind, of course in wrong direction. Very

pleasant walk this morning. Flocks of sheep about,

drinking at irrigation canals, a little Arab shepherdess
with one flock. I had just been reading about

Rachel. We came upon two men working a

windlass, a long pole, two buckets at one end and

weights at the other. The buckets dipped into a

canal and poured the water into a higher one, and

there was another similar machine a little further on

which was doing the same. Coming back we came

upon our men all lying in a row, the towing rope

before them, resting, they looking so picturesque in

their red jackets. About two o'clock we got round a

corner and caught the wind. The sails were hoisted,

and we made a little way. Hoped to have got to

Rhoda, but anchored for the night some way short

of it, close to the village of Sawaki Moussa. On the

opposite side of the river (the Libyan side) we see

lights glittering through the palm-trees. I don't

think I have mentioned there is a little boy on board,
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the nephew of the Keis, called Mohammed, nine

years old, a funny little thing, with petticoats down

to his toes. F. has knit him a scarlet jersey. It

was finished to-day and put on him, he was delighted,

he feels the cold very much. It is really very cold

mornings and evenings.

Tuesday, Dec. 19th, 12th day. Bitterly cold

this morning, but a lovely hot sun came out about

ten o'clock. It was bliss. Towed from the boat at

first, but afterwards a wind sprung up, the sails were

hoisted, and we really made a little progress. Passed

Ehoda, quite an important place, several chimneys,
tall but not ugly, meaning sugar manufactories, and

opposite, a mosque among palms, which marks the

site of the ancient Antinoe, where Antinous drowned

himself. We have gone about twenty miles to-day,

and are anchored on the west bank near Hadji-

Kandul. At this rate we may hope to get to

Assiout by the end of the year. The others went for

a walk. I did not go, it was so very dark, and I had

some writing. They were back almost directly,

having come upon a colony of Arabs, and they are

mortally afraid of fleas. We had two hornets at

luncheon to-day. Ibrahim was summoned and slew

both with some difficulty.

Wednesday, Dec. 20th, 13th day. Fog early

morning. Lifted later and made good progress, got

on about twenty miles. Passed point with mosque
or shrine of Hadji Kandul. Very cold all day. Walk
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before dinner. Pleasant walking, flat path through
fields. Passed three shadoufs exactly over each other

in the face of the cliff, the lowest down by the Nile.

Should have liked to see them at work, Dark when
we got back. One of the crew always meets us with

a lantern.

Thursday, Dec. 21st, 14th day. Bitterly cold

morning. Had already started when I awoke at

6-30
;
and seemed to be getting briskly on. Before

1 was dressed heard we were passing rocks with

tombs. I need not have hurried for they lasted all

day, and are most beautiful and curious. They are

called Gebel Abu Feyda, and are considered the

most dangerous part of the Nile. There was quite

a narrow passage ahead we had to pass through, the

river has lately been about three miles wide. They
had to tack several times to get through it, and at

one time it seemed as if we were going right upon
the rocks, which came sheer down to the water's

edge. The Reis flew down from the upper deck in

great excitement to hurry them up with the sail, and

I fancy they were only just in time. Afterwards the

wind was so high they wanted to anchor, and

Ibrahim had a most angry altercation with them,

and eventually made them go on. As he sensibly

remarked, if we were to stop when there was wind

and were obliged to stop when there was none—we

should never get on. Being a native of Jaffa, he

knows about boats and sailing. After this there

were several corners to turn, but none so sharp.
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Though there was wind, the men had several times

to tow from the boat, as it blew the wrong way for

getting round the corners. The rocks continued all

the time, tombs distinctly visible at places, and the

rocks themselves most curious shapes
—sometimes

sheer down, and sometimes space to walk at their

feet. They are on the eastern bank, no signs of

habitation anywhere. We had had visions of getting

to Assiout this evening with this good wind, but it

seems doubtful if we shall even do it to-morrow. It

really has been rather critical to-day, the dahabieh

sometimes almost tilted over. I personally, nearly

had a great misfortune. I had put my large envelope

with several text almanacks on a cane chair on the

upper deck, I went to the other side to look at

something, and came back to find the chair tilted

against the side, and in another second the precious

almanacks would have been in the Nile. I should

have been almost frantic, they are my great resource,

and the new ones for next year were there too
#

This afternoon storks were seen on the Libyan
shore. I could not see them.

Friday, Dec. 22nd, 15th day. Bitterly cold

again, but bright sun and good wind. Getting on

very briskly. Have passed Manfalout, the last Btage

in Cook's itinerary before Assiout. Fine view

looking back of the range of Gebel abu Feyda. It is

just a fortnight to-day since we started from Cairo.

Several turns, but not so sharp as yesterday. About

one o'clock the towers of Assiout began to appear.
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Still several turns, sometimes it was quite hidden

again. At last a massive bridge appeared, the river

is very wide here. As we got nearer saw the piers

were nearly blocked up, could just see the water

under at the bottom. A splendid grove of palm
trees. When we got up to the bridge it was closed,

only opens at certain times like the one at Cairo.

Ibrahim landed to see if he could get the gatekeeper

to let us through, but he had already left. It was

now past four, so as we were anxious to get our

letters, we at once landed, and set off to walk to the

town. Quite a good road. Crossed a bridge over a

wide canal, and then, providentially, a carriage came

up. Ibrahim had sent one of the men for one. The

town was still miles away, we crossed another canal

bridge, and then came to a level crossing, where we

had to wait for the longest luggage train I ever saw.

Behind us, also waiting, were some quite smart

private carriages, one with two grey horses. We
drove to the post office, where we got quite a budget

of letters, sent on from Cairo by Blattner, Ibrahim

Gandour's agent. We all posted several letters. I

had a card from Maude, and letters from Elizabeth

about Tessa, and from F. Allen. Then we

enquired the address of Mr. Sturgess, Mrs. Noble's

brother, and heard it was half-an-hour away. As it

was pitch dark and bitterly cold we gave it up for

the present, and drove straight back to the dahabieh,

and had a comfortable evening, enjoying our letters.

M. had two from Helen, which she read aloud to us

while we were at dinner. One contained very sad
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news, the death of Mr. Charles Heywood. No

particulars, but seems to have been sudden. Less

than a month after the death of his brother-in-law,

Herbert Phillips.

Saturday, Dec. 23rd, 16th day. Passed through
the bridge, or Barrage, as we find it should be called,

soon after six. Saw it quite we'll from the window
over my bed. This morning the sides were closed,

so that no water could pass under. Got up as soon

as we were through, and was ready and had had

breakfast by eight o'clock. The dahabieh was then

being towed by the boat, so we were rowed at once

to land. We were now at a point much nearer the

town, but still a good way off, a carriage however soon

appeared. We drove past some very good houses,

and went first to the post office, a very imposing

building, seen by daylight. I posted four cards I

wrote yesterday evening, to Maude, K, E. and

Elizabeth. We found the telegraph office was in

another place, so drove there, and Ibrahim telegraphed

to his agent to secure us rooms at the Grand Hotel,

Khartoum, for the third week in January. Then we

did some shopping, driving through the bazaar. I

bought some tinsel ornaments, very cheap. Then

we turned to drive to Mr. Sturgess', hoping they

would not mind us calling at such an unearthly hour.

It had been decided to leave the sights of Assiout

till our return journey and get on now. There are

some tombs, and a hill to go up from which there is

a very fine view. We found the Sturgess' house
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was close to the dahabieh ; when we got into the

drawing room there it was, exactly opposite the

window, and really the first time we had seen it

properly, as it is always moored close to the bank,

and was now out in the river, and looked much more

imposing. M. had stayed in the carriage, and

Mrs. S. had seen her and brought her in. She

speaks English quite well. I had thought she was a

Greek, but her father was English. She was most

kind, supplied F. with picture post-cards. We had

tried in vain to get some, also gave us a quantity of

newspapers ; we have seen none since we left Cairo,

and were longing to know what was happening in

Kussia, and what C. B. was doing. She had a friend

called Nellie, who apparently helped her with the

children, she collected the newspapers for us. Two
nice little boys, Tommy and Eric, seven and five

years old. They have just been staying with the

Nobles at Ham. This is not the house where they

lived when Mr. Noble stayed with them when he

was ill, two years ago. They saw us off in our boat,

and no sooner had we got to the dahabieh than they

signalled for it to come back. Mr. Sturgess had

just come in. They both came across in it, and we

showed them all over. It was now quite hot in the

sun, we sat on the upper deck and had coffee, (I

forgot to mention we had had coffee there). Mr.

Sturgess is very nice-looking. Ibrahim thought him

very like Mrs. Noble, I did not see any likeness. He
looks rather melancholy, he is an engineer, and goes

every day to Rhoda by train. It must be at least
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two hours away. He has never been to Ham. Mrs.

S. has, but we must have been away at the time.

We had asked them to luncheon, but Mrs. S. was

expecting someone, and they seemed very busy with

Christmas preparations. We hope we shall see

more of them on our return journey. It was really

odd that we should have anchored close to them ; it

appears Cook's office is close to, and this is his

landing place. They seemed to have a nice garden,

I saw a jessamine in full flower, and some oleanders,

had not time to look much. As goon as they were

landed we started, were towed at first, but a breeze

sprung up and we got on very briskly. Banks quite

well wooded, tamarisks in front, and palm trees,

quite tall ones, rising behind them. A most splendid

and peculiar sunset, not confined to the west, but

little pink clouds scattered all over the sky, a

dark mass on the horizon tinged with fiery pink, not

red. Wrote a long letter to Mrs. Noble, telling her

all about our visit, it cannot be posted till Luxor,

which will not be for quite a week. The crew have

not sung for ages, but this evening they had quite an

orgie. They had a sheep to celebrate their arrival

at Assiout, they have really had very hard work, and

after their meal they sang in a very dramatic way,

as though answering each other, and then two of

them danced, one of them most violently, and

sometimes hopped round crouching on his heels. It

must have been an immense exertion, twanging

cymbals all the time, the Reis, and the one next in

authority to him, sitting smoking. The deck was
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closed in by canvas sides, a lamp hanging, and it

looked just like a room, of course a perfect floor for

dancing. I am so provoked that I quite forgot to

buy some cigarettes at Assiout, I had meant to make

them a Christmas present of some.

Sunday, Dec. 24th, 17th day. Towed this

morning, brisk wind later on. Very cold down

below, but on deck quite hot, and had a delightful

day. Fine chain of mountains on the eastern side

but no striking peaks. While we were close to the

bank this morning was much pleased to see a chain

of shadoufs at work, drawing water straight from the

river, and transferring it from one to the other.

Several times to-day we have seen masses of cliff

detach themselves and fall into the river, we have

seen it before, and it is a warning that it is not safe

to walk near the edge. After tea to-day Ibrahim

was anxious to get us up on deck, and we found he,

and Michael the waiter, were decorating the saloon

with Chinese lanterns, and Jaffa oranges hung round

the lamp, and one in each window. We invited

Ibrahim to dine with us to-day and to-morrow

A most splendid plum-pudding crowned the banquet

to-day which he had made himself, it was really

excellent. Had almonds stuck about in it. Even

M. had two helpings. There are two dishes I want

to remember, one is cabbage, cut small, and cooked

in red wine and tomato sauce, with a dash of onion
;

the other is celery, stuffed with rice, and just a little

mince. Leeks or vegetable marrows would do just
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as well. Crew sang again, but not with such verve

as last night.

Monday, Dec. 25th, Christmas Day, 18th day.

Very fine, and good wind ; got on very well. We
had a little service in the saloon. Michael the

waiter, Joseph the cook and Ibrahim the ironer, who
are Christians, were assembled and Ibrahim read us

the second chapter of St. Luke in Arabic, and the

Lord's prayer. F. had a Bible, and followed it all,

occasionally asking him to read more slowly. I

caught the word Medina, city. This afternoon we
had a most exciting sight, a long procession was seen

going along the eastern bank, men on horses

caracoling about, some on donkeys. Crowds on foot

beating drums and tom-toms. At first we thought
it was a wedding, then it was discovered that

those on donkeys were going a pilgrimage to

Mecca, and the rest were escorting them. They

stopped at a boat anchored by the side, in which

they were going to embark. Fortunately we were

just passing, and Ibrahim was able to take two snap-

shots, one including the boat. We had also, at one

time when the banks were very low, another excite-

ment, a quantity of little Arab children, boys and

girls, two of the former stark naked, running along

the bank and turning somersaults. Ibrahim threw

them some pieces of bread, and some small coins in

a bag, which of course caused wild excitement, which

some dogs with them equally shared—quite nice

dogs. Passed a range of rocks full of tombs, from
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Baedeker I should say it was called Gabel Shech el

Haride. We had quite a long walk before dinner,

nice level ground, no cliff to scramble up. Sand

rather soft, like sea-side. We all made toilette for

dinner, and I produced half a bottle of champagne,
which I had brought from home in case of sea-

sickness, and it was not required. F. showed silent

disapproval and did not partake. I know she does

not care for champagne, independently of virtue, but

still when Ibrahim and I had each had a second go I

did not venture to ask if there was any more, though
I should much have liked to thoroughly finish it.

Anyhow I am very glad to be rid of it, as it was very

heavy and took up room. I had given Ibrahim a

Christmas present of two little packs of patience

cards in a leather case, he had expressed a wish to

learn patience. I had meant to give him a first

lesson in Demon this evening, but he showed such

decided preference for finishing
" The Shadow of the

Bear," an exciting sixpenny, that I left him in peace,

and played Miss Milligan myself. I play patience

every evening after dinner. We quite forget every

evening we are not on shore, it never enters our

heads to go on deck. I suppose it will be different

if it ever becomes hot. We thought it a little

warmer this evening.

Tuesday, Dec. 26th, 19th day. Just as cold

this morning, cutting wind, but hot sun when one

can get into it, but the sail kept it off the upper

deck, so soon came down to the saloon and wrote.
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Awoke very late this morning, here we were on a

sand-bank. Passed Sohag, had expected to anchor

there last night, but did not get quite so far. Getting
on splendidly now and quite hope to get to Beliane

to-night, ready for Abydos to-morrow, it is now
11 a.m. It was quite a mistake, I find, to say we

passed Sohag this morning, we did not pass it till

one o'clock this afternoon. It is quite a large place,

embowered in palm-trees with a bridge over a wide

canal, and what looked like a barrage beyond the

bridge. It is quite hopeless now to think of getting

to Beliane till late to-morrow. So windy, sat very
little on deck, put cards and photos into this book.

Wind in our favour, but in spite of that had to be

towed a good way this afternoon to get round a

corner. Did not quite get round it. Anchored near

Ahkim.

Wednesday, Dec. 27th, 20th day. F. came to

show me pigeon-houses before I was dressed. There

are often rows of them near the villages, like towers,

quantities of pigeons flying about. One day a

number flew on to the dahabieh, forgot to mention

it. Passed Menschiye, an important looking place.

This afternoon we passed a very fine range of rocks

on the eastern side, coming straight down into the

water. Tombs, and what looked liked carvings over

them, a bull was made out, or at all events some

four-legged animal. Masses of stone kept falling,

and at last M. spied some men high up, quarrying

and throwing stones down. Then more men were

D
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seen quarrying higher up, it looked an inaccessible

precipice, but it was seen they were hanging from

ropes. I never could make out the ropes. Have

only got as far as Girgeh to-day. Still eight miles

from Beliane. A walk before dinner. New moon.

Thursday, Dec. 28th, 21st day. A most lovely

day, but made hardly any progress. Got up early

under the impression we should be at Beliane in good
time (for Abydos). We are now anchored—5 p.m.,

and are still at least five miles off. Been towed from

the bank all day. The poor men must be very tired.

This morning we had the most exquisite view ol

Girgeh, first through haze and then quite clear.

F. stayed on board to sketch. M. and I had a stroll

on shore. In the afternoon we landed, while the

men were having a rest, and had quite a long walk.

Passed quantities of chains of shadoufs, worked from

the river, the men mostly nothing on but a cloth

round their middle, being brown it is not so startling.

Fields quite green with young corn and onions.

We sat under some trees and waited for the dahabieh

to be towed up to us. Arab women passed us,

going to draw water from the river, enormous jars

on their heads poised quite crooked, they carry them

without putting a hand to them. We watched one

woman hoist her jar on her head after filling it, it

seemed a tremendous weight. She put something

soft under it. I think the bottom must be hollow,

I wish I had looked. Quite hot to-day, very pleasant.

Morning and evening still very cold. After we had
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anchored, as we thought, for the night, suddenly

found we were moving. Wind had got up and

Ibrahim had insisted on their going on. Very soon

we were on a sandbank and Ibrahim was in a state

of deep depression, we passed a very anxious evening.

Eventually we were got off and went on again, and

in course of time Ibrahim came down much revived,

and said we were now close to Beliane, and what

time should we like the donkeys to-morrow morning.

We said eight o'clock, and went to bed delighted

with the prospect of seeing something at last.

Friday, Dec. 29th, 22nd day. The donkeys
were punctual, and at a quarter to eight we started

from the river bank. Ibrahim the ironer in attend-

ance, also mounted, to carry the apparatus for

luncheon. Had been cold very early, now just right

temperature. Capital donkeys, and Ibrahim had

brought saddles from England. First we rode a

good way along the river bank, was almost afraid we
should crumble in. Narrow tram lines. Heard they

belonged to a sugar manufactory. Soon turned

inland through a palm grove, and came to the village

of Beliane. Turned off, had a gallop, my pith helmet

came off, I carried it on my arm for some time and

tied a silk handkerchief over my head. Eventually

Ibrahim tied it on with the kafiyeh, and it never

stirred. M's kept quite firm, and F. had a nice

little green toque matching her dress which also kept

quite steady. We now came to a raised causeway,

a dyke on each side, which reminded me very much
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of the roads through Kirkby Moss, only this was

sandy and they are black peat. This went on

perfectly straight the whole way to Abydos, very

broad, would do quite well for a driving road. Fields

very green on each side, sugar-cane at first, then

corn and beans. Little villages planted among them
with pigeon houses. Quantities of little black and

white birds flying over the ditches. Crossed a

railway line near the beginning of this road. For

quite a mile along it there were ranged piles of white

stones in a continuous line, wondered very much
what was going to be done with them. The donkeys
went quite beautifully, now and then we had a short

gallop, but generally a quick ambling trot. A man

running with each, talking and laughing incessantly.

My donkey was called Telephone. A range of pink
rocks in front of us. Seemed to be getting nearly up
to them, came to a grove of palm trees and a village,

turned to the right up a hill and were suddenly made

to get off. Found we were actually in the precincts

of the Temple of Abydos. The ride had taken Just

an hour and three-quarters, they call it two hours.

Strict injunctions were given to the donkey boys not

to tie the donkeys' heads to the saddles, and to put

them in the shade, and we began our explorations.

The fa$ade is a row of massive columns, covered

with figures and hieroglyphics. The guardian un-

locked a gate and we produced our tickets. Every-

body who goes to Egypt has to buy a ticket to allow

them to see the temples, etc. ;
Ibrahim had to have

one too, they cost 25 shillings each. There are two
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immense halls, the first has 24 pillars, the second 36,

in two and three rows respectively. Out of the

second open seven chambers, just like chapels out of

the nave of a foreign cathedral, each dedicated to

a different Deity. The centre one is to Ammon Ra,

and the one to the right of him to Osiris, out of

which a large door leads to another large hall, the

roof entirely gone. All the walls of these halls and

chapels are entirely covered with paintings and

hieroglyphics which can now be deciphered like a

book. F. at once settled down to copy a large

picture of Seti I. offering sacrifices to Osiris, two

other Deities behind Osiris. Seti is wonderfully

good-looking, and they say he is exactly like his

mummy, which is in the Museum at Cairo. This

temple is called the Memnonium, and was built by

Seti, and finished by his son Barneses II., who is the

Greek Sesostris. They belong to the 19th Dynasty,
about the year 1400. (Cheops of the Pyramids

belongs to the 4th Dynasty, about 3124 B.C.) It was

most interesting looking at the paintings. (M. and

F. know quantities of the emblems, the crowns of

Upper and Lower Egypt, the sign of life, the hawk
head of Horus, the dog head of Anubis). We had a

great search for one of Isis nursing Horus, M. found

it at last. Cartouches of all the kings scattered

about, quantities of figures presenting offerings, one

a very interesting one of a man presenting a yellow

pillar. M. thinks it is a Nilometer. Another door

was then unlocked and we were shown the tablet of

Abydos. Rows and rows of cartouches of all the
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Kings of Egypt, beginning with Menes 3892 B.C.

A cartouche is a little collection of hieroglyphics,

enclosed in a frame. Each king has one, and some

two or three. Seti I. has three. The list of course

ends with Seti, and at the end are large figures of

him and Rameses his son offering sacrifices, Barneses

with long side locks to show he is still a boy. All

these cartouches are as clear and sharply done as if

they were carved yesterday. This tablet is in a narrow

gallery and beyond are still more halls with carvings

of animals being led to sacrifice. Bulls and gazelles

chiefly, one bull being pulled back by his tail. It

was now past twelve o'clock, and we were beginning

to be hungry, and were not sorry to partake of an

excellent cold luncheon in the large hall with 36

pillars where F, was sketching. Ibrahim (the ironer)

was allowed by the guardians to come in and arrange

it though he had no ticket, we were glad he had a

peep of the Temple. We had hard boiled eggs,

sardines, potted chicken and ham, kabobs, red wine

and Apollinaris, followed of course by little cups of

scalding hot coffee. After this M. and I, escorted by

Ibrahim, set off to look at another temple, built

entirely by Eameses II. About ten minutes' walk

over undulating tracks of sand. Much smaller than

the other, in a much more ruinous state, pillars all

broken short off, but all round the enclosing walls

were the most wonderfully perfect sculptured remains

of a procession, the king in his state chariot, the

priests, crowds of people bringing offerings, and

numbers of animals, gazelles, geese, bulls, etc.
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Then we returned to the large temple where we had

left F. still busy with her drawing and prowled round

for some time. We had another go of coffee,

Ibrahim made great friends with the guardians and

gave them a lesson in English. F. tore herself from

her drawing at last, and went a hurried round to

look at the tablet and some of the most interesting

things we had discovered. A blue frog which Miss

Edwards mentions in her " Thousand Miles up the

Nile
"
could not be found. It was now nearly four,

and time to tear ourselves away. I hope very much

we shall come here again on our return journey, and

then there is a hill I should very much like to go up.

It was a most lovely evening, it had been a perfect

day, quite warm and never too hot. We had a

delightful ride back, the donkeys were most anxious

to get home and pelted along at a most tremendous

rate. The road was quite covered with traffic,

camels, donkeys, flocks of sheep, crowds of people

walking, children clamouring for backsheesh, and

one solitary horse. We had not quite so far to go,

as the dahabieh had come on to Beliane itself, and

was anchored there to a pier. We pelted through

the town, past a very large white building, and rode

right up to the dahabieh or rather down to it. It

was just five o'clock, we had only been an hour and

a-quarter getting back. We all felt the exercise had

done us a great deal of good after this long period of

inertia. Tea was most grateful.

Saturday, Dec. 30th, 23rd day. Quite warm,

to-day. Delightful sitting on deck. Made pretty
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good progress. At one time they had to punt among
sandbanks. We saw a quantity of storks to-day,

some of them flying about. We saw some another

day, I forgot to mention it, in a long, unbroken line

in the water, not flying. Several little birds came on

deck. Thick woods on the western bank, palms and

other trees. Went on rather late, and anchored

close to the bridge of Nagi Hamadi. Saw a train go

over it. We have done about 18 miles to-day. I

have never mentioned that F. has a lesson in Arabic

from Ibrahim every morning. She is making wonder-

ful progress, and is always practising sentences.

Michael, the waiter, also gives her hints. I learned

yesterday that donkey is
" Homar."

Sunday, Dec. 31st, 24th day. Saw the bridge

from bed this morning. Glorious sunrise, felt quite

bathed in it. Before I was dressed heard that we
were not to go through the bridge till nine, and that

F. was sketching on shore. Was ready, and had had

breakfast soon after eight and went out to her.

Ibrahim and M. had been a walk over the bridge,

and Mohammed (the little boy) was mounting guard.

I went by myself about half-way across, it is a railway

bridge, a path for riding and driving traffic on each

side. A train went over while I was on it. I found

Mohammed waiting for me at the end. A lovely

view of pink mountains, looking back from the bridge.

Were towed through soon after nine. Sailed at

intervals, and were punted and towed at intervals, all

day. Saw a herd of camels, about a hundred, pass.
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Not laden and no one riding, thought they must be

going to some fair. Passed a Sheikh's tomb, a dome

embowered in palm trees, the Reis and crew all sent

offerings. After luncheon Ibrahim proposed we
should have a walk, while the dahabieh was being

towed. We were very glad, we always enjoy a walk

by daylight. Walked a good way along the bank.

A boat passed with a man in it and one very small

child steering, and another towing it along. The
little tower asked for backsheesh, I gave him a small

coin and he was delighted. Ibrahim took a Kodak
of them, I hope it will be successful. When the

dahabieh picked us up we found the men had been

decorating it all over with palm-branches, and flags,

and Chinese lanterns, and oranges in honour of New
Year's Day (to-morrow). We have passed a village

with a Coptic convent, and a fine range of pink rocks

coming straight down to the water. Have had

several sharp turns to make to-day, which delayed

us, the river has been very narrow at places.

Anchored rather early, think we have done about 14

miles. Twenty-four more to Kena for Dendera,

hope we may manage it to-morrow. M. and F.

went another walk with Ibrahim before dinner, and

when they came in Ibrahim proposed we should dine

on deck, which we did, and it really was not very

cold. Ibrahim dined with us, and when we came

down we found the saloon elaborately decorated with

palm branches—
. . . 1906 . . .

Ken saneh wa unton salmin.
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Monday, Jan. 1st, 25th day. Very cold this

morning and no sun. Was very late in consequence,

did not have breakfast till nine o'clock. M. and F.

appeared, having had quite a long walk while we

were being towed, and had been fetched by the boat.

About eleven passed Dishneh, quite an important

place. Still 18 miles from Dendera. Good wind,

and seemed to get on. Keis appeared in a new, very

clean white dressing-gown. I wished him a happy
New Year in Arabic and he seemed pleased. Delight-

fully warm all day. Had a very pleasant day with

riddles in new pocket-book, and began Justin

Macarthy's History of our own Times, 1897-1902.

Started a letter to Maude. Anchored, as the Eeis

told us, quite near Dendera, hope it is true. A walk

before dinner over rather rough ground, and

perilously near the edge in the dark.

Tuesday, Jan. 2nd, 26th day. Up early, pre-

pared for Dendera, heard it was just round the

corner. Slow progress, about eleven Ibrahim said we

should walk. Eowed to shore, and started to walk,

first across sand, then good path through fields,

Ibrahim the ironer, and Yussein, one of the crew,

in attendance, carrying luncheon, etc. It was rather

hot, and we halted under some trees (tamarisks), and

had an excellent luncheon, plus coffee. Donkeys
were sent for, but as they had not arrived when we
had finished, we started to walk again, under the

impression, at least I was, that the temple was quite

near. Again across fields, then came to a broad
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sandy track, by the side of a wide ditch or canal.

Walked miles along this. M. most anxious to cross

(it was mostly dry) as that seemed the direction we

had to go. At last she crossed. We stuck to it.

And now the track took a curve and we came to a

bridge where M. met us, and the donkeys were seen

arriving, and we were soon mounted and felt very

thankful. No side saddles but very decent ones.

M. and I. sat sideways and F. astride. A man led

us each. We should have been off if we had trotted,

but got on very briskly. A delightful ride along a

broad raised causeway, and on the right hand huge

pasture fields, every sort of animal grazing
—camels,

cows, buffalos, sheep, goats, donkeys all mixed up

together, numbers of young of each. Not a single

horse. A few cottages scattered about. Met a good

many camels and donkeys, and towards the end,

numbers of troops of little donkeys, many looked

quite babies, but all had a light sack across them.

Ibrahim said it was manure. It was a long way to

the Temple, had a good view of it, and got off close

to a Pylon. It was just two o'clock. Enormous

figures on the wall to our left. Ibrahim took a snap-

shot. Masses of excavated sand and stone round.

Six enormous pillars, the facade joined together to

about a third of the way up. F. at once made her

way round to the back (the temple seemed an exact

square), and found the sculpture of Cleopatra offering

sacrifice, a little Caesarion by her. These she meant

to copy as a tribute to Csesar, and at once set to

work. We left her to go and inspect. This temple
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is, you may say, comparatively modern (though on

the site of an earlier one) but is not nearly in as good

preservation as Abydos, at least all the faces are

defaced. The outside is covered with gigantic

figures generally making offerings and wearing crowns

of Upper and Lower Egypt. The first hall has

enormous pillars, with most extraordinary capitals

like curtains. M. explained that they were the

head-dress of Hathor, the Egyptian Aphrodite to

whom this temple is dedicated, and there is a head

of her on each side, most of them thoroughly

defaced. I saw afterwards the six outside columns

had the same capitals. The roof is perfect, and

covered with extraordinary astronomical emblems

according to Baedeker, but too high for me to make

out anything. Another hall beyond, and several

small rooms out of each, the walls covered with

interesting things, but too dark for me to see any-

thing, though the guardian brought candles. If we

come again I hope we shall have some Magnesian

wire, and I shall put down what there is remarkable

in each room. Then we were taken up a staircase

with very shallow steps to see the signs of the

Zodiac, but could not make out one of them. A
most interesting prowl over the roof. Several little

dark rooms, in one, mummies of Osiris, in another,

two gigantic hands, the thumb off one, the arms

belonging to them stretching all across the roof. In

one corner a little square, ruined temple, in another

a broad sloping stone path which led to the top of

the outer wall, quite broad enough to walk along
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safely, and we looked down upon F. sketching, a

native guardian in charge. "We then went down, M.

went to sit by F. and 1 devoted myself to the sides

of the large hall, which was comparatively light, and

made out a few things. Nero emerging from his

palace, five standards before him, among them.

While so occupied a cup of coffee was silently offered

me by Ibrahim the ironer, it was most grateful.

Then I joined the others, and found them busily in-

specting Caesarion. M. had just discovered that

what had been thought to be a crack in the stone

was really his spear or staff, and that his thumb-nail

was clearly visible, grasping it. F. was taking an

enlarged copy of him in consequence (he is very

small). This took some time, and when it was

accomplished F. hurried off to have a peep at the

signs of the Zodiac and other things on the roof,

and then it was 4-30 and time to leave. We all

mounted astride this time, much more comfortable.

Quite a different route back ; making for a point

further on, where the dahabieh was to meet us.

Went wrong, and turning back a little way, had a

very good view of the Temple. Much shorter ride

back, through fields where sugar-canes lately cut

were lying in piles. Suddenly came upon the river,

no signs of dahabieh. We got off and Ibrahim

suggested we should go to meet it. It was nearly

dark, and soon became so, and it was very awkward

stumbling over ploughed fields in little squares, or

else being close to the edge, very steep. Ibrahim

had no idea what had become of the dahabieh. We
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sent Ibrahim the ironer on to enquire, but he soon

came back saying he was afraid of dogs. Ibrahim now
made us sit down, and went himself, borrowing my
stick, so we were quite defenceless. We waited ages,

it became very cold, but we had promised not to

stir. At last he appeared, he had been as far as the

village of Dendera, but found out nothing, no one

had seen the dahabieh. I myself was of opinion

that it had never stirred from where we left it in the

morning, miles away. It was now thought best

that we should go back to where we had left the

donkeys, and there it appeared there was a sort of

wooden pier with a shed upon it, and we thankfully

took refuge. I believe it was Cook's landing-place.

An old man and his grand-daughter were in charge,

and were very kind to us and gave us seats. Soon I

heard a tinkle, and very shortly cups of coffee were

handed round, and warmed us up. Soon the

dahabieh really hove in sight, and we were on board

before seven. We thoroughly enjoyed our dinner,

after all these varied adventures. Grossed to Kene

at the opposite side and anchored there. There had

been no wind all day, and the dahabieh had great

work to get as far as she did, so we lost no time by

going to Dendera.

Wednesday, Jan. 3rd, 27th day. Most lovely

day, got on pretty well, partly towing, partly sailing.

Wrote on deck this morning, it was delightful.

Pink rocks reflected in Nile. This afternoon saw

storks. Have written up journal and found 100 texts
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in new almanack. Also read a good deal of "History

of our own times." The others went for a walk, but

I did not go. Wanted to write some letters. Have

anchored short of Nagada, and that is 22 miles short

of Luxor, so have not much hope of getting there to-

morrow. Splendid sunset, finished my letter to

Maude, and wrote to F. L.

Thursday, Jan. 4th, 28th day. Did not pass

Nagada till about twelve o'clock to-day. Sailed at

intervals. M. and F. had a long walk this morning
while towing, came in at 8-30 when I was having

breakfast. Anchored late this evening, could not

have walk. Had to be towed to bank, current so

strong.

Friday, Jan. 5th, 29th day. Quite near Luxor,

but getting on so slowly, fixed to visit Karnak on the

way. About twelve o'clock rowed to shore, carrying

luncheon and side-saddles with us. Had about half-

an-hours's walk, first on sand, and then through

fields, a small donkey was fortunately secured en

route to carry the side-saddles. Came to a lovely

grove of palm trees, where we lunched. Donkeys
arrived before we had finished, and we had a very

pleasant ride on to Karnak, a good way further.

Pigeons flying in clouds over the fields. Must be

very destructive, but picturesque. Soon the obelisk

was seen in the distance, and at last we came to the

avenue of sphinxes, which has only been lately

thoroughly uncovered. Enormous creatures, each
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with a little figure on their knees. Here we dis-

mounted, went through the great Pylon, and were

soon in a wilderness of enormous columns, and M.

said we were now in the great hall. I had been

studying Baedeker, and trying to understand his

plan, and had not thought we should come to it for

some time. I must own it was rather a shock.

Baedeker had described it as such an enormous

space, which would contain Notre Dame, and we
seemed to be in a narrow alley between two rows

of columns. M. said were not the columns large

enough for me, they were enormous, but the general

effect was not that of space. One did not realise

there were rows and rows of columns beyond,

and they were so close together, their capitals

touched. A great deal choked up with rubbish,

and the others who had been before, thought

there was more than last time. They seemed to

be excavating more, and throwing the debris on

what had been clear before. At the entrance of the

hall is the column of Shishak. We now went round

to the left, to the outside of wall, where there are

some wonderful carvings of Kameses in his chariot,

the horses prancing. Kows of captives, their necks

held together by a pole, Just like the slaves in books

of African travel. Numbers of horses, but only one

with a rider on it. Could not find what Baedeker

describes as an older Suez canal, an evident chasm,

with the word " Durchschnitt
"

(in hieroglyphics of

course) over it. Now there was a sloping hill of

sand before us, evidently leading to the top of the
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great Pylon by which we had entered. M. said it

did not, but for once I was right, and we went up,

and some steps beyond, and were at the top and had

the Nile, and the whole breadth of Egypt spread out

before us. The Helene was seen, crawling along in

the distance. I should think the wall must be about

three yards wide. Now we went down again, and I

devoted myself to understanding some of the

emblems, crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt,

hornets, hawks, etc. There is a temple to the right

just after entering by the Pylon, with numbers of

statues of Kameses round it. Now we had a novel

sight, a few tourists perambulating about, a Briton

with a guide, and a party of French. "We had seen

no Europeans since Cairo, except the Sturgess

glimpse at Assiout. We now roamed about endless

chambers, saw lotus pillars, a most interesting tablet

with long rows of captives, all evidently different

nationalities. Then a most interesting little place

called the Garden of Thothmes, lotus pillars, and on

the walls round, representations of different plants

which Thothmes III. (18th Dynasty B.C. about 1500—
Joseph's Pharaoh) brought with him from an

Assyrian campaign. Gazelles and other animals are

also on the walls. It was now past four, we had

thought of staying for moonlight and riding on to

Luxor, but there would be no moon for more than

an hour, and the Helene had been seen not far off, so

we thought it better to ride to the shore to meet her.

It was a very short way, not more than a quarter-of-

an-hour. It was very pleasant sitting on the river

E
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banks in the setting sun, watching the Helene come

across, and Ibrahim (the ironer) who was in attend-

ance, took the opportunity to hand us the ever

welcome cups of coffee. It was quite dark before

the Helene got across, and we had to get over some

rather rough ground to meet her. Glad to be safely

housed, and in what seemed an incredibly short time

Ibrahim came, and told us we were anchored at

Luxor, so we have every prospect of an interesting

day to-morrow. As to Karnak it is boundless, we
have not seen a quarter, but hope to pay several

visits on our return journey, if indeed we do not

manage to come again this time. Ibrahim took our

letters to the post, but it was closed, and he was not

able to get those which were waiting for us.

Saturday, Jan. 6th, 30th day. A perfect

budget of letters. I had two cards from Maude, and

a letter with a very graphic Christmas card of a

bridge party. Most interesting letter from Elizabeth

about my little Tessa, she and Csesar quite well.

Gather from this letter and one of Irving's that the

Eichardsons are coming to the Manor House on the

3rd, but nothing from Mrs. K. herself. Did not stop

to read the rest (there are also quantities of news-

papers, "Worlds" and "
Daily Mails ") for it was

now time to turn out. We were anchored some

way from the Temple, so many steamers and

dahabiehs anchored already, and had about a mile to

walk. Came to a row of most tempting shops which

delayed us some time. I bought some cigarettes to
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give to the men, some little ornaments, and several

post cards, there were some very nice ones. Then

we went to the hotel, which we were now close to,

and saw the manager, and fixed to dine there at 7-30.

It seems a delightful hotel, with a large garden. M.

and F. have stayed here twice. At last we got to

the Temple, with which I feel quite familiar from a

drawing of F.'s, one by Rompouf, which we have

hanging up at home. Lovely colonnades, no roof

left. Large statue of Rameses lying down (thrown

down) legs broken off, hand grasping a sceptre. In

one corner there is a perfect statue of young

Eameses, the only perfect statue left, I believe, in

any temple. All around him are gigantic statues,

all without their heads. In another place, most

life-like sculptures of bulls being led to sacrifice.

At the furthest point is a large Pylon and obelisk

near it. Went round to see the outside of the

Pylon which has two gigantic figures seated

outside. Left the thorough investigation to

another day, it was beginning to be hot. It was a

good long walk back to the Helene. Stopped at the

shops again. I bought a Murray, some writing-

paper, and " A Thousand Miles up the Nile
"
by A.

Edwards, in Tauchnitz, a most useful book. Were
back about one, luncheon most acceptable. In the

afternoon F., accompanied by M. and Ibrahim, went

in a boat to sketch the Temple from the river, with

the setting sun upon it. I stayed at home and

wrote twelve cards, nine picture and three plain,

the latter to Maude, K. and L. Then dressed for
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the evening dissipation in coffee-jacket and black and

white skirt. The others were back in good time,

and we went in our boat to a point just opposite the

hotel garden entrance, an immense comfort. We
were rather early, so sat in the delightful hall and

found the reading-room, and read the "Times" of

28th December. An excellent but common-place

dinner, not so full as I expected, and no one very

striking in appearance, nor out of the way toilettes.

Rather enjoyed seeing a few people. A post office in

the corner of the hall, posted my twelve cards. Sat

a little while in the reading-room, and then turned

out for a prowl in the temple by moonlight. It was

rather spoiled to me by Ibrahim (the ironer) being in

attendance with a lantern, also the moon was right

over our heads and we did not see it through the

pillars. However, it was very lovely, and the row

back by moonlight delightful.

Sunday, Jan. 7th, 31st day. First Sunday
after Epiphany. We were going to' the early service

this morning. I always awake about six, and this

morning by some fatality did not till nearly seven,

and nobody called me. Had put everything in

perfect readiness, found I had lost the tie for my
hair. Knew I had bootlaces in a green bag, turned

everything over to find the bag and no bootlaces

were there. Almost frantic, F. heard me groaning

and came to me and brought me a bootlace. At last

was ready, and after all, in ample time. We went

in the boat which was very soothing and calming.
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Had expected service in a room, found there was a

nice little church in the garden. Holy Communion;

very few people, 8 o'clock, afterwards M. and F.

with Ibrahim sat in the garden and I went and had

a comfortable breakfast at the hotel. Coffee, eggs,

toast, and marmalade. Then I went and looked at

the picture cards. Ibrahim had found some very

nice ones yesterday, quite different to those in the

shop, particularly some of young Kameses. I got

several and wrote some in the reading-room, among
others three to Miss Pulliblank, also one each to E.

Brancker and F. Calder. There is not only a letter-

box in the hall but a regular post-office, so could get

stamps and send them off at once, most convenient.

Then sat in the garden with the others till 10-30

when there was Morning Prayer. When it was

time for the Communion service, instead of the

Commandments the clergyman read,
" This is the

first and great Commandment, St. Matthew xxii.

37-39, etc. We thought it a most sensible plan for

a second celebration instead of reading the ten

commandments all over again. A very nice sermon,

Ephesians v., 2-8. We now returned to the

dahabieh in the boat. We had quite planned a

drive to Karnak for the afternoon, but such a good
wind had got up it was thought quite a sin to lose

time, and we decided to start. First, however, came

a most important piece of business. We each wrote

a cheque for 20 pounds, and Ibrahim enclosed them
in a letter to Blattner, his agent at Cairo, asking him
to secure places for us in the train from Wady Haifa
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to Khartoum for January 24th. We must try and

get there somehow. A return ticket costs 20 pounds ;

it sounds enormous. Ibrahim is not going, he does

not seem to want, and we shall have no difficulty at

a regular hotel. Ibrahim took this precious document

to the post, returned in an incredibly short time and

we started. Sails were hoisted and we perfectly

flew; have never gone at such a pace before. A
beautiful view of the Arabian hills, three very striking

peaks. Luxor and Karnak are on the Arabian side.

After getting on in this splendid way for two or three

hours we were pulled up by a tiresome corner, and

had to be towed, and eventually anchored rather

early on the banks of a large island called Arment.

Went out and had quite a long walk. Passed through
a village with hordes of barking dogs. The villagers

drove them off and then followed us in a body,

nearly to the dahabieh. We went right across the

island and back round the edge. It seemed quite out

of good will that they followed us as an act of polite-

ness. Ibrahim tried to photograph a group but they

always ran away when he began. It was quite dark

when we got back, but the last part was over smooth

sand, so it did not matter. I forgot to mention it

was bitterly cold this morning when we started for

church and it has been cold all day. This walk

warmed us a little.

Monday, Jan. 8th, 32nd day. Very cold in the

night and still very cold this morning. Started for a

walk directly after breakfast, the Helene being towed
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after us, the sun was delightful. First along sand

and then through fields, mostly peas in flower.

I also found a flower like a crocus-flower, the first I

have seen in Egypt except in gardens. It was a very

interesting walk, and we came upon a group of

women filling their pitchers. I tried to lift one and

could hardly stir it. I looked underneath and, far

from being hollow, they are rounded at the bottom

(convex). I cannot think how they balance them on

their heads. We walked a long way and then sat

down under a tree which really gave some shade.

It had a sort of grey appearance, and when I looked

close I found it was completely covered by a veil of

gossamer so I did not dare to sit too close for fear of

spiders. We were close to a shadoof and Ibrahim

went and tried his hand at it. First he brought up
the bucket empty, but eventually succeeded in getting

water. I timed them and found they dipped the

bucket eight times in a minute, it must be most

tiring and they never ceased. We waited a good
while for the Helene to come up, Ibrahim and I both

tried pulling at the tow-rope, In the afternoon we

passed the town of Arment, quite an important place.

The name Arment printed on a pier, just like a

Swiss lake. It is only nine miles from Luxor and

twenty-five from Esneh the next temple. Whether

we shall get out to see it or not depends on the wind.

Do not know exactly where we anchored. Bitterly

cold afternoon and evening, sat in the saloon in my
fur cloak. The Sandowns would scoff.
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Tuesday, Jan. 9th, 33rd day. Still very cold

this morning. Towed at first. M. and F. went for

a walk, but were soon back as we had to cross. I

did not go but stayed to write up this journal.

Dahabieh passed us ;
crew dancing on board, no

owners visible. Heard it belonged to a clergyman
and that he was alone on board. Afterwards had

the gratification of passing it stuck on a sandbank,

but it got off and passed us again later on. In the

afternoon to our astonishment heard we were close to

Esneh
;
had not dreamed of getting there to-day.

Arrived about four. Crowds on bank, donkeys in

numbers. Ibrahim picked out good ones, they were

saddled and we were soon off. Baskets are the

speciality of Esneh, and a man had been standing in

the water all the time offering some for sale, but we
did not fancy them. We bought some on our return

from the ride. Bode through the town and through

the bazaar, crowds about. In about ten minutes

came to the temple, and tickets had been forgotten.

However Ibrahim sent back for them, and the man
let us in meanwhile. There is only one large hall

excavated of this temple, it is supposed there are

masses of it under the houses of the town, like Delphi

used to be. About a quarter of the columns are above

ground, you go down steep steps to the pavement.

Twenty-four enormous columns, the capitals all

different and beautiful. Quite different hieroglyphics

to other temples and, according to guidebooks, very

inferior, I liked them better than any we have seen,

except Abydos—so very clear—Thothmes III, is sup-
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posed to have been the founder (18th dynasty, Joseph's

Pharoah), but it has had later additions, there are

figures and cartouches of several Eoman emperors,

Commodus and Decius among the number. Corn-

modus is dragging a net with a crocodile in it, and

quantities of fish and different sorts of aquatic plants

are quite distinct. Khem is the principal Deity here,

he has a ram's head. The same emblems appear

over and over again on the pillars, bats, serpents,

lotus flowers and birds, all varied. F. has been so

good as to draw me a few below. We all wanted

exercise so went a further ride from here, first to a

Coptic convent in the town, with a Mosaic pediment
and cross above, and then in search of another in the

country, but it was getting dark and we had to turn

back. Capital donkeys, and we had some good

gallops, quite exhilarating. Back at the Helene

about six. Began the "
Image in the Sand "

to-day,

most thrilling.

Wednesday, Jan. 10th, 34th day. Very cold

this morning but quite hot in the afternoon. Got

on very well
;
never towed at all. Passed El Kab

where it appears there are most interesting things

and the steamers do not stop there, so we mean to

have a day here on our way back. Finished the
"
Image in the Sand." Feel quite uncomfortable at

the thought of that spirit being loose. Passed a

round picturesque tomb on the top of a line of red

rock : conspicuous.
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Thubsday, Jan. 11th, 35th day. Much warmer

this morning. Close to the bank and found the

others had gone for a walk, so after breakfast (eggs

for the first time) started to join them. One of the

crew, Abdul, came with me, and insisted on clutching

my arm firmly the whole time, grinning so good-

naturedly, one could not be angry. Passed a good

many shadoofs, could generally walk close to edge ;

when one had to leave it, rather rough with stalks of

cut sugar-canes. On the slope of the bank to the

river potatoes planted all the way in quite neat rows.

Saw some trees and was sure the others would be

there, and they were, F. sketching some pigeon

houses. A shadoof close by, tried to work it but

found it very heavy. The Helene did not seem to be

coming on, so we went back to her, the sails were

just up. Got on very well this afternoon, had a very

good view of the temple of Edfou, a huge Pylon

rising among palm trees. Anchored while it was

still light, and had quite a delightful walk on an ex-

cellent smooth path through fields. Not light enough

to see what they were, but Ibrahim said one was

lentiles. Went a long way, and quite dark coming

back. Passed a little camel and some tiny calves

asleep, nestling against piles of straw, caressed them.

Waited to see the moon rise, just full, the halo

before it appeared was just like the dawn. It came

with a perfect rush at last, quite beautiful ; Abdul

came to meet us with a lantern. M. began to read

this journal aloud this evening. I am quite flattered.

We are to see Edfou on the return journey, must

now lose no time getting to Assouan.
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Friday, Jan. 12th, 36th day. Cold this morning.

Was up earlier than usual thinking we might have

to get out somewhere, though hoping not, as it is

important to get on. About ten o'clock passed the

quarries of Selseleh. The river is very narrow here,

desolate rocky country on each side. Ancient

quarries, full of remains, some visible from the river.

We are to stop here on the way back, steamers do

not stop here, so these ruins can only be visited from

a dahabieh and they seem most interesting. We are

now 41 miles from Assouan, hope to get there to-

morrow evening. Directly after the quarries we

came to a most fertile tract, green crops to the very

edge of the water
;
could not see what, but Ibrahim

thought beans. Eeally sometimes to-day the banks

might have been the banks of the Thames except

for palms mixed with the other trees. The river has

been quite like the sea the last two days, little white

sparklets all over it. Early in the afternoon Kom
Ombo hove in sight, and by 3-30 we were actually

there. A lovely wind was blowing and it was very

wrong to stop, but it was full moon, and we were all

quite resolved to see Kom Ombo by moonlight, it

would have been a sin to miss it. We anchored

quite close, mounted a long flight of steps, and were

on the platform at the very edge of the river hanging
over it, no other temple we have seen is so close.

In the outer court the pillars are all broken—then a

huge Pylon, and two doors of entrance into the large

hall, thirteen enormous pillars, nearly perfect. This

temple is dedicated to two Deities—Sebek, with a
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crocodile head and Harueris with a hawk's head,

they are clearly to be seen everywhere. Out of this

hall two doors lead into another, the sanctuaries are

behind each, with a large block of black granite. A

passage runs all round, and at the back are three

little chambers, the carvings most wonderfully

distinct. Osiris as a mummy in one, a queen

presenting a necklace in another. Among other

interesting carvings was a large cat, sitting by
Anubis (with a dog's head), a king, a Ptolemy

presenting this temple to three Deities, and Horus

writing a name on a palm-leaf with a reed pen.

Almost all the figures grasp the sign of life in one

hand. At the back the wall was broken, and one

could climb high up and have quite a general view.

A brick wall of Roman times surrounds the whole.

On the outer platform many large blocks are scattered

about with beautiful figures on them. When it was

getting dark we returned to the Helene for dinner,

meaning to pay another visit by moonlight. This

we did, and began by going up a sandhill by the side

of the wall to see some gigantic figures on the back

of the outer wall. It was too dark for me to see

anything but a huge leg even with a lantern, so I did

not go all the way. Then came back to the Temple
and sat a long time waiting for the moon which

obstinately refused to rise, or rather to appear, for

she was risen behind a hill. F. profited by this

time to make several sketches with the lantern,

among others Horus and the palm-leaf. We also

went into the three little dark rooms, and with the
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dark lantern saw a great deal impossible to see by

daylight, so very dark. At last the moon appeared,

the effect was lovely and ghostlike. Keturned to the

Helene, rather chilled and glad of hot tea.

Sattjkday, Jan. 13th, 37th day. We were

rewarded for our firmness about Kom Ombo, for' we

were actually at Assouan about 3-30. Twenty-six

miles from Kom Ombo, so we had come at a good

pace. Quite a large town, but not ugly. The

English barracks to our left, and to our right the

island of Elephantine, a large new hotel, the Savoy,

upon it. M. and F. were much astonished by the

change since 1898 when they were here last. This

part of the river was then a narrow passage between

two walls of rock, now it is a smooth unbroken

stream, no rocks. The Helene was moored on the

Western bank, the town is on the Eastern (I forgot

to say there are quantities of palm trees as you

approach, Assouan is famous for its dates). We
went first to the post, very few letters, I had a card

from Maude, a letter from F. L., and a typewritten

letter of thanks from Harry. I had unfortunately

told them all to write to Khartoum and of course

the letters are all there waiting for us. There was

a most disappointing letter from Blattner to Ibrahim;

there is no train to Khartoum on the 24th, the day
we had told him to take places for us, and instead of

taking them in the next, he had wired to Luxor for

instructions. We had left Luxor before the wire

arrived and now heard by letters. The next day
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was the 27th. Ibrahim wired at once to tell him to

take them, and also made enquiries from a company
here

;
it seemed doubtful whether that was not full

too and the next was Feb. 3rd. Left uncertain till

answer came and in the meantime bought some post-

cards, including the one of Horus a few pages back,

and some hat-pins. Then rode to the Cataract Hotel

where we thought we would dine, to arrange about

dinner. F. thinks it is built on the rock exactly in

the place where children used to slide on logs down

the cataract. No cataract now, quite smooth water.

We had meant to order dinner and go back to the

Helene to dress, but found it was such a toilsome

row for the men against the stream, and they would

have to fetch us again at night, also a steep path up
to the hotel. So decided to stay as we were.

Ibrahim was busy and abandoned us to our fate, and

we were to be fetched again at nine. It was now
about 3-30. Quantities of people were having tea at

little tables outside. We had had ours, so looked

about for a view for F. to sketch, and not rinding

one she suggested we should go and have our hair

done, she had seen there was a hairdresser. We
unearthed him, he turned out to be a female, a

German. F. was operated on first, and the female

was so resolute to friz her hair and drag it off her

face that I determined not to have mine done. I

should never have got it out of the tangles. M. came

in search of us with a message from Ibrahim, had

heard we could not have places on 27th, must wait

till 3rd February. Said he must take them, and then
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we all went to the reading-room and saw the
"
Egyptian Gazette

"
of 11th and English papers of

5th. Sir H. C. B. seems doing all the mischief he

can. Began a letter to Miss H. Beckford and wrote

some cards, posted them on the way to dinner.

Dinner common-place, soup and coffee both cold.

When we came out, to our astonishment saw two

blazing fires in the large entrance hall. Of course

we could not get near them, but the sight was cheer-

ful. Turned out at nine, and found Ibrahim as well

as a myrmidon waiting to take us down to the boat.

The row back by moonlight was lovely. Another

telegram late, but nothing conclusive.

Sunday, Jan. 14th, 38th day. Were rowed

across for the eight o'clock early Communion at the

English church, close to the Cataract Hotel. A very

nice church, marble pavement, and everthing in

order, but we are sorry it is built with a dome, just

like a mosque. The dome is surmounted by a cross,

but still it seems as if it would have been much
better to have something distinctive. Bishop Morley,

late of Tinnevally, chaplain, only about a dozen people.

Ibrahim did not go, went to try and get this hopeless

train arranged. Came back to the Helene, and

Ibrahim not having returned, M. and F. went again
for the morning service. I stayed in, partly to be

ready for Ibrahim, partly to finish my letter to Miss

H. Beckford and other things. Ibrahim did come,

before they were back, with another wire. No places
on 27tb. It was too maddening. I made Ibrahim
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concoct a wire,
" Secure places on train earliest day

possible and send answer." Ibrahim wished to

curtail it to " 3rd Feb." in which case Blattner

would have wired back that 3rd Feb. was full, and

we should have been no forwarder. We have still

no answer, and we are to stay at Assouan till we

receive one. M. has gone an expedition to a Coptic

convent with a guide and a boat. At about 3-30 F.

and I started in our boat with Ibrahim and were

rowed all round the island of Elephantine, saw the

other side of the Savoy Hotel which is embowered

in palm trees, very different to the arid bareness of

the Cataract Hotel. Still, I could fancy the latter

was very healthy. To our right, on the mainland,

on a high ridge of rock, was the Sheik's tomb, one of

the objects of M's excursion. It looked a good pull,

but rather a tempting path up to it, and I felt rather

sorry not to have gone, but I was in Sunday clothes,

and it was rather hot, and I also fancied seeing

something of the river. "We were rowed quite to the

other end of the island, and then landed on the rocks

for F. to make a sketch. Just at that moment a

boat was seen approaching, and it was M., having

successfully accomplished all the objects of her ex-

pedition. Of course her boat was now dismissed,

and we remained all together, and had a very

pleasant time on the rocks till dark. F. made a

lovely sketch in the sunset light. A telegram came

late, forget what it was, but know it was not

conclusive.
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The Arabic sentences below are engraved on

each end of the cabinets in the saloon of the Helene :

Say nothing without thought.

No poverty greater than folly.

No money better than intellect.

Do nothing without forethought.

Monday, Jan. 15th, 39th day. This morning a

telegram from Blattner—" Will take places
"—so

thought we might start. After we had started were

seized with qualms, he had not mentioned day, and

it turned out Feb. 3rd had been mentioned in the

wire to him, instead of telling him to take them

first day possible. Was in despair, and at last it

was decided to send another wire—"
Say when

places are taken and name day, will wait reply."

The reply, prepaid, was to be sent to Shellal, the

station for Philae, where we meant to stop, as there

is now plenty of time. Ibrahim took the wire and

was to join us in the locks. Think we must have

started about eleven. In about an hour came to the

barrage, an enormous dam, stretching all across the

river, of solid masonry. Some remains of cataract

along the right bank. The water was flowing through
sluices at the bottom, they let it through by degrees.

There is a narrow canal through for traffic, and a

series of gates letting through a succession of locks,

just like a regular canal. At the first gate there was

a flight of steps up the barrier, and F. had just

time to be hauled on them and go up. I delayed to

finish my coffee and was too late. She came down
p
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a flight further on, and later when Ibrahim had

•come on board we all landed, and had quite a long

walk on the connecting wall by the side of the canal,

a tremendous width. Quantities of workmen throw-

ing down blocks of stone, a very nice head-engineer

told us it was to strengthen the foundations. We
thought at first that he was English, then that he

was not, Ibrahim thought he was Welsh and I think

he was right. We walked a long way and when we

got back to the Helene found she had never stirred.

We were nearly three hours getting through the

locks. A steamer in front delayed us a good deal.

Another time of course one would let the dahabieh

go through by herself and ride on donkeys to Philae.

It is a very interesting ride M. and F. say, about an

hour, but we wanted to see the locks. Once through

we soon saw a quantity of rocky islets, and also

realized that a fringe of green along the banks was

submerged palm trees, and soon saw a quantity in

the middle of the river looking like green Islands

in the distance. I had never heard of the destruction

of palm-trees among the devastation wrought by the

dam. We turned a corner and Pharaoh's bed came

in sight, looking exactly like its pictures, except that

it was surrounded by water, which did not spoil it in

my eyes, as I had not seen it before. We anchored

exactly opposite. It was nearly dark but had a

walk on shore, a flat sand-bank. Railway station

quite near but did not come across it. The Reis

was going back to Assouan so sent another wire by

him to Blattner, to tell him to send his answer here,
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as we found he had been told to send it to a place

three hours further on, and we felt we could not bear

the suspense. This Reis was an extra one we had

from Assouan here, and we have still another extra

who is to go all the way to Wady Haifa.

Tuesday, Jan. 16th, 40fch day. Up early, ready

for the temples at Philae, and before we started,

joyful to relate, a wire arrived,
" Berths secured."

Still no date, but think it must be right if they are

secured at all, so shall now dismiss it from my mind.

Were rowed in our felucca across, and first taken

right into Pharaoh's bed, the only way to see it.

Then rowed along two corridors of pillars so as to be

quite close to the pictures. The first had kings and

queens sitting on lovely ornamented thrones with

dashes of colour, the other scenes from the life of

Horus, one particularly of Buto playing to him on

the harp, much admired. All these pillars have

Hathor heads, many of them quite perfect. Then

through the great Pylon, which has on one side a

gigantic figure of a king holding a quantity of captives

by the hair in one hand, and swinging a weapon in

the other. Then came the great hall with splendid

columns, capitals tinted blue and green, all different

patterns, palm-leaves, lotus-flowers, etc. Here we

got out of the boat, the pavement was quite dry so I

hope it will survive. Upstairs, and wandered about

the roof, a lovely view. Here is the Osiris chamber,
all the details of the resuscitation of Osiris. He was

killed, cut to pieces, and thrown into the Nile. Isis
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found him, had him put together again, and revived

him. Here he is depicted lying among reeds in the

Nile, as a mummy, all his separate parts, his leg in

one place, his hand in another, his inside in jars, and

finally he is lying on a couch, just coming to life,

lifting one hand, Isis at his feet and Nephthys at his

head, fanning him into life. F. drew quantities of

these, then went down and made an elaborate

drawing of some of the columns in the large hall.

This hall was once used as a Christian church,

there is an altar with a cross on it, also a cross on

the wall in a sort of shrine. Greek crosses. M.

and I went in the boat to the gateway of Hadrian,

to see some very interesting scenes of Osiris being

carried on a crocodile, but could not get near enough
to see them. On the way back through the great

Pylon we saw a very interesting inscription on one

of its sides, written by Desaix, commander of the

French army under Bonaparte, which penetrated

here after the Battle of the Pyramids, 1799. Also a

replica of the Bosetta stone, only not the Greek,

which of course is what makes the Bosetta stone so

invaluable. Then, F. having finished, we were

rowed across to the island of Biggeh, and had

luncheon on the rocks, sitting in luxury on the boat-

cushions. Then I indulged in a siesta, and F. made

an elaborate drawing of the great Pylon, etc. Of

course 1 have not been here before, but I cannot

conceive anything more lovely than these temples

look with the water all around them, if only it does

not undermine them altogether. The guardian told
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us they were strengthening the foundations, and he

also says they, are quite dry in April and May. Of

course the lower parts are hidden, but on the other

hand we are much nearer the higher parts, and see

a great deal which I should not have seen otherwise.

After Biggeh we rowed back to the corridor we had

been in first. Miss Edwards, in her book, mentioned

some of the ornaments as particularly lovely, so we

went for a more thorough inspection, and were quite

rewarded, and F. made a drawing of a queen sitting

on a most elaborate throne, with a sphinx on a pale

red ground, her costume also most elaborate, lovely

armlets. Then we went to see a curious mass of

red rock called Pharaoh's throne, with some

enormous cartouches on it. Then back to the

dahabieh, after a most delightful and interesting

day. On our way passed quantities of palms, one

quite dead. The rest look healthy, but they say

they do not bear fruit.

Wednesday, Jan. 17th, 41st day. Could not

start very early as our own Eeis had gone to Assouan

yesterday, promising to return in the evening, he did

not appear till 10.30 this morning. Saw crowds of

tourists arriving, either by train or on donkeys.
Two steamers are anchored here, one, the Memnon,
started before us. Red rocks on each side, those on

the west bank masses of loose stone, large blocks

"confusedly hurled" together, those on the east

side mostly debris. At first came close to the water,

further on a rim of land and some villages, and
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sometimes an expanse of sand. A fringe of palm-
trees in the water all the way. We hear the people
about here say the dam has ruined them, all their

ground capable of cultivation is now under water
;

it

seems a great pity, but I suppose it has benefited the

whole of Egypt below Assouan, at least one hopes
so. Anchored to-night in the middle of a grove of

palms far out in the stream.

Thursday, Jan. 18th, 42nd day. Started early

this morning, and before nine anchored close to the

Temple of Kalabsheh. An immense temple close on

the shore, a village close round it, and a strip of

cultivated land, quite glad to see it. This temple is

quite different to the others we have seen so far, it

is supposed to have been destroyed by an earthquake,

and all the halls are full of great masses of stone,

quite difficult to get about. A Pylon at the entrance,

then a court full of blocks of stone, then six pillars,

and entrance between them to another hall, where

there has been a great deal of colour, but it is very

much defaced. Still when one has looked a long

time a good deal comes out on their robes and

crowns, and F. made a very pretty drawing of a

female figure sitting on a lotus flower. On the

portico there is a very famous Greek inscription

about Silico, King of the Ethiopians ;
it looked quite

undecipherable, but no doubt was much clearer in

1818 when it was first discovered. From here we

went through the village, and up a hill, a good path,

to Bet-el-Wali, a very small temple cut out of the
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rock, but most interesting. The interior is supported

by two fluted pillars, and there are niches with three

seated statues in each, very much defaced. The

inside pictures are also very much defaced, we had

expected lovely coloured things from Miss Edwards'

descriptions but could make out nothing. The

outside area is however most interesting. A long
series of views. On one side the king in his chariot,

bow in one hand, captives in another, held by the

hair, his son breaking in with an axe the gate of a

besieged city, all the people on the walls begging for

mercy, a child tumbling over the wall. On the other

side a long procession of tributaries bringing gifts, a

giraffe, lion, a man leading an ostrich and gazelle,

another bringing up ostrich eggs, etc. I believe

there are casts of them in the British Museum, they

are certainly some of the most perfect and interesting

things we have seen, they date from the time

of Barneses II . We had luncheon there most

luxuriously, on a table brought from the Helenc
Eeturned to Kalabsheh and prowled about a great

deal, went quite to the back and climbed over blocks

of stone to the roof to see a figure fondly imagined to

be Caesarion. F. made several sketches, including

one of the outer Pylon, the river showing through.

No wind, the Helene remained here all night.

Fkiday, Jan. 19th, 43rd day. Started early

this morning, and must have gone pretty briskly, for

we were at Dendur, 13 miles off, about one o'clock.

Landed for an hour, Ibrahim would allow us no
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more, for it was very wrong to lose a good wind. A
very small, but very pretty temple, carvings very

perfect, steamers do not stop here, so they do not

get so much mauled. A lovely doorway, with

serpents and lotuses on each side. We did not stay

the full hour, and after all, the wind had changed.

We got across, and then were stationary the rest of

the day. Another dahabieh, the "
Safa," in the

same predicament. Began
" Vivien." Quite hot.

Saturday, Jan. 20th, 44th day. Started early,

got to Gerf Hassan, nine miles, about ten o'clock.

Rather a longer walk to temple, steep uphill. The
" Safa" here, and we found a lady sketching inside

and two gentlemen outside. Quite difficult to get

about without being in some one's way. We
especially annoyed the lady, but felt for her, she

said she had so very little time. This temple is

excavated out of the rock, the inside is supported by

six colossal figures as pillars, there are huge pillars

behind them, they are on very high pedestals. Faces

very much defaced, the lady was drawing the best

one. They have Hathor heads on their breast-plates.

An inner shrine with three colossal seated figures,

no heads. A broken Pylon outside, F. took a sketch

of it, arranging herself with difficulty out of the

lady's light. We had luncheon in the temple, on a

table brought from the Helene. Coffee was offered

to the lady, who accepted it gratefully. Then M.

and I, with Ibrahim, climbed up the sandy slope

outside to the top of the temple, and found ourselves
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on a boundless expanse of golden desert, quite level,

but very stony, it was most curious and interesting.

In the afternoon we got on very well at first, then the

wind suddenly changed as we were approaching a

corner, and we almost foundered on the bank. Sails

were hurriedly reefed, and we had to be towed a long

way. It was well it was a shore where they could tow,

very often the rocks come straight down, and there

is no place to walk, and the river is too deep here to

tow from the boat, so there is no alternative but

to stop altogether. As now we have not to get to

Wady Haifa till the 3rd Feb. there is plenty of time

with common luck, still it makes one rather anxious.

"We profited by the towing to have a long walk along

the bank, very soft sand, just like New Brighton

sand. Sat down in the shade of some castor-oil

bushes till the Helene got up to us, and then were

fetched by the felucca. There is a good deal of the

castor oil plant now, a large leaf, in divisions like

Virginia creeper. It seems to have two different

kinds of berries, and little red flowers. Palm trees

too, now begin to appear, firmly established on land,

and I saw one place where they were planting a few

new ones, which was a great comfort to me. I mind

the destruction of the palm trees very much more

than the temple. The destruction extends many
miles from Assouan. The government wished to

buy the laud, but the people refused to sell. They
do, however, accept compensation for every palm
tree that dies. They say now they do bear fruit in

the water, of course I cannot tell which is right,
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the date harvest is early in December. Anchored

to-night close to Dakkeh, temple close to bank.

Finished "
Vivien," most interesting.

Sunday, Jan. 21st, 45th day. Went up to

temple about eight, the others were there already.

The " Safa
"

anchored here too, but had started

before we turned out. An inner chamber with two

lions, very like those at Mycenae, near the ground,

another lion and baboon higher up. This temple is

sacred to Thoth, who is represented as a baboon.

More baboons in the main hall. Went with Ibrahim

to the top of the Pylon, sixty-nine steps. A most

exquisite view, river winding a good deal in both

directions. Some very curious hills on Arabian

side, might be pyramids, look quite volcanic.

Bought some beads here. On pretty briskly to

Maharaka seven miles further. A most lovely row

of columns, and a ruinous Pylon, with a relief of

Isis sitting under a fig-tree. I could hardly make

out Isis, the light was just wrong for me, but F.

made a sketch of her. This afternoon got on very

well, sailing all the time. Passed several villages,

principally on the eastern bank, and shadoofs began

to appear again, lately we have always had sakkiyehs,

water-wheels worked by two oxen. Some birds

lighted on deck, one a lovely one, black with white

head, very tame. Anchored about five, close under

the temple of Wady es Sabua, and walked up to it,

a good pull up soft sand. An alley of sphinxes led

up to it, only two emain. Two colossal statues in
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front of them, a most imposing approach. Another

colossal statue, without a head, lies just in front

of the Pylon. The interim seems all choked

up with sand, but we are to see it properly in the

morning. Walked up the slope of sand to the top

of the wall. There are some beautiful palm-trees

safe on the bank here, but the guardian told Ibrahim

they had lost numbers. We are now 88 miles from

Assouan.

Monday, Jan. 22nd, 46th day. Turned out very

early, about 7. Found F. already sketching the

colossal statues. One of the men from the "Safa" had

wanted to draw there, but Ibrahim had sent one of

Our crew to guard the place which F. had chosen last

night. The man was very angry, no wonder. The

temple is all choked with sand, the guardian says it

could be cleared for five pounds. Both Murray and

Baedeker describe it, so I suppose it has got choked

lately. M. and I now went with Ibrahim to see

a new tomb, which was only discovered last year.

About ten minutes' walk through soft sand. Very

small, but pictures very perfect, colours quite vivid,

the eyes just like human eyes. Half one side is

taken up by an enormous vulture with outspread

wings, beautifully striped, grasping the Sign of Life

in each claw. One particularly good figure was

offering smoking incense in a censer with one hand

and pouring a libation with the other. F. had

said she would not come to this tomb, but we felt

she must see it, so she was firmly fetched, and made
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a most elaborate drawing of the vulture, also of the

king pouring the libation. When we left we saw

three white parasols all huddled together, the Safas

all sketching from the same point. A steamer

arrived while F. was still sketching the Colossi, and

we had the amusement of seeing all the tourists

trail up to the temple, they seemed mainly French

and American—about a dozen. They were only

allowed a very few minutes, then hurried back to

steamer, not shewn new tomb, we were glad. Back

to Helene before 11, and started at once for Korosko.

No wind, never got to Korosko, 12 miles, anchored

on the opposite side.

Tuesday, Jan. 23rd, 47th day. Got on as far

as just opposite Korosko, which is on the eastern

bank, and were rowed across in the felucca. Post

Office close to landing-place, enquired for letters.

Only one for M. from F. Allen, all the rest gone

to Khartoum, where I had unfortunately told them

to direct, there must be bales there. Bought some

stamps and walked on to market-place, not market

day and nothing going on. Were rowed back to the

Helene. Wind had sprung up, and she was going

on, and we had hard work to get up to her, the poor

men were dripping with perspiration. Of course as

soon as we had got up to her, the wind dropped, and

we had to be towed. Outside Korosko there are

remains of numbers of stone huts which were

occupied by our soldiers during the war. Korosko

is the place from where Gordon started on his ride
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to Abou Hamed on his way to Khartoum. The

Nile makes an immense bend here. In the afternoon,

while they were towing, we had a long walk along

the bank, sand very soft and it was quite hot. The

felucca picked us up. Just before sunset we anchored

within reach of Amada. Had a very soft steep bank

to scramble up, and then had a good half-hour's

walk to the Temple. I was behind the others, and

just as I got up there was a splendid glow of red

sunset through the pillars upon the Nile, it was

lovely. Some of the " Safa
"

people were here

already (I forgot to say the " Safa
" had been towing

behind us all afternoon) with a light, but we did not

come in contact with them. The sand must be

quite half-way up the pillars, there is one beautiful

fluted Doric column. The hieroglyphics are

wonderfully well preserved, with a great deal of

colour. The best are in some inner dark rooms,

you had almost to crawl through the doorways,

so that being there in the dark was no disadvantage.

They could never be seen without a light, we had a

lantern with two candles in it which showed them

very well. One, particularly striking, is Isis

embracing Tutmes III., she has an immensely

long arm. Quantities of cartouches everywhere,

M. and F. can now identify several. This is a

really old temple, so many latterly have belonged to

the Ptolemy period, which seems quite contemptibly
modern. Tutmes III. and Ahmenhotep II. belong
to the 18th Dynasty, 1591 B.C. A most delightful

walk back in the starlight, rather a different route,
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nearer the river. Felucca met us, so as to save us

the steep descent in the dark. L. F.'s wedding day.

Drank her health. The men had half a sheep and

cigarettes.

Wednesday, Jan. 24th. Have been much

annoyed this morning and I think with justice. It

had been fixed that F. was to go and sketch early at

the temple, M., of course, in attendance. I did

not want to get up very early so did not mean to go

again. Most anxious to get on, so did not wish to

do anything to cause delay. Got up soon after 7,

we appeared quite stationary, close to the bank.

Had breakfast and then thought I would go to meet

them. Just as I finished buttoning my boots

they appeared, and I heard to my amazement, we
had moved, and were anchored close under the

temple. Ibrahim then coolly told me he had come

to fetch me, but as I had not come out of

my room had not called me. I must say I

did feel furious, but I hope controlled myself.

In the first place (but, of course, it would never

occur to them, though I think it would to me in

their place), I might have been told we were going

to move on, and in the second place, as Ibrahim did

come, I might have been given the option whether I

would go or not. Of course I should very much

have liked to see the temple by daylight, if I bad

been able to do so without causing delay, or getting

up in the dark. We had now to be towed for a long

time. It was a little relief to hear we had passed
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Derr, had dreaded another delay there. Should like

to stop there on the way back, as there seem some

interesting reliefs, one of a lion springing on a

captive. The eastern bank is remarkably flat about

here, a great many palm-trees. Looking back, three

striking peaks. On the western bank a number of

very fine mimosa-trees, nice shade for our poor men

towing. Sometimes they had to walk quite in the

water. Lupins planted all along the bank, they are

the blossoms of some sort of beans. We had a

bouquet of them on the dinner-table yesterday, in

honour of L. F.'s wedding-day. The men were

taken in about three o'clock, and sails hoisted, and

got on a little. Anchored off Island of Tomas, very

well cultivated. Had a walk all among crops and

cattle-sheds in the dark. Found out late M. had

been very indignant at men towing so long, and

considered I was to blame. Very sorry. Played

bezique with Ibrahim yesterday evening and this

evening, with patience cards. Enjoy it. He counts

rather differently.

Thursday, Jan. 25th, 49th day. Towed again

this morning. Walk on shore, quite good path,

almost a road, under wall of rock. Mimosa and

palm trees, and a good deal of a shrub with thick

leaves, lilac flowers, and a fruit like a small gourd.

Helene picked us up, then hoisted sail, and we got
on very well. Passed Ibrim, ruined castle on high

rock, tombs below, 17 miles from Amada. Abou
Simbel is 34 miles further on, feel now pretty safe.
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Had some starch made, and put in photos and cards.

Joseph, the cook, made some fresh bread, quite

excellent, hope he will continue. Flies now very

troublesome. Country quite desert on both sides, a

few palm trees. Another walk before dinner, quite

desert. Went up Rocky point, M. and F. further

than I did, it was getting so dark. Bezique again.

Friday, Jan. 26th, 50th day. Towed at first,

then wind got up : we made very good progress and

Abou Simbel began to appear about two o'clock.

The others could see the colossal figures long before

I did. They are most wonderful. The smaller

temple of Nefertari comes first
;
we anchored just

below the large one which has four colossal figures

of Barneses II. in front, two on each side of the

doorway, all the temple itself excavated out of the

solid rock. One of them has lost its head which is

lying at its feet, the others are most perfect, beautiful

calm features and lovely ears which are really three

feet long. The doorway is approached by a corridor

balustrade on each side covered with chains of

captives, Syrians on the right, Ethiopians on the

left
; and next to the doorway on the sides of the

thrones of the nearest Colossus, beautiful figures of

Nile deities twining wreaths of lotus. Inside eight

Osiride pillars, very superior to those at Gerf Hassan,

pedestals much lower, faces almost perfect. (The

perfect Hathor heads were on the figures in the

temple of Nefertari.) A smaller hall beyond aud an

inner sanctuary with four colossal seated figures,
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but too dark to see them. Then went round with

M. and Ibrahim (F. had settled down to draw)

trying to see the wonderful things on the wall with

candles. I could hardly make out anything. Then

Ibrahim and I went to the other temple which has

six huge figures in front, standing, four of Kameses II.

and two of his Queen Nefertari in whose honour he

built this temple. Here also I could see nothing of

the interior decorations. Keturned to the large

temple and was delighted to see preparations for tea

which we all enjoyed thoroughly, on a table from the

Helene just in front of the temple. Then M. and I

started up the huge mound of golden sand between

the two temples, it was very soft and one had to

drive one's feet deep in not to slip back. Ibrahim

and one of the men, Holy, followed us and helped
us towards the end. There were a few easy rocks,

and we were upon the level of the desert, quite dark

here. (I mean dark stones). M. saw a cairn and

said she should go to it, I thought I would not at

first, but she seemed to get there so quickly I

followed her, and it was delightful walking, quite

level and over flat fragments of dark red stone.

Most splendid view, the windings of the Nile for

miles, it disappeared and then appeared again, and

boundless desert on each side, the air too delicious.

Coming down was an affair of very few minutes, and

we stopped for a good look at the Colossi, when on

a level with their calm unmoved faces. It was

nearly dark when we got down. F. had finished

a very pretty drawing of the Nile gods and now
G
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went a little way up the sandhill to choose a

point of view for to-morrow. I looked into the

tomb or speos which Miss Edwards and her party

discovered, which is close to the temple, but it was

too dark to see anything. I forgot to mention there

were two dahabiehs here already, evidently artists,

also a tent and some ladders and scaffolding. Some
Arabs perched about, nothing to annoy.

Saturday, Jan. 27, 51st day. M. had seen in

the guide books that about sunrise was the best

time for seeing the temples so I made an effort,

though without much hope, and was actually off

before the others, and in the temple soon after six,

not waiting for any breakfast. Most thankful I am
I did, I could not have believed it, the effect was

magical. The sun poured right into the inner

sanctuary, there were the four Deities sitting in

silent majesty, their faces rather defaced, all different

crowns, one especially a very tall one, the crown of

Upper Egypt. (The crown of Ammon Ea). The

others had soon followed me, and after looking at

these F. repaired at once to her coign of vantage on

the sandhill. M. and I went round the walls, and

joy ! I could see everything. A gigantic Eameses

on each side of the doorway, seizing a captive by the

hair and in the act of striking with a curved scimitar.

Horus behind him handing him another. On each

side battle scenes. Eameses in his chariot, prancing

horses, his tame lion running by them, in another

place grasping the arm of a captive just going to
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strike. On the other side a besieged city, two

opposing ranks of chariots clashing together.

Baedeker and Miss Edwards describe a lot of

camp scenes which I could not see. There is an

apparatus for electric light and when steamers

come it is lit up. Perhaps then one could see

more. I then went back for breakfast. When
I went back F. had finished her drawing on

the sandhill, and we all went to the other

temple Nefertari. There too the light was

excellent, we could identify all the subjects on

the walls, and F. made a very pretty drawing of

Nefertari in the character of Hathor, carrying a

musical instrument and somebody offering to her.

Sometimes they are treading on a lotus, the flower

springing up over their feet. With the help of

candles tied to a long stick I was even made to see

the sacred cow on a boat on each side of the inner

sanctuary. Then we all got into the felucca and

were rowed round the corner to see a figure in a

niche high up on the rock which the guardian had

told Ibrahim no one ever saw. Getting there with

the current was all very well, but we thought we

should never get back to the Helene, and when we

did they somehow missed catching the rope and

we drifted back again. At last we landed on the

bank, F. went to look at the paintings in the temple

which she had been too busy to notice (they have

already been here four times). I went to see Miss

E.'s Speos ; the pictures were quite clear by this

light. I only remember a sacred boat on each side,
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one had horns with the hawk-head on its prow. I

also saw the grave of Major Tidswell who died

here of his wounds after some battle in 1885.

Then I tried to read the inscription on a white

marble tablet in memory of the battle of Toski,

seven miles from here,
" won by the Egpytian

Army under the command of Grenfell Pasha Sirdar,

1889." It seemed a very simple memento after the

way the ancient Egyptians celebrated their victories.

The sun was so glaring it was quite difficult to read

this inscription, but I managed it at last. It was

now past eleven and we started in the felucca to see

a temple on the opposite side called Feraig. It was

hard work rowing against the stream—sometimes

they towed, walking in the water a long way from

the bank, it looked delightful. We had luncheon

with us, and at last we landed, mounted through

some sweet-smelling beans, and had an excellent

meal under a grove of mimosa trees. Hard boiled

eggs with a delicious salad of potatoes and pickles

and thick sauce of the yolks of the eggs, potted meat,

etc., of course, wound up by coffee. We were

really very glad of it, having had breakfast so

inordinately early. The owner of the beans was

there, and Ibrahim bought a supply for future use.

Then we re-embarked and resumed the search for

the temple, and were almost going to give it up,

it was so hot, and such hard work for the men,

when an opening in the rock was suddenly descried,

and we were there. It was excavated out of the

rock, and there was a nice little scramble up to the
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doorway. Very pretty pillars, a peculiar shape,

swelling out near the base. The paintings very much

defaced, and it had been used as a Christian church,

and Christian emblems painted over them, also very

much defaced, but Christ on the roof, His hand

raised in benediction, was clearly visible. We now
returned to the Helene, rowing this way with the

current quite easy. Wind had got up, the Helene

had hoisted sail and met us. We had just heard

there would be a steamer that evening and meant to

stay to see the place lighted up, then Ibrahim heard

there would not be one, so it was thought better to

get on. Good wind, made progress. That evening

a steamer passed us, and M. was sure there would

be an illumination and had qualms.

Sunday, Jan. 28th, 52nd day. Got up very late

this morning to make up for yesterday. Towed at

first, then wind got up, and we made wonderful

progress. Banks low and desert on both sides,

golden sand, palm-trees. Short walk before dinner,

but so windy soon turned back. Cook ill, Ibrahim

cooked dinner, it was quite excellent, particularly

some little pancakes with preserve inside. In the

evening the Helene rocked like a ship at sea.

Anchored about three miles from Wady Haifa.

Monday, Jan. 29th, 53rd day. At Wady
Haifa before eight. M. went with Ibrahim to the

post, brought back a letter for me from Mrs.

Eichardson. Wrote her a long letter. Blowing a
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gale, and sand flying about in clouds, impossible to

go out, have not experienced anything of the kind

before. Also quite cold. About two, M. and I went

out for a walk with Ibrahim. Bazaar and market.

Quantities of vegetables. Bought a good many
picture post-cards, saw nothing else interesting.

Began by going to post. Bought stamps for letters,

also for collections. Soudan stamps here. Posted

letter to Mrs. E. No tickets, so Ibrahim telegraphed

to Blattner about them. Felt very uneasy. After

tea started for another walk, F. as well. Walked

along the shore in the direction of Biggeh, where the

English camp is, fields of beans and corn on the

way. Back by road and partly along railway lines,

past soldier's stone huts, very dusty. Saw some

Egyptian soldiers looking quite smart. Late this

evening a wire arrived from Blattner,
" Tickets

posted in registered envelope on 24th." Post closed

bo nothing more could be done this evening.

Tuesday, Jan. 30th, 54th day. Ibrahim went

early to post. No registered letter, but another

mail is due from Cairo to-morrow. There is nothing

for it but to wait. Quite cold this morning, had to

get out a flannel blouse which I thought I had

discarded for the rest of the tour, before I started

in the felucca for a point on the opposite side where

donkeys had been sent on beforehand, that we might
ride to the rock of Abousir. It was hard work

towing against the current, and often they had to

get out and tow, walking in the water, once they
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were almost up to their waists. The trysting

point was a large tree all by itself in the desert, they

called it a sycamore, but it was not like English

sycamores. It seemed nearly uprooted, and the

trunk half prostrate, but still quite healthy. We
took our saddles, the donkeys were very good ones,

and the boys let them alone, we thoroughly enjoyed

our ride across the desert. I was so glad to see they

were planting some palms. I do hope they will

survive. We soon began to see the cataract, which

is no cataract at all, only the river entangled among
masses of black rock, it is very wide here and the

whole bed is full of them, it can hardly force its

way. Tamarisk bushes on some of them. It is most

easy of ascent from the land side, in less than ten

minutes we were at the top, it was most interesting

seeing the whole bed of the cataract, and the desert

on each side, hills in the distance on the opposite,

the Arabian side. On our side was plainly to be

seen the track by which the Dervishes must have

come in the "Tragedy of the Korosko," their red

fezzes must have looked most picturesque, but we
were glad we did not see any. We had luncheon on

the rock, excellent as usual, and felt we had earned

it. Coming down we looked at the innumerable

names on the rock, and among them enclosed in a

square like a cartouche saw Albert Edward 1879,

deeply cut in beautiful capital letters. At first we
were thrilled with loyalty, but thinking it over am
inclined to doubt its genuineness, do not feel at all

sure the King (then Prince of Wales) went to Egypt
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in 1879, must ascertain when we get home. Dufferin

and Hamilton were near it, the only names of

interest we saw. Then we had a siesta under the

rocks while F. took a really lovely sketch. I started

for a scramble up another high rock, but seeing a

solitary Arab down below on the other side, desisted,

might have been robbed and murdered, and the

Arab escaped before any one could get to me. We
started on our return ride about three o'clock, and

again enjoyed it very much. Only very short

canters the sand was very heavy, but they got over

the ground at a great rate at a sort of quick amble

which did not shake one at all. The ride was about

an hour-and-a-half each way. We went on a little

beyond the tree to a small temple erected by
Tutmes II. and III. to Horus. Most interesting,

the columns all broken off before their tops, and

only the lower half of the walls left, but the pictures

on the walls wonderfully perfect, with a great deal

of colour. A great many animal groups, at one

place two rows of offerings
—

gazelles, flamingoes,

which we have never seen before, the red on their

wings and legs quite perfect, ducks, a greyhound,

cows, sheep, etc. In another place several cows

together, one licking its calf. One pillar is quite

covered by a long hieroglyphic inscription, and on

another there is a Greek inscription. I could make

out the word Cyrenian. Some Englishmen were

having tea quite comfortably, we heard they were

engineers from one ol the steamers. Our boat met

us here, we had a most lovely row back, the Nile is
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a deep blue here, everywhere else it has been grey.

Lovely sunset hues.

Wednesday, Jan. 31st, 55th day. Quite cold

last night and this morning. Awning up on deck

we are anchored so near the bank and had quite

work to find a little sunshine to sit in. Turned out

for a walk at 10 o'clock, and soon became hot

enough. Went through the bazaars again, bought
some more post-cards, walked to the end of the town

past the mosque, a very graceful tower, and past the

Court House, Hospital and School, under a very nice

avenue of acacia trees, and came back by the river.

There is a very nice-looking hotel facing the river,

an excellent post-office and railway station, and the

English camp close by, but with all these amenities

it is impossible to procure a newspaper. At Luxor

we could always get the "Egyptian Gazette." When
we returned from our walk, three letters, all for

M., were on the table, and notice of a registered

letter. Ibrahim at once went with it to the post-office,

and returned triumphant with the longed-for tickets,

returns, all right. It is a weight off my mind.

Joseph, our cook, who has been ailing for some days,

now announces he should like to go home (Jaffa) so

is to start on a steamer this evening. He is an

excellent cook, we shall miss him very much. It

does not seem as if another could be procured here,

and in the meantime poor Ibrahim seems to mean to

undertake the cooking, which he does remarkably
well. In the afternoon we started on donkeys for
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the old original Wady Haifa. Where we are is

really Tewfikieh, quite a new place, with everything

up to date, except newspapers. We rode past the

camp, and along railway lines, and then got to open

ground and had some nice canters. The old village

is a collection of mud huts embowered in palm-trees,

also a nice little mosque in the midst of palms,

might have been an English village church. Here

I had a most singular adventure. We were walking

quite slowly among the palms, when I suddenly

found myself on my back on the ground. What had

happened I do not know. There was not the

slightest preliminary warning. I thought perhaps a

palm-tree had caught my shoulder, but the boy said

the donkey shied. I alighted on my right shoulder,

and was not in the least hurt, but it was rather

humiliating. We came back by rather a different

route, over some rather rough country, quite little

fences, which the donkeys took without hesitation.

We called at the railway station to see if our tickets

were all right, they have not yet got the list of

passengers, so we cannot be told the number of our

berths. An excellent dinner, cooked by poor Ibrahim,

Bezique afterwards.

Thubsday, Feb. 1st, 56th day. Keally rather

hot to-day. About three started in the felucca for

the little temple at the opposite side. It takes

quite an hour to get there, rowing against the

current, and the men had to tow a good deal,

wading, which was cooler for them. Ibrahim
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promised them a feast of maccaroni for supper,

which encouraged them. We took apparatus for tea

with us, and enjoyed it very much in the temple.

F. had meant to take a sunset sketch, but it was

not as good a sunset as usual, so she devoted herself

to drawing some of the reliefs. I had looked at them

thoroughly the other day, and the light did not seem

to me as good to-day, so I indulged in a good
read of "Belinda" (Miss Edgeworth). The row

home by moon and starlight was delightful, the

men sang, and there was a very good echo for a

great part of the way. Heard Lord Cromer is

expected this evening, or to-morrow morning. M.
is glad to hear he has left Khartoum. She was

afraid her friend Major Coutts would have been

taken up looking after him.

Feiday, Feb. 2nd, 57th day. Spent most of

this morning looking out for Lord Cromer. Our

dahabieh was decorated with flags in his honour,

and so were the bazaars, foreign and native, they

looked most festive. He was expected 9-30, did not

arrive till nearly eleven. Walked through the town

to the Mosque, took off his boots, put on yellow

slippers and went in, then went on to the Court of

Justice. The others followed him with Ibrahim. I

thought I should see him better waiting near the
"

Isis," on which he was going to embark (the

Government steamer). The "
Dendera," a Cook's

steamer, was also waiting. One female came

by Lord Cromer's train, and embarked on the
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"
Dendera," bales of luggage were taken on board,

and then she started, with apparently one passenger

to all that luggage. A very modest amount was

carried on the "Isis," a roll of green carpet was laid

down for Lord Cromer, and he embarked with an

entirely male suite. I only saw his back, he is short

and stout. I paid two fruitless visits with Ibrahim

to the station, each time they said the list had not

come, but soon after the last visit the station-master

himself came on board with the list, and our names

and the numbers of our berths all right. It is indeed

a relief. Ibrahim gave him tea and they were quite

friendly. M. composed the following rhyme, which

indeed has been true :
—

Three ladies were once on the Nile,

They had almost forgotten to smile ;

;Twas said "There's no room

In the train for Khartoum,"

And so they remained on the Nile.

I often ask them to help me to guess riddles out

of my pocket-book at dinner. We have been packing
all day, the train starts at nine to-morrow. A
steamer leaves Khartoum for Gondokoro on the

15th, we have had a wild idea of going in it. I

would give worlds to go, but it would cost more than

a hundred pounds each, we should sacrifice our

return ticket, also the dahabieh would be lying idle

all the time. Still, I mentally do not quite give it

up, and nothing can be done till we are on the spot.

The whole affair would take about a month. Started

letter to Maude. In the letters the other day heard

of dear Miss Beckford's death, it must have happened
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about the 8th. I wrote to H. and F. enclosed a note.

We are thankful she has Helen.

Saturday, Feb. 3rd. At nine o'clock we were

at last in the train for Khartoum. Delightful

arrangements. I had a compartment to myself, the

other berths vacant. Plenty of space, berth occupying

all one side, arm-chair, and table opposite. No wind,

and I kept the window open all day, did not seem to

get more dust than when the jalousies were closed.

M. and F. had the next compartment together, and

there was a saloon beyond, where one could sit.

Unmitigated desert on both sides, perfectly flat, and

not a green thing to be seen. Excellent luncheon

at 12, tea 4-30. The other travellers seemed almost

all foreign, mainly French and Italian. "We spoke

to none of them. At six we stopped at Abu Hamed,
where there are hot baths. (Here Gordon struck the

Nile again, when he rode across the Bend from

Korosko.) We each had a bath. M. and F. secured

one at once. I had to wait till one was vacant, and

am afraid poor M. hurried. I succeeded to hers, and

after all there was plenty of time. It was a most

refreshing interlude, each bath 10 piastres, two

shillings. Quite worth it. Dinner as soon as we

started again, very inferior to the luncheon. Electric

light everywhere, as I was alone, and could do as

I liked, I kept mine in all night, and read Shirley

at intervals all night. Took off skirt and blouse,

but did not thoroughly undress. Lay down outside

bed. Was never too hot, and towards morning put
on flannel jacket.
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Sunday, Feb. 4th. Early tea about six—enjoyed
it. Excellent breakfast, savoury omelette. Heard

we should not arrive till 12-30, so had luncheon, very

inferior to the one yesterday. Desert to-day quite

different, lots of trees, look like tamarisk, not many
palms. Of course, now we are near the Nile again,

I do not know if it was visible, as the blinds were

down that side. We crossed the bridge over the

Atbara in the night, I hope we may see it going back,

It must have been a most easy line to make, for

except that bridge, I should say there was not a

bridge of any kind, nor a cutting, nor even a level

crossing. When we stopped I suddenly heard

animated conversation, looked out, and Chandos

Leigh had come on board to meet us, it was

delightful to have such a cordial welcome. He was

most helpful, his soldier servant helped Ibrahim,

and the Band of his regiment (the 4th Battalion

Egyptians) carried our luggage on board. The

station is at Khartoum North, and you cross on a

ferry to Khartoum itself. Both are on the Blue

Nile. The Nile divides here into two branches, each

as wide, or wider than the undivided Nile. The

ferry-boat crosses straight to the Grand Hotel.

C. went with us, and showed us the Sirdar's

Palace, the Gordon College, etc. The Hotel

embowered in palms, only the road between it

and the river. A terrace with chairs and tables,

our three bedrooms on the ground-floor, all opening

upon it. M. went at once with Ibrahim to inspect

them, while F. and I repaired to the dining-room to
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have luncheon with poor C, who had a most arduous

morning. He had been to a levee at the Palace (his

own quarters are at Khartoum North, beyond the

station), then hurried back to take off his smart

uniform, and just got to the train in time to meet us.

He had had no food since early morning, and was

ready to drop. Lime juice and soda water was the

tipple he preferred, we both had some and enjoyed it

very much, and were quite equal to some more food,

it was now about two o'clock. M. came with bales

of letters and had some tea. I had one from Maude,

telling me of the death of poor Phil on the 15th, it is

too sad. Also one from K., which I gave to C. to

read. We had now a little rest, we had meant to

go with Cook's excursion round the town, but C.

said he would show us the Palace and everything.

About 3-30 we started on donkeys, and rode along

the front straight to the Palace, where C. met us,

he had started first on foot, and meant to send a

telegram on the way, about donkeys at Omdurman
to-morrow. A good road, palm-trees all the

way, and passed the post-office and several

other handsome buildings. The Palace is a lovely

building, quite Moorish in style, all arches and

open terraces. Captain Vaughan, C's chief friend,

who I had met at Aylesbury, is secretary to

the Sirdar, Sir Keginald Wingate, and lives at

the Palace. He met us, as well as Chandos,

and the two showed us all over. Beautiful, wide,

cool corridors, the reception-rooms which ordinary
tourists do not see, even the Sirdar's office, a most
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spacious apartment, and while we were looking about,

the Sirdar came in himself, we were introduced to

him, and he was most friendly and hoped they would

bring us to tea. We were delighted with the

prospect, we went up on the roof and had a most

extensive view all over the town. Gordon's statue

close to, a very handsome new Mosque with two

minarets, etc. The College was not visible from

here. Then we saw the place where Gordon fell,

at the top of the staircase (of course built over

the same spot). Then we went down into the

gardens, quite lovely, very extensive. Quite good

lawns, flower-beds, and a great variety of flowering

shrubs. Tea was in front of a tent on the lawn,

sides open, with Arabic inscription like ours, only

not faded. A very nice Miss Danford did the

honours. Lady Wingate was upstairs with a child

who was ill. The Sirdar was there himself, and

several officers. We had an excellent tea, I had

three cups, I was parched. Chandos then said we

must see the gardens, and the Sirdar said he should

go with us. Miss Danford was going too, but some

other people arrived and she had to stop. The

Sirdar gathered us some roses and told us all about

his shrubs. There are some called Parkinsonia,

which have only been planted eighteen months, and

are like forest trees, and they have a trellised walk

under vines which they are cherishing, bunches of

grapes in bags. Two croquet-grounds and two tennis-

grounds, they water every ten days, when they are

put quite under water. Then we were taken to
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the stables, all the horses in stalls, the fronts open
to the air. Arab grooms at once brought plates of

sugar, and I was allowed to feed them. Two specially

lovely Arabs. A dear little pony was taken out to

have a sand-bath, a mass of sand in one corner of

the very large stable-yard (I suppose left unflagged).

It rolled about, and kicked up its heels, and was

almost carried back to its stall. Captain V. rides

it sometimes, and I could fancy it was sometimes

a handful, though so tiny. I asked if it ever had a

fancy for a roll when any one was on its back. We
now had to mount our donkeys again, and were taken

first to see the Gordon statue (Gordon mounted

on a camel, it was in London some time near the

National Portrait Gallery), then the mosque, then

through the market, nothing going on to-day as it

was Sunday, also the Feast of Bairam, a Mahometan

holiday
—

To-night set Ramayani's sun

To-night the Bairam's feast begun.

We got off at the Zoological Gardens and walked

through them. Saw a lot of antelopes and two

lionesses, just been fed. Here Ibrahim and I

somehow got separated from the others, and emerged
from the gate at the other side fronting the Nile, a

little beyond the Hotel. The donkeys were there

but not the others, so Ibrahim waited for them,

and I walked back to the Hotel alone, When the

others arrived Chandos had started home. We
had asked him to dine, but they are not allowed

to dine out except in uniform. He is to dine with

us to-morrow, also perhaps Major Coutts, a friend of
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M's. We invited Captain Vaughan, but there is a

dinner-party at the Palace and he cannot come.

Chandos will meet us at the ferry for Omdurman
to-morrow morning at eight. We have quite given

up Gondokoro, it is too much of an undertaking, but

Ibrahim discovered a very nice six days' excursion

in a steamer up the White Nile, and has taken

tickets for us. We are to start on Tuesday the 6th,

at nine o'clock, and be back at Khartoum the

following Sunday. There seems a chance of seeing

crocodiles and hippopotami.

Monday, Feb. 5th. Ibrahim had discovered

a tram that would take us to the Omdurman ferry on

the White Nile, and we and our saddles got to it in

good time, behind the hotel. It really was odd

going in a tram along the edge of the desert. In

plenty of time at the ferry, we had been rather

nervous, having had to wait some time for the tram.

Chandos arrived soon after us on a very nice mule

which came across with us. He had previously

crossed from Khartoum North to Khartoum, landing

close by the post office. Omdurman is quite a busy

sea-port, quantities of shipping, quite a forest of

masts, and the shore strewn with bales of merchandise,

principally, we heard, gum-arabic. C. knowB the

place very well, having held some appointment here.

We were met by some very superior donkeys, collected

as C. assured us, from all the Sheikhs of the

neighbourhood, and with them an Egyptian officer,

a friend of C.'s called El Yousbashi (Captain) Ahmed
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Eff. Hamdi, who is Mamur, (Sub-Governor and

Inspector), in a smart white uniform, and speaking

English quite well. We were introduced, and rode

off together (Ibrahim had brought our saddles)

across the very large quay, and through a gate

in the walls into the town. First we were taken

to the Khalifa's house, a most rambling structure.

He had a good bath-room, and four hundred

women were packed about somewhere. I must

get an illustrated copy of " Fire and Sword in

the Soudan
" when I get home, for I am sure I

remember the look of the inner court where prisoners

were brought to him. We went up on the roof,

from which there is an extensive view over the whole

town, all native houses and no trees, very different

to Khartoum, but they were beginning a struggling

boulevard. Then we walked on to the Mahdi's

grave; quite a ruin. It had been a handsome

building with a dome, but it was necessary to

destroy it, or it would have become a place of

pilgrimage. While they were destroying it a news-

paper correspondent, Herbert Wood, was killed by
our own guns ; there is a tablet to his memory.
While roaming about, we met the Governor, Captain

Young. He invited us to come and refresh when we
had made our explorations. We now rode on to the

market, mostly closed because of Bairam ; but in the

silversmiths' quarter they were induced to bring some

things out to show us, and we made a few purchases—
seals, bracelets, earrings, etc. It was now blowing a

gale, dust flying in clouds, very hot. We thankfully
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accepted the Governor's invitation. Saw no house,

but went through a door in a wall, and up a staircase,

and found ourselves on a delightful verandah,

beautifully furnished. Mrs. Young received us most

kindly, and we all had lime-juice and soda and

biscuits
;
most reviving. Another lady on a visit,

Miss Miller. They all looked at our purchases.

Captain Young had got some earrings like mine,

three piastres cheaper. They had a sweet little

puppy expected to develop into a St. Bernard. We
had soon to start off for the ride back to the ferry.

F. took a very successful sketch of the harbour and

shipping. Took a very friendly leave of the Mamur.

He often comes to England, principally, C. thinks,

to buy clothes ; we have invited him to Ham. Found

the tram waiting at the other side, and were soon

back at the Hotel, blinded by dust. C. had ridden

on ahead on his mule. It is always our first act to

bathe our eyes when we come in, Egyptian dust is

so very bad for them, but we have never experienced

anything like to-day. After a partial cleansing we

had luncheon. Claret and soda was our drink, the

soda-water bottles very small; and in spite of C.'s

dignity and Arabic, we had great difficulty in getting

them renewed fast enough. At three o'clock we

made a fresh start. C. on his mule, and we on

donkeys, made for the Ferry in front of the post-

office, for North Khartoum. Donkeys and all went

on board ; Ibrahim's strongly objected. On the

other side, rode past the station for about a mile to

C.'s house, by the camp of the 4th Battalion
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Egyptian. A most charming little house, garden

sloping down to the Nile, bank crumbling in. I

hope he will not forget and go too near. Flower beds

and a quite flourishing bed of portulaccas close up
to the house. I was so much interested, for Maude

has so often told me that in India the first thing

they do, when they move into new quarters, is to

plant (or sow) a bed of portulaccas ; they come up

directly, and look so gay. I don't think C. knew

what they were : he is quite too busy to attend to his

garden, and as he is to move with his battalion to

Cairo in April, it would be time and expense lost.

He has quite a large garden, mainly run to grass,

which is very useful for his horses. "We had an

excellent tea in a very nice verandah, looking on the

Nile. A subaltern, Mr. Craik, shares his quarters.

We had not previously known of his existence, but

he seemed nice, and we invited him to come with

C. and dine with us at the hotel that evening. He
seemed pleased. We took across with us a large

supply of light literature, which we thought C. would

have hailed with delight, but at present he has no

time to read—he is up at five and in bed at one a.m.,

and on the go the whole time
; drilling his battalion,

polo three times a week, which involves crossing two

ferries, as the polo ground is at Omdurman. He
has also horses to train for races, and has won two

lovely cups
—one a large bowl. We saw a pallet in

one room, but he generally sleeps out of doors (most

people, it appears, do at Khartoum) on matting. He
showed us his horses, and then we had to make the
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best of our way back to the ferry, and were only just

in time. On our way to the hotel at the other side,

we stopped at the Sudan Club, and made enquiries

for Major Coutts, from whom no answer had come,

and we heard decidedly he was away from Khartoum,

so nothing more could be done. Hurried to the

hotel, and had just time to have baths and dress

before our guests arrived. Seeing the difficulty of

getting supplied at luncheon, I had ordered two

bottles of hock and ten of soda-water. They were

very small, and I did not think two apiece would be

too much. They were all ranged on the table, and

rather excited derision. By some strange perversity

they did not seem so thirsty. They had come across

in their own boat, and looked immaculate in white

undress uniform. I am glad they are allowed

comfortable clothes. We sat on the terrace outside

after dinner. It was delightfully cool, and cigarettes,

whisky and soda, and more coffee were the order of

the day. Have enjoyed to-day thoroughly, and we
are more indebted to Chandos than I can describe.

He is going on Thursday with his battalion to a

camp in the desert, so that we shall not see him

when we return on Sunday, 11th. He has just

passed an exam, in Arabic.

Start in steamer " Cairo
"

for Gor-Abu-Gum a,

on White Nile.

Tuesday, Feb. 6th. Had not a moment of

daylight yesterday for packing, so this morning had

to fling everything in anyhow, and take all my
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luggage. It did not matter. Hotel people most

troublesome about my breakfast ; thought I should

never get it in time. An Indian came and spread

out lots of rather interesting wares, I bought a

mat with Anubis watching over Osiris. C. arrived

in time to see us off. The steamer came to the

steps of the hotel, and we embarked about 9-30.

Very sorry to take leave of Chandos, and must write

a detailed account to his mother. Two other ladies,

passengers, and the manager, who seemed a very

nice man
;
we discovered, eventually, his name was

Mr. Cross. Started first along the Blue Nile, and

got into the White Nile, up which we are to go at

Omdurman, but could never understand how, nor

did I see the difference in colour between the two

Niles, which is said to be very striking. However,

they said it was not as distinct as usual to-day, so I

hope we shall see both on our way back. Passed

Omdurman and its busy harbour, and soon after a

solitary tree at a point known as Gordon's tree. He
used to ride out to it. We passed the day in a

constant state of excitement about crocodiles ;
I

never once succeeded in seeing them. Banks always

low, a detached hill at one point. Luncheon very

inferior to our meals on the dahabieh, coarse and hot,

Ladies not disposed to talk. There is a saloon on

the upper deck, we sat there all afternoon, and I

wrote to Henry about poor Phil, and to Maude.

We had tea there, and the ladies came up and began
to talk. They appear to live at Khartoum, and have

been to Gondokoro. We have very nice cabins,
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each one on the middle deck, on which also is the

dining saloon. Our cabins are at one end, the other

ladies' at the other, dining saloon between. Two
bath-rooms at our end, and apparently an unlimited

supply of hot water. Had baths before dinner, also

rather uninviting. After dinner, when we were

anchored, the two ladies and Mr. Cross went for a

walk. M. and Ibrahim also went, but returned

before the others. F. and I did not go as it was

very dark.

Wednesday, Feb. 7th. Got through night very

well. No mosquitoes. M. and F. had them, I had

undressed without any light. Good breakfast, fish,

sausage, poached eggs, early tea also very good.

Several crocodiles, and once thought I saw them.

Also a hippo which I did not see. F. saw it. Either

yesterday or to-day saw crested cranes and a fish

eagle. One of the ladies has a new kind of opera

glass which she lent me, and I could see through
it very well. Boss, Trafalgar Square, the maker,

I shall go there when I get home. Wind got up
about twelve, but not so bad as yesterday. Wrote

journal for 3rd and 4th, vibration makes it difficult

to write. About five, anchored at Dueim. Large
native village, almost a town. Wide street, square

mud huts on each side. Walked right through

carrefour in middle, broad street in each direction.

Desert beyond, camels going back over it. Had

brought bales of gum-arabic, shore strewn with them.

Have two boats for second-class passengers and
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cargo attached to this steamer. No doubt we carried

some of this gum away. It is brought from the

interior, and among other things is used for the

backs of stamps. This is the place from which

Hicks Pasha started on his unfortunate expedition

in . He and his whole army were killed by the

Dervishes ;
no one then knew how powerful they

were. It is also the place from which to start for

El Obeid, where Alfred is. Six days' journey on

camels from here. The Bishop of Hereford has just

gone to see his son, who commands the camel corps

at El Obeid. He came as far as here with this same

steamer a week or two ago. Another son was with

him, and Captain Percival, of the camel corps, met

him with a horse, donkey, and camel, which he was

to ride by turns, as he liked. I believe he started on

the horse. He will probably meet this same steamer

on his return next week. Cool evening. Moonlight.

Thuesdat, Feb. 8th. Very good night. At

eight o'clock anchored off Kawa. Went on shore

before breakfast. Walked along river, not into

village. Found more shells (I forgot to mention

yesterday at Dueim I found quantities of shells—the

first place in Egypt where I have found any. In

Greece there were quantities in the rains, here none).

When the children saw me picking they began

picking too, and brought handfuls. Ibrahim gave
some of them a few small coins, and I did the same.

The little wretches clutched the coins and the shells

as well, and ran away laughing. Of course, this trick
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was only played on me, not on Ibrahim. Here, the

land beyond the village is cultivated, not desert ;
the

people seemed very prosperous and happy. Both

yesterday and to-day there have been large flocks,

and herds of cattle, and donkeys along the shore,

quantities in the water—one wondered crocodiles did

not get hold of them ; I daresay they often do.

Later in the day we passed immense herds of camels,

hundreds of them—they must have extended about a

mile ;
numbers of young ones. Then we came to

Abba Island, where the Mahdi lived before he rose

to fame. His house cannot be seen from the shore.

Abba Island is 28 miles long, and very well cultivated.

Another hippo here; I could not see it. Also

crocodiles ;
Mr. Cross shot at them to make them

move. Hot wind most horrid—quite paralyses one's

faculties. Wrote journal of 5th and 6th, and read

''Daily Mails ;" had found heaps sent to Khartoum

by Irving. About five got to Gor-Abu-Guma, our

furthest point ;
not sorry, hot wind so trying. Went

on shore. Houses here finished up in little points ;

feel often to have seen pictures like them. Walked

with Miss Bewley to higher ground beyond village.

Ibrahim and M. bought some large shells, and I

bought a straw hat costing five piastres as a

curiosity, not for wear. A steamer here from

Gondokoro with a lady on board called Miss Hall,

who they say has come right across Africa from

the Cape. Our two ladies went to see her, she

has an introduction to them. I have never mentioned

that our fellow-passengers are Mrs. Hall and Miss
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Bewley, we have become most friendly. They have

to do with a school for native girls at Khartoum,

connected with the C.M.S. Mrs. Hall is the widow

of a medical missionary who died at Khartoum two

years ago. Miss Hall, the traveller, is no relation to

her. They came back from their visit and said

Miss Hall found it hotter here than it had been all

through Africa, so we are justified for feeling it rather

overpowering. The steamer (the other one) started

to-night on its onward way, no doubt Miss Hall is

anxious to get back to civilization.

Feidat, Feb. 9th. Very hot first part of night.

Started on return journey about eight, not sorry.

Truly thankful we did not attempt Gondokoro.

This morning I was rewarded for all my disappoint-

ments. Two hippos appeared close to the shore

when we were pretty near, and I contrived to see

them, and they actually had the kindness to swim

out into the stream, and passed close by the steamer,

I could see them with the naked eye, first one

and then the other dipping its great head, and

re-appearing two or three times. Now 1 feel

compensated for everything. Hot wind dreadful.

Wrote long letter to K., am afraid it will be illegible.

Eead " One Fair Daughter," by Frankfort Moore.

Mr. Cross has unearthed several novels, but I have

read most of them. Ibrahim made me a bed outside,

and I found it a great comfort. M. and F. have had

theirs outside several nights. We might have seen

the Southern Cross splendidly, but the moon is too
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bright. Eow after dinner with Mr. Cross, M. and

Miss Bewley. Very pleasant and cool.

Saturday, Feb. 10th. Towards morning wind

became really quite cold, and I had to move inside.

Went sound asleep, and woke to find my early tea

quite cold, had been there about an hour. Hot
wind really dreadful to-day. Gave all our letters to

Mr. Gross to be posted on board that they may have

the White Nile postmark. Have written to Henry,

Maude, and Katie, and several cards. Also sent a

cheque for £,10 to Bishop Wilkinson for the

Khartoum Bishopric. Maude had sent me a printed

paper given her by Miss E. Stolterfoht, so I had

nothing to do but fill it up. I have given Miss

Bewley something for her school, which certainly

sounds as if it was doing excellent work. M. and F.

and Ibrahim went a walk. I did not go but Miss

Bewley asked me to go with her, and we followed,

and found them sitting on a bank near the river.

Sunday, Feb. 11th. Wind like furnace; could

hardly look at anything. Had to pack ; put me in a

fever. Could hardly look at Omdurman and Gordon's

tree, and could not see the slightest difference in

colour between the Blue and White Nile. They all

said it showed much more when river was high with

inundation. I am sure it can be nothing to compare
with the Bhone at the Lake of Geneva. Must have

arrived at hotel about two. I had room on ground

floor, side away from river. M. and F. had each one
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upstairs on balcony looking on river. Koorn quite

cool in comparison with steamer, and plenty of space.

Nothing could exceed the kindness and consideration

of Mr. Cross, but could not help being glad the

steamer episode was over. Changed to black and

white muslin, white blouse with short sleeves, and

hat with blue feather. Wish I had put them on last

Sunday, but it was not hot then, and we were going

on donkeys. Also Chandos said,
" Are not you going

to put on helmets?" (I had on quite a decent hat),

so I thought perhaps helmets were de rigueur at

Khartoum, but it did not seem to be the case. I had

tea with Ibrahim on the terrace in front, and soon

Major Coutts was announced—a very tall, nice-

looking man. M. came down, and they were soon

engaged in animated conversation about Maude, his

wife. He had just heard by telegram of the arrival

of a son and heir. He is to come and dine with us

to-morrow. Towards 5-30 we prepared to start for

evening church, in the chapel at the Palace at six.

F. went off in a rickshaw, and then it appeared there

were no more, so I started to walk in heat and dust.

A donkey passed me, and I contrived to clamber on,

then was overtaken by Ibrahim with another with

a side-saddle, and was made to change. All

accumulated at the Palace and went upstairs to the

chapel, quite like a church. I sat near an open

window, and there was a circular fan working, so

was quite cool. It was very full ;
a good many

soldiers. The Sirdar came in late, and I believe

Lady Wingate with him, but could not see her. A
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very nice service, and a brisk sermon on the epistle

of the day (Septuagesima), about the Isthmian games.
Dark when we came out. F. nobly let me have the

rickshaw back. Dinner-bell ringing as we got in, so

dined as we were. Find there is a door to the dining

room at the side, close to my room, and our table is

close to that door, so it is most handy. I saw a lady

alone at a table near us, so I went and humbly

enquired if she was Miss Hall. She was not, but

pointed her out to me. She herself is Mrs. Imlach,

a Scotch lady, and is starting next Tuesday in the

steamer for the trip we have just been. She sat

with us after dinner, and was very pleasant.

Monday, Feb. 12fch. F. and Ibrahim started

at a very early hour for an excursion to the battle-

field of Omdurman, or, as they sometimes call

it, Kerreri. They had donkeys straight from the

Hotel, rode to the Omdurman Ferry (where we had

gone in a tram), crossed, taking the donkeys with

them, and rode there from Omdurman. Ibrahim

had made all arrangements for M. and me to go

there with Cook's excursion in the afternoon. In

the morning M. started at an unearthly hour to

visit Mrs. Hall's and Miss Bewley's school. I

followed also in a rickshaw, soon after ten, quite

early enough. I went first to the post and bought
another set of stamps (I had bought three at Wady
Haifa), here they introduced me to some government

stamps, with ... on them, so I bought four sets of

them. They came to about 60 piastres. Then we
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started again for the mission school. They, or rather

he, the man who drags the rickshaw (a light bath-

chair) between the shafts, like a pony, took me past

the Gordon statue to a house, and when I got in I

found I was not at Miss Bewley's but at the American

mission. A bland man tried to detain me, and a

Mr. Griffiths was summoned, but I managed to

escape, and they directed my man to the right

place. I had known from the beginning it was

"Victoria Avenue. Our next attempt was at a

perfectly empty house, even the man (a Soudanese)

saw for himself it was futile, and at last we arrived

at a very handsome new building, a roof with

battlements all round, which, as they generally

sleep on it, will conduce to their safety. Miss

Bewley met me, and took me into all the class

rooms. The children all looked so nice, in gay

coloured frocks, pink, blue, and red, much the

effect of English pinafores. Some quite white and

some jet black, and shades between, all quite

friendly. The white are principally the children of

Egyptian officers. They learn to read and write in

Arabic and English, and are also taught religion.

Any one can withdraw who likes, but Miss Bewley

says hardly anyone ever wants to withdraw. I

fancy Mahometans think it does not matter what

girls are taught. A Syrian teacher was with each

class, all looking very nice, and they all knew Miss

Newtons. I am glad the Syrians are considered

so superior. I should say the children ranged from

six to fifteen. I saw four classes, and heard some of
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them read English so that one could quite follow.

When we came out, Miss Bewley introduced me to a

gentleman, I did not catch his name, who said he

had met me before. I said, I did not remember, and

it appears he was one of the party we had seen having
tea at the temple opposite Haifa. We were much
amused. I said how comfortable we thought they

looked, and how we had taken our tea over a

day or two afterwards. Then I went back to the

hotel, where I came upon Miss Hall and had a little

talk with her. She has come from the Zambesi,

not from the Cape, and left there last June. She

has been generally carried in a hammock, and always

had a native boy from some mission station specially

to look after her, like a maid. She used to hear

lions roaring round at night, and never felt nervous,

would have liked to see one. When it drew near the

time for Cook's excursion, I began to get nervous.

The steamer was at the hotel steps, but everyone

told us a different time for starting. I went on

board the steamer itself, and a stately Arab, who

seemed in authority, told me decidedly 2-30. I then

met on land Cook's agent, a European in white,

who told me equally decidedly two. However, both

M. and I contrived to have some luncheon, and to

be on board in time, and there were about ten more

ladies and gentlemen, all looking very decent.

We had quite an hour's sail in the direction of

Omdurman, and a good deal beyond, but the odd

part was never saw Omdurman, or Gordon's tree,

or anything we had seen before. Landed on bare
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desert, a group of donkeys there to meet us. A

very nice dragoman, an Egyptian, to whom Ibrahim

had evidently specially commended us, for he

looked well after M. and me. We started off

at a good pace across flat desert, past some brick

buildings, and soon came to a small enclosure

with a column inside. We got off, the column

was in memory of the 21st Lancers, who I knew
had made a famous charge here, and lost a

great many, who are all buried in this enclosure.

Their names are as follows :
—

Lieut.
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III.

In Memory
of

The

Officers, Non-commissioned Officers and Men
of the

21st Lancers

Who fell here

Sept. 2, 1893.

IV.

When shall their glory fade.

F. took a sketch and copied the inscription, in her

morning excursion ; of course she had plenty of

time, not being with a party. The dragoman took

us on to a hollow where Osman Digma was stationed ;

he escaped, and is, I believe, alive now. We now
re-mounted and rode a good deal further, to a little

hill which looked quite imposing in the distance, but

very small when we got up to it. A flagstaff at the

top. The dragoman said the Khalifa sat on this hill

to see the battle. We all struggled up. It wa8

necessary to lose no time, so I gladly accepted some

shoves from the dragoman, as I had brought a parasol

and no stick. A very good view all over the desert,

and the Nile winding along, from which direction of

course the English troops had come. Omdurman in

the distance, about eight miles off. We now came

down, re-mounted, and rode back helter-skelter to

the steamer. My donkey had from the beginning
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attached itself to the donkey of a very nice Scotch

lady, which was decidedly the best, and on the way
back we kept ahead at a brisk canter nearly all the

time, and were at the steamer some minutes before

the rest. It was now nearly dark. We embarked,

and were thankful soon to see preparations for tea,

though the heat and dust had been nothing like as

bad as we expected. The wind seemed to go down
as soon as we landed ;

it had been rather bad in the

steamer goiug. It was nearly seven when we got

back, and it was a frightful hurry, having baths and

getting ready for dinner ; Major Coutts was expected.

"We were very glad to see Ibrahim on the bank, as it

showed he and F. were safe back
;
we had been

rather uneasy about the latter—out so long in the

heat of the day. I found it impossible to do my hair,

H was clogged with heat and dust ; so I tied a piece of

black velvet round it, and left it hanging, and hoped
I did not look disreputable. I put on my coffee-

jacket and black and white skirt, and red handker-

chief in front arranged in a bow, which I have had

to do all through the tour, as E. forgot to put up my
red and pink bows, and such a thing as a bit of

ribbon cannot be procured in Egypt. Major Coutts

was most agreeable. He was in the battle, and gave

us a most graphic account how they had marched

about twenty miles in heat, and were very much

exhausted, when suddenly the pom-pom of the guns

were heard from the gunboats in front, shellingOmdur-

man from the river, and they all rushed frantically

up some rising ground and saw all Omdurman before
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them, the Mahdi's tomb, which then had a high

dome, very conspicuous, and all sent up a rousing
cheer. The enormous army of dervishes between

them and Omdurman. The Khalifa never sat on

that hill, he said, but it will always be believed he

did. We sat on the terrace outside after dinner. The

Southern Cross is now, he said, in full beauty in the

south. Hooked for it at night from my room on the

south side, but the moon was so brilliant not a star

was to be seen. Wrote to Canon Leigh either

yesterday or this evening.

Tuesday, Feb. 13th. This afternoon we are

to take our departure, but first Major Coutts had

promised to take us over the Gordon College. We
thought there was plenty of time, as the train did

not leave till four. Major C. called for us at 9-30 in

his pretty little boat—I do not know whether yacht

or launch—the "
Flying Fatima." Unfortunately,

the wind was against us, and we got on so slowly he

suggested we should walk—said it was only a little

way. It was miles, and boiling hot. I had to travel

26 hours in the clothes I had on, except the skirt,

and did not want to get melted, so walked very

blowly. Ibrahim kept with me, and I flung off my
burnous (his present) I am afraid rather crossly, and

he carried it for me. The College is an enormous

building, and they are adding to it. Gardens all

round, very fine oleanders, and beds full of

convolvolus minor, as they are everywhere, violet

and white. The Director (Dr. Currie) received us
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very politely. We were taken up a wide stone

staircase to his sitting-room, where two other

visitors were already
—

Captain Feltham (?) of the

Berkshire Begiment, and his wife. We were

introduced, and I thought they said Pilkington,

so I asked the lady if the name was really

Pilkington, and found it was not, but we had

some talk. The Berkshires are stationed at

Khartoum. She herself is going to England in April,

but, I gathered, not her poor husband—a very tall,

nice-looking man. We were now taken all over ;

most spacious wide stone corridors above and below.

Ages in the museum. I do not care for museums in

general, but was interested with some of these

things. Cannon which had belonged to Hicks

Pasha's expedition, a huge drum from the Bahr el

Gazal which must have been brought by Chandos'

expedition, it was dated 1904. Seeds and scorpions in

bottles ;
no asps, and they seem unknown creatures

now. A huge crocodile, and quantities of heads of

different antelopes on the walls. Specimens of

different sorts of wood
;
I wondered if they had got

them in that collection at Kew, and Major Coutts

was sure they had. Then we had rather cursory
views of the different class-rooms with the boys at

work. I daresay it was considered the boys, some

almost young men, would not like to have Sitts

looking at them. I saw, however, they were mixed

up, black and white, like the girls at the Mission

School, and wore red fezzes. I believe the teachers

here are all Syrians. There are more than 200
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pupils. Some are trained as engineers and for minor

posts in the Civil Service (it is not yet known how

they will turn out), and some as carpenters, smiths,

etc. Then we were shown what I really thought
the most interesting and satisfactory, the school

library. All sorts of English boys' story books,

Ballantyne's, M. Fenn's, and such like, and showing
evident signs of being read. The librarian showed

us the book in which they were put down, and a pile

which had either just been brought back or taken

out. It showed, at all events, that the boys must be

learning English thoroughly, or they would never

read these books. By this time F. and I were

getting very uneasy, for time was getting on and

we had not nearly finished our packing. M. said

she had finished hers. We had expected to be

back about eleven, not realizing how far it was. I

had meant also to go to the bank to change some

money, and to write our names in the visitors' book

at the Palace. The Director was not to be hurried.

He took us out in the garden, in the boiling heat,

and made us go into the kitchens, a building apart,

and look at the food, which I have no doubt was

excellent, but I was too hot to look at it. Then

he took us to another building, in which was

machinery, all whirring about, but that F. and I did

firmly refuse to enter. I have a horror of machinery

at any time, and never understand it. At last we

escaped, took leave of the Director, and took refuge

in Major Coutts' boat which had now arrived. Now
Ibrahim was nowhere to be seen, he had not followed
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us round, why we did not know, and we had come

out just where we had gone in. However, there

was no time to lose, so we went straight back to

the hotel, very sorry we had not time to stop and

see Major Coutts' house, where he had invited us to

come and refresh. I wish we had had another day.

We were back before one, and took leave of Major

Coutts, feeling most grateful to him. After he was

gone I remembered we had never written our names

and p.p.c. in the palace book, so I wrote him a card

and asked him to do it for us. Another transaction

of mine was to buy trom the head waiter, who had a

collection of stamps, a five piastre stamp, with five

milliemes printed across it, upside down. He said a

few where done by mistake that way, and they are

considered very valuable. I gave him a pound for

it, and hope I have not been very foolish. We now
finished our packing, had a hasty luncheon, Ibrahim

(who had come back on a donkey) paid all the bills,

and we were off on the steamer for North Khartoum

and the station about 2.30. The palace looks lovely

from the river, we had an excellent view of it this

morning, passing close by in Major Coutts' boat.

The nice Scotch lady and her niece were going by
the same train, we subsequently exchanged cards,

her name and address are Mrs. Gaskin Anderson,

113, St. George's Eoad, S.W. I was quite astonished,

thinking she lived in Scotland, and she is as it were

a near neighbour, just across the river. We had

expected to be awfully crowded in the train, but the

manager was remarkably civil, and gave us each a
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separate compartment intended for two, to ourselves.

We think Leigh Bey must have said a good word

for us. Tea, almost directly after we started, was

very grateful, and then I read "
Daily Mails

" and

"Midshipman Easy" till dinner-time. I looked

out for Chandos' camp, but saw no signs of any

camp. A good deal of vegetation at this part of the

desert. M. did not come to dinner, had some

tea in her berth, F. and I rather enjoyed ours,

and I had a bottle of Pilsener, which was most

refreshing, I took off my blouse as soon as I got

back, and put on a loose holland jacket and my
burnous, lay down, and was most comfortable, reading
"
Midshipman Easy." Suddenly the lights were put

out, on the other journey they were left in till

daylight. I suppose they thought it too hot. I

looked out, and had the great luck to see that we
were crossing the bridge over the Atbara, the only

large tributary the Nile receives in its course. I

believe it comes from Abyssiuia.

Wednesday, Feb. 14th. I believe the crossing

of the Atbara really took place to-day, but am not

sure what time it was. Both my watches have

stopped, and I suppose cannot be put right till

England. I asked M. what time it was and she told

me five. Of course I expected it to be light directly,

and asked out of the window at every station

whether we were at Abu Hamed, where the baths

are. M. was very angry, and said I disturbed her.

At last, as it did not become light I lay down,
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it was really quite chilly, I drew all the clothes

over me and went sound asleep. Awoke to broad

daylight, and we were very soon at the baths. We
each got one at once, there was no hurry, and we

enjoyed them thoroughly. Had just finished dressing

when the breakfast bell rang. Had had early tea

before. Had poached eggs and bacon to breakfast,

very good. Never put on my blouse all day, kept
to holland jacket and burnous, and was thoroughly
comfortable. The day passed very quickly, and we
were at Haifa (so called generally now) before

we had dreamed it possible, at 4.30, an hour shorter

than the journey the other way. We had heard of

trains being ten hours late, so were most agreeably

surprised. We were soon off, and outside station met

the two Eeises, and then more sailors. Exchanged
cordial greetings. Came upon the Helene gaily

decorated with flags, her high mast taken down.

The Cook steamer "Prince Abbas" close to, ready
to receive Mrs. Gaskin Anderson and the rest of the

passengers in the train. No sooner were we on

board than a most unexpected thing happened, it

began to pour with rain, and actually went on all

the evening, we had pictured ourselves sitting on

deck in great heat. We never stirred from the

saloon, found a budget of letters and papers. I wrote

a long letter to Lena, cards to Maude and Irving,

and four picture ones to Carola. Enjoyed patience,

which I have never attempted since we left the

dahabieh. In some mysterious way my own patience

cards, three packs, two in a leather, one in a card-box
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have disappeared, and Ibrahim has lent me those I

gave him. We cannot play bezique with only two

packs.

Thursday, Feb. 15th, 58th day. Awoke in the

night chilled to the marrow, got up and put on my
flannel dressing-gown. Went sound asleep again,

awoke, (I have no watch now,) and called out to

know what time it was. Heard 8.20, decided

to have breakfast in bed. We had started, there was

a thick fog, and no sun. It felt very cold, I had to

search for several extra articles of clothing, could

not get at a flannel blouse, they were all on deck, put

on warm coat. A most abnormal day, the sun never

came out, and I never went on deck. I wrote hard

at this journal, did from 7th to 13th, and put in some

cards. The others went on shore once or twice, and

we all went a walk after we had anchored, when it

was nearly dark. Up a high bank, open desert at

top, but several trees, one very large one, could not

make out what it was. Towards evening felt quite

as if I had an inward chill, and went early to bed.

Friday, Feb. 16th, 59th day. A decided chill.

F. got me some curacoa, my unfailing remedy, and

I stayed in bed till ten o'clock. Then hot bath

and warm flannel blouse, etc., quite set me up, and

I enjoyed breakfast. The sun was now out, and I

went on deck wrapped in my fur cloak, and read

"
Vingt ans Apres," very comfortably. Had luncheon

on deck, consisting of pilau, biscuits, a glass of
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curacoa, and two cups of coffee. Banks low for the

most part, a good many trees on each side, sands

look golden again, yesterday it might have been

Formby. Have written this journal up to date,

hope now not to get behindhand again. Passed the

ruins of a Eoman castle. Before dinner felt very

cold and sleepy, and went and lay down on my bed,

wrapped in my fur cloak with "
Vingt ans Apres,"

and read and slept at intervals all evening. Had a

little dinner brought there, maccaroni and a glass of

curacoa. A very good night.

Saturday, Feb. 17th, 60th day. Very cold and

dull again this morning. Got up late, breakfast

about 9.30. Had fried egg and felt all right. Passed

little temple on the opposite side to Abu Simbel, but

seemed as if we should never get to Abu Simbel

itself. Very cold on deck, cutting wind, sat in fur

cloak. About twelve really did get to Abu Simbel,

rowing all the time. Went on shore at once to

temple. Dahabieh with American artist still there.

When we went in, it at once struck us all the statue

columns inside looked very much damaged. The

scaffolding had been removed, and the one against

which it had been fixed had all its breast damaged,
and a great piece of its arm broken off, looking quite

fresh. Another had a great piece of one foot broken

off, lying loose by it. I could take my solemn oath,

that foot was not broken when we were here before,

the 26th and 27th January. I sat on all the bases

and could not have failed to notice a large loose
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piece. It caught my eye at once to-day. The light

was tolerable, and we could see a good deal—even the

figures in the inner sanctuary, but looked forward to

seeing them better early next morning. Wandered

about outside. M. encountered the American, and

seems to have expostulated in a very dignified

way about the damage done. Of course, he denied

having done any harm. Later on he came upon us

all three inside the temple, and warmly repudiated

the accusation. I am not sure, but think he said the

scaffolding had not been on the damaged figure, but

F. firmly said she had a drawing of it. I showed

him the broken piece of foot, and he said it had been

done for years (like servants). He said they had

made most accurate drawings. I said I was afraid the

accurate drawings had done a great deal of damage ;

and there the altercation ended. We saw him and

his wife and little boy about, but did not bandy any
more words. I now, with the help of Ibrahim, who

supplied me with pencil and paper, copied the

inscription on Major Tidswell's tomb, and the Toski

Memorial tablet—
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Memorial Tablet

on

Eocks overhanging

Abu Simbel.

This Tablet is placed here in Commemoration

Of the Battle of Toski,

Which took place on 3rd Aug., 1889,

When the Soudan Kebel Army under the Command
Of Abderrahman Wad El Ne Junii sent to

Invade Egypt was

Completely defeated and tbeir leader slain by the

Egyptian Army under the Command of

Grenfell Pasha Sirdar.

On the Tomb.

Sacred

To the Memory of

Major Benjamin Tidswell, Koyal Dragoons,

Born 11th May, 1850,

Died 18th June, 1885, while serving with the

Heavy Camel Eegiment
With the Nile Expedition.

We had tea in front of the temple. M., F.,

and Ibrahim then started up the sand-hill where

M. and I had gone the time before. I started a

little after them with "
Vingt ans Apres

"
with no

intention of going to the top, meaning to sit and

read. The guardian and several other Arabs rushed
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after me, calling out, '- Hi mistress, not that way !"

I turned and said,
" Mind your own business,

I shall go where I like," and they desisted from

further pursuit. (I have since discovered the poor

things want one always to go in the same track to

prevent the sand crumbling down). I sat down by
the feet of the statues and read a little, then looked

down and saw the American lady sitting just facing

me. 1 felt I must get further away, so I started off

again, got into the track, and going very slowly,

found myself on the plateau just as the others came

down from the cairn (where M. and I had been) very

little higher up. The air was delicious and the

view lovely. Just below us the bank made a bend,

and the Nile looked just like a mountain lake,

the opposite bank green with palm-trees. On each

side of the rocks of Abu Simbel the banks are quite

flat, it is most curious that Barneses should have

selected this lonely rock to excavate this splendid

temple, the facade is quite level with the rock. "We

went down all together, F. took a sketch of one of the

Colossi on the way, and made our way to the Helene,

which had moved some way further off to make room

for a steamer expected in the night. It was rather a

rough walk and nearly dark. I am now quite

recovered from my chill, this lovely desert air has

quite completed my cure.

Sunday, Feb. 18th, 61st day. We were all in

the temple very early, at least M. and I were. F.

went in the felucca with Ibrahim to a sand-bank in
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the river to draw the front of the temple. It was a

very dull sunrise, very different to the brilliant one

of Jan. 27th, but as time went on the clouds

dispersed, and the sun came properly out, and I saw

all I had seen before and a good many new

details. The vulture over the head of Eameses,

the captive he is trampling on, when he has

the one he is going to kill by the arm. the scene

where he is sitting on a throne with very pretty

patterns on it, a man behind him holding a sort of

fan or umbrella over him. Also the chariots meeting,

and the men tumbling over the battlements. The

camp scenes described by Baedeker are in a dark

corner, and we none of us could find the bundle of

hands being presented to him. The "
Ibis," a

Government steamer, had arrived in the night, and

a good many of her passengers had come in for a

cursory view. None of them seemed to know or care

about anything, except one German, who said,
" Ach

so !

" when I pointed out to him Kameses' tame lion

running under the horse, my favourite subject. I

also pointed it out to a common stout Briton, who
was explaining things to a female in a blue veil,

who never uttered. He said,
" This is Kameses, you

see he is going to war. These are all different scenes."

They came and looked at the lion, but made no

remark. A young man and two girls without hats

ran into the inner sanctuary, they never once looked

at the four Deities, then in full sunshine. They
were eagerly talking,

" Where is she ? Well, she

was here when I came first," and they ran out
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again. F. and Ibrahim came late on for a last

look, and we all went back to the Helene in the

felucca, saving a good deal of rough walking. The
" Ibis

"
had departed. It was just nine when we

got back, and we started at once. "Were rowed

nearly all day. They do not row hard except now
and then, but just so as to keep us in the current ;

we wobble about in the most extraordinary way,

sometimes stern foremost, sometimes prow. Palm

trees on the bank almost all the way, and a good
deal of cultivation. Wrote journal, and looked for

texts ; found very few. Anchored about 20 miles

from Abu Simbel. High wind in the evening.

Monday, Feb. 19th, 62nd day. Gloomy

morning ; cold wind. Passed Ibrim, Koman Castle

on high rock. F. took sketch. Wind suddenly

became contrary. We were drifting back, so

anchored at other side. M. had long been talking

about the tomb of Pennut as something rather

remarkable, which Cook's steamers do not visit. It

is rather far inland somewhere about here, so it

was suggested we should go in search of it. We
started walking, with quite a suite carrying our

luncheon and the saddles ;
it was hoped we should

pick up donkeys en route. Ibrahim had also found a

native to act as guide. We went first through quite

a forest of castor-oil shrubs, very well grown, and

they were planting a good many young ones. Bare

desert beyond, some rocks in distance, tomb in one

of them—did not know which. Sand rather heavy ;
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glad when donkeys appeared from village of Abineh,

to our left. Two very good ones, the third very

tiny ; M., as the lightest, was put upon it. Soon saw

tomb in rock. Had been about an hour-and-a-half

getting there (had started about ten o'clock). Square

entrance, deep hole in the middle ;
had to go round

edge to get at the two sides, which were all

mounds of rubbish
;

the whole very low, so that

one could see all the paintings quite well. They
were quite wonderfully well preserved, and the

colours brilliant. Pennut was Governor of the

Province, and made some present to Kameses VI.

(20th Dynasty, 1276 B.C.) He is depicted with

his wife, admiring a statue of Barneses VI.

Ibrahim read aloud the descriptions in Baedeker,

and they were all perfectly easy and clear to identify,

which is not always the case. Quite the most

interesting is Pennut, worshipping Hathor emerging
as a cow from a mountain all among lotuses. F.

made a most elaborate drawing of it. Another,

very interesting, was Anubis weighing his heart in

scales, Thoth writing down the weight, the dog of

the dead (we cannot find out its name) watching by.

The last scene was his mummy, supported by an

Ethiopian slave, all his friends taking leave of him.

A long inscription in hieroglyphics on one side of the

doorway, quite sharply cut and clear for any one

who could read them. We had luncheon outside
" under the shadow of a great rock in a weary land."

F. returned to her drawing, the atmosphere of the

tomb was stifling, it was most heroic of her bearing

J
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it so long. I sat outside with "Vingt ans apres,"

very comfortable. About three we started on our

return journey. Bather a different route to see some

tombs they have just discovered. Oblong holes,

the shape of graves, lined with stone, there is an

entrance in each below to another chamber not

yet excavated. No paintings on these upper ones,

but the stone linings quite smooth, one looked like

porphyry and had a keystone across it. They are

all level with the ground, like open graves in a

church-yard, about six or eight of them. In one

there was a serpent, the men insisted on throwing
stones and killing it, they said it was a very

venomous kind. We were very anxious it should be

let alone, as we were sure they would not kill it

thoroughly ; but they would not, so we had to go

away and leave them. Soon after this the little donkey

lay down with M. ; fortunately she was not hurt.

After that we divided the other two among us, and

rode by turns. I rather enjoyed some walking.

Looked for shells on the open ground and round

the roots of the castor-oil plants, but found none. I

used to find quantities in the Sinai desert. Tea was

very grateful when we got back to the dahabieh

about five o'clock. A Cook's steamer was anchored

opposite, and we watched the tourists all going up to

the Castle of Ibrim, from which, no doubt, there is a

very fine view. We felt it rather on our minds, but

it was soon put quite out of the question, as the wind

had gone down, and we rowed on.
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Tuesday, Feb. 20th, 63rd day. Anchored

opposite Derr this morning, and at 9.30 crossed

over in the felucca. Donkeys met us, and a police-

man, who went with us to the temple. "We rode all

through Derr, which is quite an important place,

all among very fine palm-trees. A large post-office,

police-barracks on one side of it, and further on we

passed the Egyptian Salt and Soda Company. We
had not expected so much civilisation. The temple

is in the desert, just outside the town, excavated

out of the rock. It is very much destroyed ;
in the

outer court only bases of the pillars left, except the

last row, which has traces of seated statues. The

inner hall has three rows of pillars still standing.

All the paintings very much defaced. Baedeker

gives elaborate descriptions, but it is impossible to

identify any except one of Barneses grasping his

enemies by the hair, like the one at Abu Simbel,

Horus handing him a sword. M. discovered a

fragment of a lion at his feet. She discovered

another lion, but no one could find the one springing

on a captive which Baedeker describes. F. drew

Barneses, and M. and I went up to the top to have a

whiff of desert air, which is always most refreshing.

Found luncheon when we came down. Suggested

offering some to the policeman, which did not please

either F. or Ibrahim. I am sure it was the right

thing to do, though Ibrahim said he asked if there

was pork in it. The donkeys were excellent, and we

quite wished the ride had been longer. It was rather

hard work for the men rowing back to the dahabieh
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against the current. As soon as we were on board

started for Korosko, and got on so well we were there

before four o'clock. Spent the afternoon writing

letters. I wrote to Maud, and to Lord Sudeley about

the rifle corps, and two cards. M. had 26 letters and

cards to post. A very fine view of Korosko as we

approached, with hills behind. We landed as soon

as ever we had anchored, and took our letters to the

post. Then started up a hill which has a Sheikh's

tomb at the top, and a cairn with a flag. It was

quite a pull, but a very good path, rocky in places. M.

and F. were up long before I was. Ibrahim lingered

behind with me, but let me alone, and prevented

anyone else touching me, for which I was very grate-

ful. A most extensive view up and down, the

Nile winding in each direction, and one sees the

beginning of the road along which Gordon rode on a

camel to Abu Hamed on his way to Khartoum.

There was a cold wind, we sat under the shelter of

the Sheikh's tomb, while F. made a sketch. The
" Safa

" was anchored close to us, and was going to

have a tug to Assouan, or rather to Shellal, the

station by Philae on this side of the barrage. We
began to wonder whether we should have one too, or

rather utilize the same. For a wonder we were all

agreed it would be very advisable. We are more

than 200 miles from Assouan, and it might take us a

month to get there. As soon as we got down

Ibrahim hurried on to the telegraph-office to wire

about it. When we got up to him we heard there

could not be an answer that evening, so must wait.
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All the Mahometans who go up to this shrine make

a little cairn for themselves and offer up a prayer.

We had seen Ali, one of our men, doing this, and

heard afterwards he had prayed we might have a

tug, and just at that moment we began talking

about it. Kather a curious coincidence.

Wednesday, Feb. 21st, 64th day. Very cold

in the night, and had a little return of chill, so put

on very warm clothes and did not go out out all day.

Sat in sun on deck till wind got up, and it became

cold. Had curacoa to luncheon. Wrote last night

to Irving, and this morning to Helen Beckford, from

whom I had a letter at Khartoum. Ibrahim posted

them both for me. No answer to telegram about tug,

so sent another about 12 o'clock. Answer came

asking tonnage of dahabieh, and number of passengers

(tonnage 300). M. and F. had a donkey ride along

Gordon's road, and to a cemetery. Quite dark when

they got back. No more news of tug.

Thursday, Feb. 22nd, 65th day. All right this

morning. Ibrahim gone to post-office for news of

tug. F. out sketching a sakkieh a little way off. One

of the men took me to her. Sat there a little while,

then came back to Helene and sat on deck ; very

pleasant, with awning. At last, about 11 o'clock,

Ibrahim came back triumphant. We are to have the

tug and start to-morrow. Shall be at Assouan in less

than two days ; by ourselves should have been at

least three weeks. Am truly thankful. Price twelve
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guineas
—well worth it ; will save us money as well

as time. In the afternoon, M. and I, with Ibrahim,

rode on donkeys along Gordon's road to the same

point where they went yesterday
—a ruined house.

We could see it far ahead, turning a corner. We
went round the hill we went up the other day ;

it

is very precipitous on that side. We also passed the

barracks of the English soldiers during the war
; now

in ruins. Back for tea, and then rowed in the felucca

to the other side, and sat in the delightful hot golden

sand while F. drew. No more news of tug ; rather

in despair.

Feiday, Feb. 23rd, 66th day. Very cold this

morning. Such a cutting wind on deck, went on

shore in search of F., who was sketching another

sakkieh. Much warmer there; sheltered from the

wind. Much amused to find that the man of the

sakkieh does not walk after the oxen, as I always

imagined, but lies comfortably on a sort of truck, and

is dragged by them. No wonder he does not mind

going on all night. It is supposed they go on all

night making a dreadful noise on purpose, in hopes

travellers will bribe them to stop. We then went

with Ibrahim to the post in hopes of some news of

the tug, but could hear nothing, and are beginning to

lose patience. This is the third day we have wasted

here. After luncheon we began to be so irritated

that M. went on a mission on board the " Safa
"

(which is anchored close to us, also expecting the

tug) to ask the owner, Mr. Parker, if he had any
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idea when the tug would arrive. We thought

something definite might be heard from an English

person. She came back, and we heard Mr. Parker

had no idea, and strongly advised us to start. If the

tug ever did come and overtook us, which he doubted,

they might pick us up. No sooner said than done,

and by two o'clock we had started, the men rowing,

and a small sail put up. No doubt it is a great

disappointment to them, poor things, and there is

an end of Ali's prayer, but we were sick of Korosko

(though a very picturesque place), and could not wait

there for ever
; besides, the people evidently did not

mind how many fibs they told. Steep rocks down

to the water at one part. After dinner, Ibrahim

suddenly burst in—"Ladies, will you have a tug?"
Incredible luck ! A tug from Haifa had overtaken

us—offered to tow us. No sooner said than done.

We were fastened alongside, and in a very few minutes

were gliding rapidly along. It was a Greek tug,

price ;£8. The engineer was Italian. Ibrahim spoke

to him in Italian, which seemed to make him kindly-

disposed to us. We felt different creatures. Ibrahim

said with all those hours of rowing we had only gone
about five miles. At that rate we should have been

about a month getting to Assouan.

Saturday, Feb. 24th, 67th day. Think we
halted part of the night, but am not sure. At

daylight we were gliding along briskly, now towed

behind the tug. At 8 o'clock, passed Dakkeh, 11

miles from Philae. River much lower than when we
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passed a month ago ;
not nearly so many palm trees

in the water. A quantity of sheep on the tug.

Ibrahim and I got over the side on to the tug to look

at them. They were in a comfortable pen, not at all

crowded, and they were giving them bamboos to eat.

They looked hard and dry, but the sheep seemed

to like them. I hope they had water. F. rather

disordered to-day, lay on bed. About 12 o'clock

passed Gerf-Hassan, 62 miles from Philae (distances

taken from Murray). At 3.15 Dendur, 52 miles from

Philae. Saw all these temples very well from the

dahabieh. We visited them Jan. 19th, 20th and 21st.

We were sometimes towed behind the tug, sometimes

alongside. The wind was high and contrary, which

delayed us. At one time they stopped and took in

several large stones to make ballast—the propellers

were not low enough in the water.

Sunday, Feb. 25th, 68th day. Do not know

whether we halted in the night or not. In broad

daylight I awoke, and we were gliding on, and

suddenly I saw Pharaoh's bed (the Kiosk) almost

touching us. We anchored at Shellal (the station

opposite Philae), and M. and I went with Ibrahim

by the 8.30 train to Assouan (trains every half-hour).

We left the Helene to come through the locks, and

F. preferred remaining quietly on board. We went

first to the post ;
rather a long way, and quite hot.

Very few letters ;
much disappointed. M. had one

from Helen, which she read aloud to me. I posted

two letters I had written yesterday, to Ettie and to
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M. Langton. We now took a little carriage to

the church. Service not till 10.30, so had to wait

some time. Bishop Morley preached; very good
sermon. We had heard it was to be the Dean of

Norwich, and I had looked forward to seeing him.

Celebration afterwards. Church very full. Coming
out of church some one accosted us—it was Mrs.

Imlach, whom we had met at Khartoum, and whom
we had seen starting on the White Nile trip the day
we left. She told us it had never been very hot, and

they had one day entirely without sun, and it had

rained, all the Arabs asked what it meant. The

Bishop of Hereford had returned in the same steamer,

he had had rain too on his journey. We seem to

have come in for a special wave of heat. Mrs. Imlach

was now on "Barneses the Great," which was

anchored at Assouan. M. and I lunched at the

Cataract Hotel which is close to the church, read the

papers, and wrote some letters. I wrote to F.

Langton from whom I have never heard, and to

Chandos, from whom I found a letter. He had been

very hot at his camp in the desert. About two

o'clock Ibrahim came in search of us, and suggested
we should go in a boat to meet the dahabieh, which

we did. He had a very nice boat with an awning

ready at the hotel steps. We very soon met the

Helene and got on board, and found F. nearly

recovered. Anchored on the island of Elephantine,
where we were last time. We had talked of going
for tea to the Savoy Hotel, to see what it was like,

but we were so occupied reading our letters, and
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writing some cards for the post, that the plan dropped

through, we had tea on board, and then started in

the felucca for church, where we thought there was

evening service at six o'clock. When we got there,

however, we found it was at 4.30. Bishop Morley
saw us, and said he hoped next season to have electric

light, and evening service. We returned to the

felucca and had a short row, very pleasant, lovely

stars and a tiny new moon. Quite hot to-day.

Monday, Feb. 26th, 69th day. Another mail,

both from Cairo and Khartoum, were due at nine

o'clock, so we decided to wait for the chance of

more letters. Ibrahim suggested a donkey-ride, and

M. and I agreed. F. preferred keeping quiet. We
rode through several narrow winding streets, and

then emerged on the desert, very dingy sand.

Bishareen camp very curious, just like Bedouin

encampments in desert. Tents and little huts,

camels, sheep, and goats straying about, trying to

feed in the bare sand. Bought some beads. One

woman was making a basket at the door of her tent.

Ibrahim took a snap-shot of her. The railway goes

right through the camp—a very narrow single line,

quite inoffensive. Rode on to the quarries, where

there is an obelisk, partly finished, but still attached

to the ground ; very curious. The quarries are

granite ;
still used. Then we rode round another

way, and got out to look at a temple which has only

lately been excavated. You go down a deep flight of

steps to it. A large hall with pillars and reliefs very
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well preserved, a little colour over the doorway.
Back into Assouan ; we went first to the post,

where we found several more letters, I had one from

Maude. Then we went to the shops, dismissed our

donkeys, and made several purchases, principally

ostrich feathers and beads. Very tempting shops,

and I should have been glad of more time, but we
hurried back to the dahabieh under the impression

we were to start at once. Then it appeared the men
were making bread, and there was no idea of starting

for hours, if at all to-day. We were all a good deal

annoyed. Later in the day M. and F. went for a

drive to the obelisk. This morning, while we were

out, we saw three camels, very good looking ones,

being led about for sale. Ibrahim said the man was

ashing £34 for the three, we thought it very cheap.

We made enquiries to-day about a tug to Luxor, and

found it would cost JG25, so gave it up. Also we

want to stop at two or three places.

Tuesday, Feb. 27th, 70th day. Started this

morning about eight, but a high and contrary wind

made us drift back, and we anchored just outside

Assouan. Not told at the time, and did not realize

we should stay here all day, when we did it was too

late. Much annoyed that we had not utilized the

day and gone to Philae, which we could have done

quite easily. Pottered about outside and found some

shells. Sat in an arbour in a kitchen garden

belonging to the Gezireh cafe. Had some coffee.

A very nice dog from Erment (a peculiar breed)
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and three cats. This evening again discussed tug ;

undecided.

Wednesday, Feb. 28th, Ash Wednesday, 71st

day. Again made a start, and again pulled up by
wind. Now thoroughly decided to have tug. Ibrahim

went into Assouan to make arrangements. M. went

a long walk to a tower on a hill near. F. and I sat

outside under palm-trees near a sakkieh, a baby
in the truck guiding the ox, only one about here.

Ibrahim returned about 12.30. He had arranged

for an Anglo-American tug to cost £25, and we

may stop three times, at Silsileh, Edfu, and El Kab.

He had to return to make final arrangements ;

so at 2.30, we all went to Assouan with him in

the felucca. Went first to the Anglo-American

office, where I wrote a cheque for £25, and the

matter was clenched. It was a very prompt affair,

for it was settled the tug was to call for us in

about an hour at the Savoy Hotel, where we meant

to have tea. First we made a few purchases (I bought

two packs of playing cards for bezique), then we

rowed across in our own boat to the Savoy Hotel

on the island of Elephantine. We have always had

a hankering after this hotel, it looks so very nice

among palm-trees. A broad walk up to it bordered

by flowers. At the top a beautiful lawn, equal to the

Sirdar's, shady trees and shrubs about. Croquet,

and little tables and chairs for tea. We at once

seated ourselves, and had an excellent tea—cake,

zwieback, and Marie biscuits ; we are very tired of
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hard bread and toast. Large amaryllis lilies, and a

lilac shrub something like lilac. Then we went to

look at the hotel itself, a beautiful bougainvilliers

covering nearly the whole front. Up steps to a

broad terrace. Inside, very nice hall, not too large

to be comfortable, and reading room, shelves with

books. Had not time to investigate further, as

Ibrahim was in a frightful hurry to get us off to the

tug, which was waiting already. Embarked. Very
comfortable seats on deck, and we were off directly,

our own boat towed behind. Were at the dahabieh

in no time
; quite a change from the depression of

yesterday. Went on about 12 miles that evening.

There was a nice little saloon on the tug, but

very hot. Quite a library, and we borrowed three

Tauchnitzes. Had rather a cold ;
it became very

bad that evening, eyes streaming. Head one of the

Tauchnitzes,
" The Great Babylon Hotel."

Thursday, March 1st, 72nd day. Cold so

bad, stayed in bed till after luncheon, and never

stirred out. M. and F. went to Silsileh ;
tombs one

side of river, quarries the other. Came back for tea

between. Much annoyed to miss them, as steamers

do not stop here
; but it cannot be helped, could not

have looked at anything. Better towards evening.

Friday, March 2nd, 73rd day. An excellent

night, and cold much better. Felt quite up to

Edfu, where we arrived about 9.30. Had a good
view of enormous Pylon as we approached. Off about
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ten, on donkeys, about twenty minutes' ride. First

along river bank, then over a bridge across a dry

canal, and then through the village. Passed a

telegraph and post office. Got off in front of the

Pylon. Two enormous hawks, one on each side ;
M.

and F. did not remember them. A large, square,

flagged court inside, thirty-two pillars round it ; they
were repairing one side. A succession of small halls

with pillars ;
in the innermost, a large, polished granite

shrine, the only thing belonging to the older temple ;

the present one dates from the Ptolemies. On the

walls of this innermost sanctuary are some very

interesting reliefs—the king unlocking a door, then

opening it, the standing before Horus, etc. All the

reliefs were wonderfully well preserved. There is a

high enclosure wall round three sides of the temple,

covered with reliefs in very good condition, and easy

to identify. On one side, three Anubises and three

Horuses, carrying a boat with Horus on it. On
another side, a boat with a large sail, Isis kneeling on

it holding a hippopotamus, and Horus transfixing it

with a spear. Two more hippos and people spearing

them. A lion higher up. A frieze running all round,

with most interesting figures and patterns in it.

Some very good faces, quite perfect. Two of Cook's

parties came while we were there. All seemed

thoroughly uninterested, and never spoke, except

one stout American, who was most interested with

the hippos, and identified them all with a Baedeker.

"We stayed there the whole day, and had both

luncheon and tea. Went up a staircase of 243 steps
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to the top of the Pylon ; a very interesting view.

Also went up an easy, shallow staircase to the roof

of the temple itself. Before leaving we went to look

at another very pretty little temple outside—of the

kind called a Mammisi, as they are in memory of

the birth of Horus. There are two or three reliefs,

very distinct, of Iris suckling Horus ;
in one she is

sitting among lotuses. There was a staircase to the

top of the temple, from which we had a very good

view of the Pylon. Back to the dahabieh about

five. Started again, and soon the tug got aground,

and remained there a long time. Was got off

eventually.

Saturday, March 3rd, 74th day. Got up

early for El Kab, and then heard there was not time

for us to stop there, as the tug was bound to be at

Luxor this evening, which we had never understood.

However, there was no help for it, and I personally,

was not sorry, as I had rather a cough, and was glad

of a quiet day. Passed Esneh. Quite an important

town, with some very good houses, evidently belong-

ing to Europeans, and a railway-station. Temple
rather hard to distinguish, there is so little of it

above ground. A great many palm-trees about.

Several dahabiehs anchored, and a good deal of

shipping. On the opposite, the Arabian side, a range

of pale pink hills. Expected to be at Luxor about

four. Meant to dine at hotel and have quite a festive

evening, but twice got upon sand-banks, and were a

long time getting ofif, so soon saw that was hopeless.
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Finally, about seven, just before dinner, heard loud

yells on deck, and then a tremendous crash. Quite

thought the crew had mutinied, and that we were

going to be murdered ; but Ibrahim rushed into the

saloon saying, "Ladies, do not be frightened." It

appeared the tug had insisted on going on after dark,

against advice, got upon another sand-bank, and

pulled us after her right upon another boat already

stranded there, with a large anchor hanging outside.

The anchor had gone right through the side of the

saloon, and across the corner into M.'s cabin. She

was lying on the bed, and it must have gone within

an inch of her head. We cannot be too thankful for

such a providential escape. We now anchored for

the night ; the broken glass was cleared away, and

we were left with half one side of the saloon open.

Sunday, Mabch 4th, 75th day. Arrived at

Luxor about nine. Anchored opposite side, just in

front of temple. Crossed in felucca for church.

Service at 10.30
;
church very full. Very interesting

sermon about Sodom and Gomorrah ; the clergyman
had been deciphering Babylonian manuscripts about

Chedorlaomer. Holy Communion. Several letters

and papers, card from Maude, very nice letter from

Miss H. B. The Eichardsons are very glad to stay a

little longer at Ham. Luncheon at hotel, very good.

Wrote to L. P., Miss G. ill. Letter from Mr. Noble
;

Mrs. Noble has lost a brother at Madrid. Back to

dahabieh for tea. Wrote some more letters and

cards. Back in boat for evening church at six.
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Posted letters in hotel. Have received Text

Almanack ; had asked E. to send it, it will be a great

boon. Had brought two of the other kind by
mistake. Also two letters from E. about Tessa.

Sent picture-cards to her and Henrietta.

Monday, Makch 5th, 76th day. M. and I

started on donkeys at eight, with Ibrahim, for the

tombs of the kings. First across sand, then crossed

railway and canal bridges, and some way along a

road, a dry canal on one side, cornfields on the

other. Stopped first at temple of Kurna. Pretty

facade of lotus-pillars ; do not remember anything

particular inside. Soon after came into actual desert,

and rode a long way along a track bordered by stone,

and winding in and out among bare rocks. Most

desolate stony desert, and sand quite dull in colour—
not the lovely golden tint it generally is on the Libyan
side. At last came to the tombs, openings in the rocks

very near together, doors to each, and flights of steps

to go down. They are all numbered. We went into

five ; one (No. 35) had only been opened about a year

ago, and the mummy was still there. I am glad to

say no one is allowed to go near it, but we looked

down upon it at the bottom of a deep well. All three

tombs were most interesting and the colours so very

bright, being protected from the air, and they are

lighted with electric light, so that one sees everything

beautifully. The two best were 11, (called Bruce's

tomb) of Kameses III., and 17, (Belzoni's) of Seti I.

In 11, there were several small chambers soon after

K
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the entrance, most interesting devices in each ;

one had two minstrels playing on harps, another

quantities of vases of different shapes, the kind one

generally calls Etruscan. Belzoni's, however, was

quite the most interesting; we were there a long

time. On the walls are long processions of the four

races of men—red, brown, black, and white ;
also

three-headed serpents and other curious things one

has not seen in other places, an enormous serpent in

quantities of coils extending all along the side of one

passage, and in another apartment a procession on

the roof, and a large hippopotamus with a crocodile

climbing on its back. A good many Cook's tourists

were there at the same time and, I must say, were

showing much more interest than they have at other

places. When we came out we were pretty well

exhausted, and it was very hot, and we were glad of

luncheon in the entrance of a tomb with an inscrip-

tion over it—"
Specially reserved for visitors who

wish to lunch." When we had rested we started up
a winding path up a rocky hill, which we were to

cross to another valley. A troop of C. Ts were

also going and the donkeys following. At the top

of the ridge, from which there was a most extensive

view on both sides, we mounted the donkeys and

went down a steep path into the other valley to the

temple of Deir el Bahari. At one time we had to

walk a little. Cook has a sort of resting-place in this

valley, where his people were all refreshing. Deir

el Bahari is a most curious temple, all in colonnades,

in terraces one above another, against the rock,
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flights of steps between. At the top, two halls with

columns, and in one a*large altar with steps up to it.

At the back of one of the colonnades are some very

interesting reliefs of
)
boats with sails, the water

underneath full of fishes—they say, so correct that

the species have been identified. Trees with water-

jars cooling underneath, and a figure of Queen Hatasu,

of which F., who had ^joined us here, made an

elaborate drawing. Queen Hatasu was the builder

of this temple ;
she was the daughter of Tutmes I.

and the wife "of Tutmes II. (18th Dynasty, 1590), and

seems to have been^a most masterful person. In a

small chamber of this temple she is depicted as

sucking from a very large cow—the emblem of

Hathor, considered to be the best animal drawing of

any in Egyptian temples. "We rode straight back

to the dahabieh from here, approaching the canal

bridge from the opposite direction to the one in

which we left it this "morning ;
so we had made a

complete round and seen a good deal of country. As

far as the bridge the road was all through cornfields,

and we saw the Colossi in the distance among them,

and much wished to get up to them, but it would

have involved rather a long round, and we had had a

long day, so left them till morning.

Tuesday, March 6th, 77th day. Off again this

morning at eight
—all three of us. Across canal and

railway-bridge, and turned to left—the way we
returned yesterday. Soon saw the two Colossi

towering before us
;
one is Memnon, the one who
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used to sing. (" Soft as Meinnon's harp at morning.")

One has been mended, the other has not. I could

see no difference. M. and I both got off to look

more closely ;
F. did not. It was blowing a high

wind, and bitterly cold ; yesterday it was very hot.

"We now rode on to Der el Medina, a small temple

but has some very interesting things, very well

preserved. In a small chamber there is a subject

stretching the whole length of the wall, of the soul

being judged before Osiris. His good deeds in a jar

are being weighed in the scales against a feather.

Thoth writing down the amount with a reed pen,

Osiris sitting in judgment, and the infant Horus

sitting on his staff, and the dog of the dead sitting

on a shrine in front of Osiris. F. made a drawing
of all this when she was at Luxor some years ago,

and we were all very interested to see it. She now
drew an Anubis on the opposite side. She is making

quite a collection of Anubises (Deity with dog's head)

in honour of Ca3sar. We now rode on to Medinet

Abu, a very large temple which has a smaller

temple, and what they call the pavilion connected

with it
; but these two last we never seemed able to

identify. We began by going up the Pylon up
several flights of steps, where we found a group of a

couple playing some game—a dice or a pawn was

quite plain in the female's hand, but we could not

make out the board. Then we wandered about

looking for harem-scenes, but, failing to find any,

(they are mentioned in Baedeker and Murray), went

through the gate into the courtyard of the great
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temple. In front is a Pylon, on one side of which

Rameses III., who built the temple, is seizing

captives by the hair and bringing them as an

offering to some Deity ; the other side is covered by
an inscription. Beyond is a small court, a corridor

all round, Osiride pillars on each side, circular pillars

behind them, the roof covered with devices in

brilliant colours. All the wall behind the corridor

covered with a series of most graphic and interesting

reliefs : Rameses carried on a shrine, long pro-

cession, Rameses cutting ears of corn, following the

sacred bull
;
then battle-scenes, chariots clashing,

and a whole train coming up to the king, carrying

piles of hands. Beyond, another very large court,

pillars all broken, in ruins, but must have been

splendid; reminded me of Delphi. Along the sides

of this were several small rooms, all roofless, with

reliefs in perfect preservation and brilliant in colour ;

one especially, the king ploughing and cutting ears

from a sheaf of corn. All round the outer wall are a

succession of warlike scenes—Rameses in a chariot

with a lion running by him, like Rameses II. The

guide-books mention a sea-fight and a scene where

he is pursued by lions, but those we never could

identify. There is, however, one very graphic scene,

where he is hunting wild bulls and has just speared

one in a marsh. Altogether, it is quite one of the

most interesting temples we have seen. We had

luncheon here, and then rode on to the Ramesseum.

F. went straight back to the dahabieh, as she had a

sketch she wanted to finish by the afternoon light.
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The Kainesseum is a complete ruin, but most

interesting and graceful. The first object of interest

is what was once the largest statue in Egypt—a

gigantic granite statue of Eameses III., now broken

and lying about in huge fragments, his head nearly

perfect, enormous hands and feet about. There are

several smaller statues nearly perfect, lovely pillars,

and most interesting reliefs ; one of a city being

besieged, with a ladder, and another wall all covered

with warlike scenes, where a man, presumably a vet.,

was examining a donkey's hoof. We did not stay

very long here, and were back at the Helene about

four. After tea I went across to Luxor in the felucca

and did some shopping, and was beguiled into buying
some embroideries with graphic scenes—Eameses in

his chariot, etc.—which will look showy at garden

parties. Also some Tautchnitzes, and posted two

cards to F. L. and Eomola.

Wednesday, March 7th, 78th day. Another

arduous day. About eight, crossed to Luxor in

felucca. M. and F. had gone earlier—M. to shop

and F. to finish a sketch she had begun in the

temple. Ibrahim met me and we joined the other

two in the temple, then mounted donkeys and rode

to Karnak. Passed obelisk and end of Luxor temple

with figures seated outside ; no time to go down to

them. Passed the Savoy Hotel, and soon came in

sight of Karnak, approaching by the Avenue of

Sphinxes
—there are three of them ; the one in the

picture is, I think, the one leading to the Nile by which
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we approached last time. Rode first to the Temple of

Mut (Image in the Sand) . In a most desolate part ;

consists of two circles of figures of Pasht, the cat-

goddess, in dark stone ;
hundreds of them, mostly

very imperfect ; approached by a narrow corridor on

which are figures of Bes, a stout Deity, squatted

with hands on knees. Further on there is quite a

large lake, called the Horse-shoe Lake—just the shape

of a horse-shoe. Walked round it and back to the

donkeys, and rode to near the Great Hall. Found

a wonderful change for the better ; a great deal had

been cleared away, and the rows of columns did look

most imposing. F. settled down to draw some

lotus pillars near, and I wandered about. Never

could find the wall with the interesting reliefs we

saw last time
; found two chariots in one corner.

The sun was now very hot—at starting it had been

almost as cold as yesterday
—and I settled down in

shade in the Ramesseum, the small temple near large

Pylon. Here the others found me, and we walked

by a very interesting way past a statue of Eameses,
a fallen obelisk, and a little pool (which I heard, to my
dismay, was the Sacred Lake), to a palm grove,

where Holy was waiting for us with luncheon. We
had to cross a little bridge to get to it. A good rest

here, then mounted our donkeys again, and rode

back to the Temple of Mut, where F. was going to

draw the most perfect figure of Pasht. While F.

was drawing, I lay on the ground on some long grass

at the foot of one of the statues, where there was a

little shade, and went to sleep. While here the
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dahabieh was seen approaching. It had been uncertain

whether she would be able to get on here, or whether

we would go back to her at Luxor. We had a very

pleasant ride back to her, past the great Pylon
and avenues of sphinxes, then across a bridge and

along a tram-line, and finally along paths through

corn-fields, to the water's edge. The owners of

the fields came upon us noisily, and angry with

our riding through them
;
but as we had kept to the

broad path, we could not have done any harm. The

Helene had fortunately arrived, and we were glad to

get on board.

Thursday, March 8th, 79th day. Day of well-

earned repose. Never stirred off dahabieh. The

others had a walk after we had anchored. Wrote

journal ;
flies very troublesome. Got on pretty well.

Quite hope we shall accomplish Dendera to-morrow.

The cutting below refers to the lady we met at Goz-

Abu-Guma, Feb. 8th, and at Khartoum, Feb. 12.

At the latter place I had a little talk with her.

"Daily Mail," Feb. 10th, 1906.

Lady Explorer.
" Her friends in England have received an intimation

that Miss Mary Hall, an adventurous Englishwoman,

is nearing Khartoum, having completed an exciting

journey through Central Africa from Beira. Miss

Hall, who is the only European woman to have been

so far inland, is travelling with no other companions

than her forty native bearers. All the journey has
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been done on foot, provisions, tents, etc., being carried

by the men. During the last twenty years, this

ardent lady traveller has covered more ground off the

ordinary routes than any other contemporary woman."

Friday, March 9th, 80th day. Getting on

very slowly, and Dendera still some way off. About

10 o'clock started to walk, quite a troop following,

carrying two saddles (I said I would ride astride) and

luncheon. We trudged on for more than an hour

along a raised causeway, a range of pink hills to our

left, and groups of trees in front, which never seemed

to get any nearer. Crops on each side, which they

were watering with shadoufs from wells in a dry

canal, quantities of animals grazing. At last, two

donkeys and a horse appeared. M. and I mounted

the two first, and F. and Ibrahim shared the horse.

We turned in the opposite direction to the pink hills,

where I had expected to go, and in process of time

the Pylon appeared in sight; a much better view

than we had on approaching last time. The guardians

remembered us, and told us a great many excavations

had been made since we had been here. We had

luncheon in the great hall, and were really very glad

of it. Then F. adjourned to make an elaborate

drawing of Csesarion. The sun was very glaring,

and she had to sit in a very narrow piece of shade

under a wall. M. and I went with the guardian into the

crypt with candles. It was very narrow and stifling,

and I could see nothing, and was thankful to escape.

Then I went to F. and into the temple of Isis on
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that side, in which are two reliefs of cows, which the

Sepoys worshipped when they came here with the

Indian army in 1800, (I must look this up). One of

the cows has a little Horus on a lotus guarding it.

F. drew it afterwards. There are several interesting

remains about, but it was too hot to explore far.

Then I went to the Mammisi, on the side near the

Pylon ;
we had not looked at it last time. It has

very fine pillars outside, with figures of Bes upon
them. Inside there are rows of little Horuses being

nursed in every possible way. I went to sleep in

this temple
—it was cool inside. About 5.30 we

started on our return ride—a comparatively short

one—to Cook's landing-stage, where we had to wait

so long last time. This time we were more

fortunate—the dahabieh had arrived, and we were

soon on board.

Saturday, March 10th—Tuesday, March

13th, 84th day. A most disastrous period. On

Saturday I awoke feeling miserable. Could hardly

stir, and felt a loathing for any kind of food ; just

like last year, with the influenza, only not so bad, and

no cough. Did not mention flu. Got up and dressed,

but remained in a state of coma all day. Read the

"
Egyptian Princess," and found texts. Towards

evening, heard F. had an inflamed eye. They had

been a walk in the wind, and it had made it worse.

Most depressing. Next day, Sunday, I felt a shade

better ;
still no appetite. Had a hot bath, which

did me great good ; yesterday it had been cold—I
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had kept it waiting so long. Never dressed all day.

Read "
Egyptian Princess," and found texts. F.'s

eye very bad, Ibrahim constantly putting on appli-

ances ; hope they are judicious, but hear complaints

of heat, and should have thought cold would have

been better. I recommended a piece of raw meat,

which cured me once, at the Eggischhorn, in a

similar state ; but they paid no attention. A wretched

state of things. Monday, I felt decidedly better, and

sat on deck for two hours. F. still very bad. In

addition, we seemed to be making no progress, or

very little, and our only hope was to get to Assiout,

and a doctor. We were approaching Nagd Hamadi,
where tugs are kept, and in the afternoon Ibrahim

went there, and came back very soon and said they

required the money (£30) paid down beforehand. I

understood this was to Cairo. It was odd to demand

all the money. It was £6 a day, the same for return,

and they could not tell beforehand how long it would

take. Ibrahim went again, very late, (poor F.

required so much looking after), and returned having
secured one to Assiout, and paid £30. I do not

understand, but will get it explained later; anyhow,
we shall get on. Wrote to Maud ; thought it could

have been posted at Nagd Hamadi, but the post was

too far. Ibrahim slept in the saloon this evening, to

be able to attend to F. in the night. Next day, the

tug arrived about eight, the bridge opened at nine,

and we got through very briskly. It was a very

pretty sight. I think we got on about 80 miles.

F. certainly seems better. They read aloud to her
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Justin McCarthy's "History of our own Times,"
and an idiotic but readable Tauchnitz, called

" A
Great Man." I am decidedly better, but still loathe

food. Ibrahim again slept in saloon.

Wednesday, March 14th, 85th day. Started

early this morning—a very cold wind—and about

twelve we were at Assiout. M. went on shore with

Ibrahim to call on Mrs. Sturgess, and ask her about

a doctor. They were away a long time, then M.

returned with a very nice Greek doctor, who spoke

French. He looked at F.'s eyes, at once said it was

conjunctivitis, and applied some remedies. Fixed

to come again at six, to explain the treatment to

Ibrahim. Later, Mrs. Sturgess called. We had tea,

and then a drive together, and she showed me

everything. Ibrahim had ordered the carriage ; there

was some way to walk to it, but I found I could

manage quite well. We were anchored in quite a

different place to last time—nowhere near the

Sturgess' house. We first drove across the barrage

and back, then all round, and Mrs. S. told me what

all the handsome buildings were, and then to the

foot of the hill, and a little way through the Moslem

cemetery. Of course, if we had been sound we

should have gone up this hill, from which there is

a very fine view, and there are also some tombs; and

we had so looked forward to having the Sturgess' to

dine. Quantities of green crops, all of which ground
Mrs. S. (who is quite delightful,) says is under water

at the time of the inundation, which begins in
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October. Then we drove through the town and

bazaars, and looked at some scarves, but did not

buy any, and our driver gave up the reins to another

man, and ran to his house to fetch some. Then we

drove to the Sturgess' house, and she lent me some

books and old magazines. Then we went back to

the dahabieh a different way, and had not so far to

walk. The driver brought the scarves, and Mrs.

Sturgess advised about the price. M. and I each

bought one, costing 60 piastres (about 12s.) Mine

was black and gold, her's black and silver. I thought

them most reasonable. Miss King, (the very nice

girl who is staying at. the Sturgess') was already at

the dahabieh. She and Mrs. S. returned together.

The doctor had paid his second visit, and certainly

seems to have done F. good.

Thuesdat, Mabch 15th, 86th day. Yesterday

an additional cheque for £50 was sent to the office

at Nagd Hamadi, the price for the tug carrying us on

to Cairo. We had to wait till a wire arrived to say

they had received it, and empowering the Eeis to

start. It arrived about eleven. We were off through
the bridge about twelve. Got on as far as Hadji

Candeel, about 55 miles. This is the place from

which to see Tel-el-Amarna, where there is a famous

pavement. M. was going to see it, as it was quite

near, and it was proposed I should go to. I scouted

the idea at first, but eventually thought I could

manage it.
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Friday, March 16th, 87th day. M. and I were

both off on donkeys soon after six, Ibrahim with

us. A very pleasant short ride, partly through

desert, air most reviving. They have built a house

over the pavement, and there are raised plank paths
to walk on. There are two rooms ; in the first, the

pavement appeared to me totally obliterated, in

the second very nearly so, but after looking a good
while ones eyes got accustomed to the dim light, and

one could make out a few things. Birds flying about,

wreaths of flowers, calves gambolling among lotuses,

It must have been lovely when first discovered in '92.

There is a whole ruined city about here, and a great

many tombs have been excavated, but we had not

time to see anything more. We had started with

our tug by 7.30. A most cutting wind this morning,

and it continued very cold all day. Got on to a place

called Shack, not on Cook's list of stations, rather

more than 100 miles from Cairo. F. much better.

Saturday, March, 17th, 88th day. A howling

wind, contrary of course, and very cold. M. has

packed for me, most grateful to her. F. is going

about almost like a normal person, of course with a

bandage, we cannot be too thankful. Expected to

have got to Cairo to day, but had to anchor about

twenty miles away.

Sunday, March 18th, 89th and last day. We
have finally done with the Helene, and, till the last

ten days, nothing could have been more delightful.
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About nine o'clock we anchored close to a suburb of

Cairo. We three and Ibrahim landed, we took leave

of the crew, and walked up a bank and a very few

yards, and were on a tram road. One passed almost

directly, we mounted, and were on our way to the

Mena Hotel, where we had wired for rooms. We
passed the Zoological Gardens, crossed two bridges,

country quite green, pyramids in front of us. In

about three-quarters of an hour we were at the

Mena Hotel, touching the pyramids. Sat in the

porch while Ibrahim made enquiries, and soon heard

we should have rooms. Heard a bell, thought it

must mean church, and tracked it through the

dining-room to a little chapel outside. Morning
service and sermon, no Celebration. Then were

conducted to our rooms, mine a very nice one on the

second floor, the others a long way off, did not follow

them. Luncheon, thought it very good, F. did not.

Afternoon Ibrahim went into Cairo to make final

arrangements about dahabieh and tug, also to see

when there would be a steamer for England. He

brought back letters. K. has twin girls born

March 11th, going on well. We had tea in the

garden, rather long bringing it. Steamer "
Ophir

"

from Port Said, 26th. Hope we shall get berths.

Evening church.

Monday, Mabch 19th. Delightful room, hot

bath, enjoyed it after the cramped one on the

Helene. Heard this morning a lady had a bad

accident yesterday. She was an Alpine climber, and
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went up Mycerinus by herself, and was found lying,

her head much injured, both wrists broken, and

some ribs. Mycerinus is very easy, but of course if

people go the wrong way they may get into

difficulties anywhere. Wrote to Annie this morning,

also to F. L. from whom I have at last heard. She

does expect me, but I could not possibly pay a visit,

feeling as I still do though much better. Maude has

already gone, taking with her a box of mine, I am

sorry to say she must bring it back. By the 11.50

tram M. and I and Ibrahim went into Cairo. (I

had previously exchanged a few words with the

brother of the lady who had the accident. He said

they could tell nothing for twenty-four hours. Her

watch had stopped at one o'clock, and she was not

found till 5.30. It is most extraordinary how she

managed to get away by herself, for it always seems

impossible to stir without a dozen people pursuing.

I said I had heard she was an Alpine climber, and I

used formerly to do some things myself, might I

ask her name. He said Mrs. Kenway. She and her

husband go every year. I said my name was

Hornby, the remark was not received with any
enthusiasm. The tram stops at the end of the

bridge with lions. Then we took a carriage and

drove straight to Blattner, Ibrahim's agent. Here

we found more letters and papers, further good

accounts of K. S. We sat here while Ibrahim accumu-

lated the right change for us to pay the crew their

tips. The two Reises had a pound each. Three of

the men fifty piastres (about 10s.) the rest forty.
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Michael, the waiter, had three pounds, and Ibrahim,

the ironer (who has also been cook since Wady
Haifa), two pounds. Michael richly deserved a

pound from each of us, for he has been housemaid as

well as waiter, and kept everything beautifully clean.

From what I have read id Miss Edwards' book, and

the " Crescent and Cross," we should have suffered

much more from flies but for his care. We now
drove to the Continental Hotel, where I was left, as

I meant to attend a meeting of Mr. Carlile's about

the Church Army and Labour Homes. There were

not many there so I was glad I had gone, and

Mr. C. (who it appears is now Prebendary, gave
a most interesting address. After it was over I met

M. on the terrace outside and we had tea. She

had been shopping all the time, had not had time to

go to the Museum. Ibrahim fetched us, and we
drove first to Blattner's, to pick up parcels. Here

saw Blattner himself for the first time, he looks

quite a boy. He has certainly done very well for us,

and we have got our letters most regularly. Then

drove to the tram across the bridge, and were at the

Mena before 7.

Tuesday, March 20th. At ten o'clock started

on donkeys for the Pyramids and Sphinx. It had

long been decided Ibrahim was to go up the Great

Pyramid, and when he was ready to start F. decided

she would go too. Could one have believed such a

thing this day week, the day before we got to

Assiout, when we were all in abject misery. They
L
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accomplished it triumphantly, and were down again

in fifty minutes. M. and I saw them at the top,

and at intervals on the way down, and waved to

them. We have both been up, so could look

at them with a clear conscience. This is the third

time F. has been up. We then rode round by

Mycerinus, which is very tiny when you look

at it by the others, and saw the exact place

where the poor lady was found. (She is better).

Then rode on to the Sphinx, and got off and

looked at her. Her hands are all covered up,

they were free in '99. Then back to Hotel. The
little round had taken just two hours, I enjoyed it

very much. M. started off almost directly with

Ibrahim for the Museum, she had not time to go
there yesterday, so much shopping. F. and I had a

quiet afternoon, sat on terrace in front and had tea

there. M. was back soon after, and just as she

arrived two Scotch ladies accosted us who had met

M. and F. on a steamer in 1898. They thought they

had seen me too, but I was clear I had never been

on a steamer. They were very full of antiquities,

particularly about a cow which has just been dis-

covered at Deir el Bahari (Thebes) in a lovely shrine.

As it happened M. had just seen it at the Museum,
but did not know it had been found so very lately.

We feel we must go to see it. The ladies' name is

Collins. We are trying to get places in the Ophir,

Orient Line, from Port Said, next Monday the 26th,

but do not know yet.
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Wednesday, March 21st. M. went off with

Ibrahim early this morning to see a blind school near

Heliopolis. They went by tram into Cairo and then

by train. Then Ibrahim saw about our tickets for

the Ophir on Monday, and they are secured, I am
thankful to say. They were back about luncheon

time, and we heard there was going to be a lecture

about the newly-discovered cow, at the Continental

Hotel at 5.30. We thought we had better go and

hear it, first visiting the cow at the Museum. We
got off by the 2.50 tram, then drove to the Museum.

The cow is wonderful, quite perfect, life-size, mottled,

a high crown with mantle depending from it,

which reminded me of the mountain from which the

Hathor cow is emerging in the tomb of Pennut. A
little prince sucking, and king standing in front.

Cartouche and lotuses at back of crown. Cow stand-

ing in lotuses. Then we drove to the Continental,

and had just time to have tea before the lecture.

The room was crammed, though ten piastres to pay.

For poor Mr. Carlile there was nothing to pay,

and there was hardly anybody. Mr. Naville, the

discoverer of the cow, gave the lecture in English,

which was a pity ;
but the limelight illustrations

were lovely, particularly one of the cow as they first

saw it, its head just emerging from the shrine. We
were very late back. Had to wait half-an-hour for

the tram. Wrote to Maude.

Thursday, March 22nd. M. and F. and

Ibrahim went early into Cairo, that F. might draw
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the cow. I bought some stuff for blouses at the

shop in the grounds, and then started to walk to

the Sphinx. A tiresome Arab soon attached himself

to me, and then a man with a camel. At last got on

the camel, and found it very comfortable. Was

deposited by Sphinx, and sat and read there for

nearly an hour. Then got on camel again, and

expected to be taken to hotel, but by the pyramids
the camel lay resolutely down

HERE,
" the hand that had written it, laid it

away." E. had gained strength very decidedly

in a week, at the Mena Hotel. It is very much
to be regretted we did not stay another week, but

we hoped the voyage home would be strengthening.

It proved quite the reverse. We had calm weather

but very cold, and many discomforts which were

quite unnecessary, on the "
Ophir," Orient Co. I

hope few invalids meet with such utter want of

consideration in their voyages. She reached home
on the 6th, and seemed fairly well for two days,

but pneumonia began on the 9th (Monday in Passion

Week), and the end came very early on Good Friday

morning.
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